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ABSTRACT 
  
The objective of the thesis is to develop a Unified platform for 
Banking Services. Compared to The traditional banking services, 
the originality of this thesis is to make banking transactions easier 
and to enable interfacing of delivery channels such as phone 
banking or Internet banking and to enhance its usefulness and 
increase its security. The platform created acts as a gateway and 
message handler to allow any customer to access services by 
passing transactions to the core banking application. The unified 
platform will act as a middleware between the core banking 
application and delivery channels that are used to deliver services 
to the customer. 
The unified platform is capable of receiving various message 
formats. The message standard set by the international 
organization is the most common used format. We adopted this 
format used in other protocols to communicate with delivery 
channels to provide electronic banking services. 
The unified platform adopts IFX (International Financial eXchange) 
as the message standard that is used to communicate with the core 
banking system. So the main role of the unified platform is to act 
as an interface to transform various other external messages 
formats to IFX. For our practical implementation example, we used 
plain text format and ISO٨٥٨٣ as illustrations of external message 
format. 
IFX is adopted in financial applications as a standard format that is 
based on XML (eXtensible Markup Language), finally a brief 
description of messages standards and XML features and benefits is 
presented, followed by the security and the methods that used to 
increase the service channels security. 
 
 
 
 
ﻢﻳﺪﻘﺗ 
  
  
 ﻲﻠﻋ ﺪﻤﺘﻌﻳ ﺔﻴﻓﺮﺼﻤﻟا تﺎﻣﺪﺨﻠﻟ ﺪﺣﻮﻣ مﺎﻈﻧ ﺮﻳﻮﻄﺗ ﻲﻓ ﺚﺤﺒﻟا اﺬه ةﺮﻜﻓ ﺺﺨﻠﺘﺗ لدﺎﺒﺗ
ﻞﺋﺎﺳرﺔﻴﺳﺎﻴﻗ  .  
  
 ﻋﻠﻲ ﺣﻀﻮر اﻟﺰﺑﻮن ﻟﻔﺮع اﻟﻤﺼﺮف اﻟﺬي اﻟﺨﺪﻣﺎت اﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻴﺔ اﻟﺘﻘﻠﻴﺪﻳﺔﺗﻌﺘﻤﺪ ﺗﻘﺪﻳﻢ 
ﺗﻘﺪﻳﻢ اﻟﺨﺪﻣﺎت اﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻴﺔ اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ هﻲ اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮح اﻟﻔﻜﺮة اﻷﺳﺎﺳﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﻨﻈﺎم و ﻳﺘﻌﺎﻣﻞ ﻣﻌﻪ،
اﻹﺳﺘﻔﺎدة ﻣﻦ اﻟﺨﺪﻣﺎت اﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻴﺔ اﻟﻤﻘﺪﻣﺔ  ﻤﺼﺮف ﻋﺒﺮ ﻗﻨﻮات اﻹﺗﺼﺎل وﻟﺰﺑﻮن اﻟ
  .ﺑﺴﻬﻮﻟﺔ وﻳﺴﺮ ﻣﻊ ﻣﺮاﻋﺎة اﻟﺴﺮﻳﺔ واﻵﻣﺎن
  
ﻣﻦ إﺳﺘﺨﺪام اﻟﺨﺪﻣﺎت اﻟﻤﻘﺪﻣﺔ  ﻋﻦ ﻃﺮﻳﻖ ﺰﺑﺎﺋﻦ ﻳﻌﻤﻞ اﻟﻨﻈﺎم آﻤﺤﻮل ﻟﻠﺮﺳﺎﺋﻞ ﻟﺘﻤﻜﻴﻦ اﻟ
  .ﻨﻲ ﻋﺒﺮ رﺳﺎﺋﻞ ﻗﻴﺎﺳﻴﺔإرﺳﺎل ﻣﻌﺎﻣﻼﺗﻬﻢ ﻟﻠﻨﻈﺎم اﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻲ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻔﺮع اﻟﻤﻌ
  
ﻗﺪ ﺻﻴﻎ اﻟﺮﺳﺎﺋﻞ اﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻴﺔ، وﻠﻔﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺘﻟﻪ اﻟﻘﺪرة ﻋﻠﻲ إﺳﺘﻘﺒﺎل أﻧﻮاع ﻣﺨهﺬا اﻟﻨﻈﺎم 
اﻟﻤﻌﺘﻤﺪة ﻟﺪي هﻴﺌﺔ اﻟﻘﻴﺎﺳﻴﺔ ﻠﺮﺳﺎﺛﻞ اﻟﻤﺮﺳﻠﺔ ﻣﻦ واﻟﻲ اﻟﻨﻈﺎم اﻟﺼﻴﻐﺔ إﻋﺘﻤﺪﻧﺎ ﻟﻠﺘﻮﺿﻴﺢ ﻟ
ﻗﻤﻨﺎ . )OSI( noitazinagrO dradnatS lanoitanretnI اﻟﻤﻮاﺻﻔﺎت اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻴﺔ
آﺎﻟﻬﺎﺗﻒ )اﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻴﺔ اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﺑﺈﺳﺘﻌﻤﺎل هﺬﻩ اﻟﺼﻴﻐﺔ ﻟﻠﺮﺑﻂ ﺑﻴﻦ ﻗﻨﻮات اﻟﺨﺪﻣﺎت 
وﺑﻴﻦ اﻟﻨﻈﺎم اﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻲ ﻹﻧﺸﺎء ﺧﺪﻣﺎت ﻣﺼﺮﻓﻴﺔ ( اﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻲ واﻟﺼﺮاف اﻵﻟﻲ وﻏﻴﺮهﺎ
  .اﻟﻜﺘﺮوﻧﻴﺔ
  
اﻟﻤﻘﺘﺮﺣﺔ ﻟﻺﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻓﻲ  هﻲ اﻟﺼﻴﻐﺔ )XFI( egnahcXe laicnaniF lanoitanretnI
ﺎت  اي أن اﻟﻤﻬﻤﺔ اﻷﺳﺎﺳﻴﺔ ﻟﻨﻈﺎم اﻟﺨﺪﻣ،اﻟﻨﻈﺎم ﻟﻠﺮﺑﻂ ﻣﻊ اﻷﻧﻈﻤﺔ اﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻴﺔ اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ
اﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻴﺔ اﻟﻤﻮﺣﺪ هﻲ اﻟﻌﻤﻞ آﻤﺘﺮﺟﻢ ﻟﻠﺼﻴﻎ اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻟﻠﺮﺳﺎﺋﻞ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻗﻨﻮات 
  . )XFI(اﻹﺗﺼﺎل وﺗﺤﻮﻳﻠﻬﺎ اﻟﻲ ﺻﻴﻐﺔ 
  
 ٣٨٥٨OSIﺑﺎﻟﺼﻴﻐﺔ ﻗﻴﺎﺳﻴﺔ اﻟﺘﻄﺒﻴﻖ اﻟﻌﻤﻠﻲ ﻟﻠﻨﻈﺎم ﻗﻤﻨﺎ ﺑﺈﺳﺘﺨﺪام رﺳﺎﺋﻞ ﻷﻏﺮاض 
  . آﺄﻣﺜﻠﺔ ﻋﻠﻲ اﻟﺮﺳﺎﺋﻞ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻗﻨﻮات اﻹﺗﺼﺎلtxeT nialPﻋﺎدﻳﺔ ورﺳﺎﺋﻞ 
  
 . )LMX( egaugnaL pukraM elbisnetXe هﻲ ﺻﻴﻐﺔ ﺗﻌﺘﻤﺪ ﻋﻠﻲ ﻓﻜﺮة XFI
ﻧﻘﺪم ﻓﻲ هﺬا اﻟﺒﺤﺚ ﺷﺮح ﻣﻔﺼﻞ ﻟﻸﻧﻮاع اﻟﻤﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻟﻠﺮﺳﺎﺋﻞ اﻟﻤﺼﺮﻓﻴﺔ وآﺬﻟﻚ ﻓﻮاﺋﺪ 
 آﻤﺎ ﺳﻨﻘﺪم ﺷﺮح ﻟﻮﺳﺎﺋﻞ اﻵﻣﺎن واﻟﺴﺮﻳﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﻳﻤﻜﻦ إﺳﺘﺨﺪاﻣﻬﺎ LMXوﻣﻤﻴﺰات ال 
  .ﻳﺎدة ﺗﺄﻣﻴﻦ وﺿﻤﺎن اﻟﻨﻈﺎمﺰﻟ
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١. Overview of the thesis 
This part provides an overview of banking services, and gives 
a quick overview of the environment of the project that is 
presented in this document. 
We have divided this overview into the following topics: 
- Banking in Sudan. 
- New concept of banking services. 
- The future of banking services. 
١٫١ Banking in Sudan 
The traditional banking system was inherited from the 
AngloEgyptian condominium (١٨٩٩-١٩٥٥). When the National 
Bank of Egypt opened in Khartoum in ١٩٠١, it obtained a 
privileged position as banker to and for the government, a 
"semi-official" central bank. Other banks followed, but the 
National Bank of Egypt and Barclays Bank dominated and 
stabilized banking in Sudan until after World War II. [١] 
However, the concept of banking services is relatively new. All 
banking services provided to a customer are delivered directly 
through the bank branch where the customer’s account is 
booked. Most of the banking services required personal 
presence of the customer in the branch and there was no way 
for a customer to deal with an account from any where 
outside the branch itself. The main reason for that was the 
lack of use of any information technology tools, and the lack 
of the concept in banking sector. It is too difficult to provide 
banking services to your customers while all banking 
processes in use are manual, and all banking work depends 
on employees’ efforts; so this will lead to slow development 
and less improvement in the sector. 
All Banks traditional services and processes are paper based. 
Preprinted formats were used extensively to exchange 
information within the bank and between bank and 
customers. As the number of transactions between different 
customers increased over the years, there was a need for a 
more effective way of communicating and processing 
transactions data. This was the motive to develop software 
programs, called Core Banking System Software, to automate 
the banking processes. 
Fortunately, few years ago a growing trend in using 
technology in the banking sectors has started and it is going 
on rapidly and hopefully leads to vast improvement in the 
banking sector.   
١٫٢ New concept of banking services 
A banking service is any service that is provided by the bank 
to its customers to ease the access of their accounts that 
makes them feel satisfied with the reliability and efficiency of 
the banking processes. 
The banking services are a source of revenue for the bank as 
each service provided to customers can be made against a 
specific amount of fees. 
Banks can provide many types of services; directly delivered 
and managed by the bank or by holding an agreement with a 
third party that provides the service and gives support for 
implementing and managing all related processes.  
 
١٫٢٫١ Functions of Core Banking Software 
In recent years, the very technology that has made banking 
easier, faster and more flexible for customers has become a 
hindrance for banks using older core systems: integration 
with newer applications like online banking can be difficult; 
the programs themselves are cumbersome and hard to 
manage, with countless lines of code and outdated 
programming languages; and updates and upgrades can be 
confusing and time-consuming.[٢]   
Innovations like online, real-time processing, Internet 
banking, electronic bill payment and presentment, and check 
imaging are just a few of the electronic banking initiatives 
that businesses and consumers demand and banks must 
incorporate to stay competitive. Newer core systems facilitate 
integration of such applications and reduce the risk of system 
obsolescence, allowing banks to keep up-to-date and 
incorporate changes to suit business needs. [٢]  
١٫٢٫١٫١ Basic Functions 
The objective of the core banking system software is to 
achieve the following processes: 
• Customer Service - Automating customer service 
procedures give greater efficiency, adherence to Service 
Level Agreements (SLAs), increased customer satisfaction 
and more opportunities for cross selling.  
• Credit Card Processing - Automating card applications, 
account changes, customer inquiries and statement 
requests to deliver greater customer satisfaction and 
improved efficiency. [٣] 
These processes are used to achieve the deposit, withdrawal, 
balance inquiry, and statement inquiry transactions.  
١٫٢٫١٫٢ Other Functions  
The core banking can be used to carry out additional 
processes such as: 
Loan Processing - Automating loan applications from receipt 
through credit scoring and authorization to release and 
correspondence.  
Mortgage Processing - Automating applications for mortgages, 
from the point of receipt, through credit authorization, risk 
and property assessment to legal issues and the capture of 
bond information to completion and funds transfer. [٣] 
١٫٢٫١٫٣ Architecture to Interact With Core Banking 
Systems built in the ١٩٧٠s and ١٩٨٠s, prior to the availability 
or wide adoption of open systems and standards, were 
created in "closed" proprietary environments. The 
fundamental design of older core banking systems makes 
adoption of new technologies and databases, which support 
multiple delivery channels, including the Internet, extremely 
difficult and costly. There are also significant operational and 
security considerations that are vastly different. [٤]  
The banking sector may be losing out on important 
opportunities if they stick with antiquated systems. The 
suggested system is flexible, adaptable, cost-effective, and 
fast. They also can integrate more easily with newer, third-
party applications, such as check imaging or online banking. 
In a typical outsource situation, the better vendors handle 
this integration for the bank quickly and seamlessly. Updates 
are easy and operations are streamlined. Community banks 
also may benefit by receiving all applications from a single 
vendor-the core provider also may offer ancillary products like 
branch automation, telephone banking, and online 
banking.[٤]   
When older systems were built, data storage was expensive 
and so core system developers minimized what was archived. 
Today, data storage is cheap and management of information 
often is the difference between success and failure. The 
suggested system takes advantage of data mining tools and 
the bank’s CIF (Customer Information File) and makes 
information easy to access and use.  
Community institutions should not overlook the value of such 
relational databases, which are very customer-centric. Bank 
personnel should be able to see the entire customer 
relationship when considering a transaction. From this 
perspective, core systems built on an open architecture and 
incorporating CRM tools are well worth the investment. If an 
institution already has decided to switch to a new core system 
based on operational factors, the ability to leverage CRM may 
be icing on the cake. [٤]  
١٫٣ The future of banking services 
Financial institutions are one of the world’s biggest users of 
information technology. Indeed the modern commercial 
infrastructure is completely dependent on IT. Every teller 
machine transaction, every interest rate hedge, and every 
mortgage repayment are essentially digital data. Although the 
type of data involved in digital financial transaction are well 
defined and easily classified, the world is awash in 
proprietary, mutually incompatible formats for representing 
this data in digital form. 
Business users and managers have to show much interest in 
web services or any of the innovative technical features that 
excite vendors. Nor do they appear to care about core 
integration technology. They do, however, seem to care about 
the end goal of web services: delivering better IT-enabled 
services to their customers. 
Vendors need to adjust to this reality. Many are currently 
leading with the XML technology and web services message. 
They need to switch tactics and emphasize that service 
platforms create business value. Vendors have to focus on the 
business side of web services. 
Nowadays the term Electronic Banking, abbreviated e-
banking, is coined to refer to several services which shall lead 
to several changes to the people life because of its advantage 
instantiated on reducing time that was wasted on earlier 
traditional transactions between bank and customers. 
e-Banking is defined as the automated delivery of new and 
traditional banking products and services directly to 
customers through electronic, interactive communication 
channels. e-Banking includes the systems that enable 
financial institution customers, individuals or businesses, to 
access accounts, transact business, or obtain information on 
financial products and services through a public or private 
network, including the Internet. Customers access e-banking 
services using an intelligent electronic device, such as a 
personal computer (PC), personal digital assistant (PDA), 
automated teller machine (ATM), or Touch Tone Telephone. 
While the risks and controls are similar for the various e-
banking access channels. 
These channels epitomize the new way of banking - the shift 
from ‘traditional’ transactions that are conducted face to face 
in a bank branch. The new way of banking is remote and 
faceless, conducted outside the bank branch at any of the 
thousands of ATM terminals called (Core Banking System 
Software). The hallmark of the new way of banking is 
convenience - greater accessibility for the consumer and cost 
savings for the banks. [٤]  
Figure ١٫١ shows the architecture of the proposed unified 
interface system, and in the following parts we shall discuss 
the requirements, design and implementation of the system 
in more details.   
 Figure ١٫١:    System Architecture 
 
 
 
٢. Requirements 
The project requirements are divided into two major parts: 
- Human requirements 
- Hardware/Software requirements 
٢٫١ Human requirements 
When we talk about human requirements we mean the 
knowledge and the experience that should be provided to 
both bank customers and bank employees to enable them to 
use and deal with the banking services and get the maximum 
advantage of the services. 
 
As a first step, the bank employees should be trained well to 
use IT in their work, they should be taught how to activate 
services, how to manage customers’ requests, and how they 
can maintain simple problems and use the help desk systems. 
 The second step should be a good marketing plan that 
provides the services to bank customers and to describe the 
advantages of the services and show them how they can 
enable the service and use it. 
 
The preparation of humans is the most important 
requirement, because the services are implemented firstly to 
provide more efficiency to bank processes and enable 
customers to use and deal with their account in more flexible 
ways. 
٢٫٢ Hardware/Software requirements 
٢٫٢٫١ Hardware requirements 
The hardware requirements of the project represent the 
servers, the network structure, security equipments, and any 
necessary tools that should be represented to use a specific 
service, for example: telephone, mobile, wap enabled 
handheld … etc. 
 
The two figures below give a simple idea about the structure 
of the project and the hardware map that used in the project. 
 
 
Figure ٢٫١:    Network structure. 
Figure ٢٫١ shows the Unified Interface (UI) server and its 
connection protocols that used between the service channels 
from one side and banks servers in the other side. 
 
Figure ٢٫٢:    Servers & Security tools. 
Figure ٢٫٢ shows the design of the network security that used 
in the Banking Services Centre (BSC) .the firewall is used 
between the (UI) server and the main issuers router, there is 
also firewall in every issuer router to protect the issuer 
private network. We suppose that the Sudanese banks 
network is well secured. 
 ٢٫٢٫٢ Software Requirements 
Software requirements of the project are outlined here to give 
an overview of the programs that are developed, and the 
environment of the development. 
- Operating systems platform that shall be used for the 
implementation: 
• Linux. 
• Windows ٢٠٠٠ server. 
- We use the following Programming languages: 
• C++ 
• Java 
- The Database engines that shall be used are: 
• Oracle ٨i. 
• SQL Server. 
- We shall employ for Security the following tools: 
• Firewall. 
• Encryption – ٣DES. 
• Authentication. 
 
In the next part we shall discuss the merits of the above 
selection in more details.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
٣. Platform selection & development 
environment 
 
٤. Delivery channels supported 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
٣. Platform environment 
The major issue of the project is to provide flexible, reliable 
and stable banking services that can help customers to use 
their accounts in easy ways. To achieve this, the platform of 
the project must be chosen to fit all requirements and provide 
high efficiency and satisfaction of the services provided. 
 
The Linux platform is chosen to fit all requirements and 
provide high efficiency and make the project satisfiable. 
 
Windows ٢٠٠٠ server Operating System is used here as an 
example of the different platform that are used in e-channel 
system that may vary from provider to another. 
 
C++ and Java are chosen as programming languages to 
achieve portability and reusability features and also for their 
easy way to use messaging standard format. 
 
Oracle is used as core bank database and SQL Server is used 
as issuer database engine  
٣٫١ Linux 
Linux is an operating system that was initially created as part 
of the practical work for the master degree of a young 
student, Linus Torvalds, at the University of Helsinki in 
Finland. He began his work in ١٩٩١ when he released version 
٠٫٠٢ and worked steadily to develop the system further as a 
hobby until ١٩٩٤ when version ١٫٠ of the Linux Kernel was 
released. [٦] 
 
Linux is developed under the GNU General Public License and 
its source code is freely available to everyone. This, however, 
doesn't mean that Linux and its assorted distributions are free 
-- companies and developers may charge money for it as long 
as the source code remains available.[٦]  
 
It is critical to understand that Linux is a trademarked name 
owned by Linus Torvalds. [٦]  
 
Linux properly refers to a set of operating system kernel 
source code maintained by Linus and his team and distributed 
under the auspices of the Linux kernel Open Source project 
 
 
Figure ٣٫١:    Linux platform 
 
The term Linux also commonly applies to distributions of 
software that include components that constitute a superset 
of the Linux kernel proper. In general, these software 
distributions are comprised of utilities, libraries and language 
tool chains (the GNU software suite), plus additional 
application software (such as open source web servers like 
Apache). The term GNU/Linux is sometimes used to 
characterize these distributions of software with greater 
accuracy, as substantial content is comprised of GNU utility 
and tool software created and managed by the Free Software 
Foundation 
 
Linux may be used for a wide variety of purposes including 
networking, software development, and as an end-user 
platform. Linux is often considered an excellent, low-cost 
alternative to other more expensive operating systems.  
Utilization of Linux platforms, increasingly recognized as a 
leading operating system, is on the rise in today’s enterprise. 
More and more organizations are adopting Linux servers to 
run business-critical network and development application 
services, demonstrating high levels of confidence in Linux as 
an alternative to competing server environments.[٦] 
٣٫١٫١ Linux features   
٣٫١٫١٫١ Network-friendly 
One of the major litmus tests of the quality and utility of a 
modern operating system is how well it networks. Since a 
team of programmers developed Linux over the Internet, its 
networking features were given high priority. Linux is capable 
of acting as client and/or server to any of the popular 
operating systems in use today, and is quite capable of being 
used to run Internet Service Providers.  It is also well-suited 
to serving as a dial-in network station. Linux supports most of 
the major protocols, and quite a few of the minor ones. 
Support for Internet, Novell, Windows, and AppleTalk 
networking have been part of the Linux kernel for some time 
now. With support for Simple Network Management Protocol 
and other services (such as Domain Name Service), Linux is 
also well suited to serving large networks.[٧] 
٣٫١٫١٫٢ Multi-user 
Linux is an implementation of the UNIX design philosophy, 
which means that it is a multi-user system. This has 
numerous advantages, even for a system where only one or 
two people will be using it. Security, which is necessary for 
protection of sensitive information, is built into Linux at 
selectable levels. More importantly, the system is designed to 
be multi-tasking. Whether one user is running several 
programs or several users are running one program, Linux is 
capable of managing the traffic. 
Linux is Open:  
 
         An important aspect of open software is the 
ability to write kernel extensions and drivers as 
needed.  
 
Another huge advantage of an open system is a large number 
of software authors and beta testers. This makes the software 
testing and refinement process faster and better. This means 
many good things for the user. It means higher-quality 
software, which means less prone to crash, more 
efficiency.[٧] 
٣٫١٫١٫٣ Free 
Linux is "Free" in two senses. In one sense, the Linux 
consumer is free to modify the system and do anything he or 
she wishes with it. In another sense, acquiring Linux does not 
necessarily require any cash outlay at all.[٧] 
٣٫١٫١٫٤ Reliable    
Linux is one of the more stable operating systems available 
today. This is due in large part to the fact that Linux was 
written by programmers who were writing for other 
programmers and not for the corporate system. The only 
people who made the decisions on what went into the system 
were programmers.[٧] 
٣٫١٫١٫٥ Backwards-Compatible 
Linux has superb support for older hardware. [٧] 
٣٫٢ Windows ٢٠٠٠ Server 
Windows ٢٠٠٠ Advanced Server operating system contains all 
the functionality and reliability of the standard version of 
Windows ٢٠٠٠ Server, plus additional features for applications 
that require higher levels of scalability and availability. This 
makes Advanced Server the right operating system for 
essential business and e-commerce applications that handle 
heavier workloads and high-priority processes. 
Advanced Server helps ensure systems are available by 
addressing the causes of both planned and unplanned 
network and server downtime. It also has features that let 
your applications grow to support large numbers of users and 
data. [٨] 
٣٫٢٫١ Increasing Server Performance 
Advanced Server lets you increase server performance and 
capacity by adding processors and memory. This approach to 
increasing network capacity is referred to as scaling up. 
Another way to increase server performance is to add 
memory, which allows the computer to work with more 
information at once. Advanced Server includes enhanced 
memory capabilities that let you increase the memory 
available for server processing to as much as eight gigabytes 
(GB). [٨] 
٣٫٢٫٢ Increasing Server Availability  
Server downtime can result in lost revenue, wasted IT staff 
work, and unhappy customers. To address these concerns, we 
adopted the clustering technologies in Advanced Server, 
which let more than one server work together on a particular 
task. Clustering technologies increase server availability 
because they provide a safety net should one of the clustered 
servers fail. There are two clustering technologies in 
Advanced Server. The first, called the Cluster service, is used 
to link individual servers so they can perform common tasks. 
If one server stops functioning, its workload is transferred to 
the other server. [٨] 
The second clustering technology, called Network Load 
Balancing (NLB), is used to make sure a server is always 
available to handle requests. NLB works by spreading 
incoming client requests among a number of servers that are 
linked together to support a particular application. A typical 
example is to use Network Load Balancing (NLB) to process 
incoming visitors to Web sites. As more visitors come to your 
site, you can incrementally increase capacity by adding 
servers. (This type of expansion is often referred to as 
software scaling or scaling out.)[٨] 
 
Figure ٣٫٢:    Cluster service 
 Assures continuous service by letting one server take over for 
another in the case of a failure. 
 Figure ٣٫٣:    Network Load Balancing  
distributes incoming requests across a group of servers. 
٣٫٢٫٣ Interoperability 
Regardless of the makeup of your current computing 
environment, you can migrate to Windows ٢٠٠٠ at your own 
pace and to the extent that you want. The interoperability 
features and services included with Windows ٢٠٠٠, together 
with the interoperability products available separately from 
Microsoft, make it possible for Windows ٢٠٠٠ to work with 
operating systems, applications, directory services, and 
databases from companies as diverse as IBM, Sun, Apple, and 
Novell. [٨] 
  
 
Figure ٣٫٤:     A schematic representation of Windows ٢٠٠٠ 
interoperability. 
 In figure ٣٫٤ the inner ring of the circle (in gray) represents 
Windows ٢٠٠٠ standards-based protocol support; the outer 
ring represents the various supplemental technologies that 
allow Windows ٢٠٠٠ to interoperate with other platforms and 
services, examples of which are listed on the outside of the 
circle. 
٣٫٣  C++ 
C was created by Dennis Ritchie in ١٩٧١, as the successor to 
the "B" compiler, for UNIX systems. It was one of the first 
general-purpose high-level programming languages to gain 
almost universal use, and today one can program in C on 
almost any platform and machine.[٩]   
 
C++ allows programmers to leverage their knowledge of C 
with the use Object Oriented (OO) concepts, to create larger 
programs with easier and with better quality.  Since C++ 
contains all of the concepts of C, a C program can be run 
using a C++ compiler...but only a C++ compiler can compile 
a C++ program.  It was created by Bjarne Stroustrup in 
١٩٨٠.[٩] 
C++ is a general-purpose, platform-neutral programming 
language that supports object-oriented programming and 
other useful programming paradigms, including procedural 
programming, object-based programming, generic 
programming, and functional programming.[٩] 
C++ is viewed as a superset of C, and thus offers backward 
compatibility with this language. This reliance on C provides 
important benefits: 
• Reuse of legacy C code in new C++ programs 
• Efficiency 
• Platform neutrality 
• Relatively quick migration from C to C++ 
Yet it also incurs certain complexities and ailments such as 
manual memory management, pointers, unchecked array 
bounds, and cryptic declarator syntax[٩] 
As opposed to many other programming languages, C++ 
doesn't have versions. Rather, it has an International 
ANSI/ISO Standard, ratified in ١٩٩٨, that defines the core 
language, its standard libraries, and implementation 
requirements. The C++ Standard is treated as a skeleton on 
which vendors might add their own platform-specific 
extensions, mostly by means of code libraries. However, it's 
possible to develop large-scale applications using pure 
standard C++, thereby ensuring code portability and easier 
maintenance. [٩] 
٣٫٤  Java 
Sun Microsystem, the company that created Java in the early 
١٩٩٠s and released the first public version of that technology 
in ١٩٩٥, defines Java as a simple, object-oriented, network-
savvy, interpreted, robust, secure, architecture-neutral, 
portable, high-performance, multithreaded, dynamic 
computer language.[٢١] 
٣٫٤٫١ Simple 
That simplicity derives from syntax similar to C/C++ and the 
omission of complex C/C++ features such as multiple 
implementation inheritance, pointers, and operator 
overloading. 
٣٫٤٫٢ Object-oriented 
Java's object-oriented nature encourages a developer to think 
in terms of classes and objects rather than separate code and 
data. That class/object focus results in code that is easier to 
write, easier to maintain, and easier to reuse. 
 ٣٫٤٫٣ Network-savvy 
              A TCP/IP library simplifies the development of programs that 
communicate with HTTP, FTP, and other TCP/IP network 
processes. Furthermore, the library's use of the same stream-
oriented mechanism for communicating with remote network 
processes that file-oriented code uses to communicate with 
files on a computer's local hard drive helps a developer write 
network code faster. 
٣٫٤٫٤ Interpreted 
Java's compiler translates source code into class files of 
bytecode instructions. A virtual machine examines each 
instruction and uses that instruction's meaning to execute an 
equivalent sequence of platform-dependent instructions. 
Interpretation speeds up the development process and 
simplifies debugging. 
٣٫٤٫٥ Robust 
Errant programs do not crash the virtual machine or corrupt 
the underlying (native) platform. Robustness is achieved, in 
part, by not supporting C/C++ pointers, by providing a 
garbage collector to automatically free up dynamically 
allocated memory (instead of forcing the developer to 
accomplish that task), by performing strict compile-
time/runtime type checking, and by providing true arrays with 
bounds checking. 
٣٫٤٫٦ Secure 
Java's "sandbox" security model identifies sensitive 
operations (such as file I/O) that a malicious program can 
exploit to harm the native platform, and provides a 
mechanism for allowing or preventing access to those 
operations. 
٣٫٤٫٧ Architecture-neutral 
A compiled Java program's bytecode instructions target a 
generic virtual machine instead of a specific platform. 
Because each platform-specific virtual machine 
implementation supplies a consistent interface to the 
bytecodes, the same Java program runs on diverse platforms 
(via their virtual machines). 
 ٣٫٤٫٨ Portable 
Portability is achieved through architecture neutrality and 
through a strict definition of the language (which permits no 
implementation-dependent features). For example, Java's 
integer primitive type always means a signed ٢'s complement 
٣٢-bit integer. In contrast, the C/C++ integer type can be 
unsigned, and its size varies according to a platform's register 
size (typically ٣٢ bits or ٦٤ bits). 
٣٫٤٫٩ High-performance 
Many virtual machines use a just-in-time (JIT) compiler to 
dynamically compile a program's bytecode instructions into 
platform-specific instructions (which execute faster than 
bytecodes) as the program runs. 
 ٣٫٤٫١٠ Multithreaded 
Support for threads is built into the Java language via thread-
synchronization primitives. There is also a rich thread library 
that provides a number of thread utilities and management 
functions. 
٣٫٤٫١١ Dynamic 
Java's use of an interface type to distinguish between what a 
program must do and how that task gets accomplished helps 
Java adapt to a continually evolving environment, and makes 
it easier for vendors to modify Java libraries without breaking 
program code that uses those libraries. [٢١] 
٣٫٤٫١٢ Java APIs for XML Messaging (JAXM) 
Messaging is a method of communication between software 
components or applications. A messaging system is a peer-to-
peer facility: A messaging client can send messages to, and 
receive messages from, any other client. Each client connects 
to a messaging agent that provides facilities for creating, 
sending, receiving, and reading messages. 
 
The Java Message Service is a Java API that allows 
applications to create, send, receive, and read messages. 
Designed by Sun and several partner companies, the JMS API 
defines a common set of interfaces and associated semantics 
that allow programs written in the Java programming 
language to communicate with other messaging 
implementations. 
 
XML makes data portable. The Java platform makes code 
portable. The Java APIs for XML make it easy to use XML. Put 
these together, and we have the perfect combination: 
portability of data, portability of code, and ease of use. In 
fact, with the Java APIs for XML, we can get the benefits of 
XML with little or no direct use of XML.[٢١] 
 
Figure ٣٫٥ shows the JAXM architecture. 
 
Figure ٣٫٥:     JAXM architecture 
 
Enterprises are rapidly discovering the benefits of using XML 
for the integration of data, both internally for sharing legacy 
data among departments, and externally for sharing data with 
other enterprises. And because of the data integration that 
XML offers, it has become the underpinning for Web-related 
computing.[٢١] 
 
The really hard part of developing web services is 
programming the infrastructure, or "plumbing," such as 
security, messaging capabilities, distributed transaction 
management, and connection pool management. Another 
difficulty is that web services must be able to handle huge 
numbers of users simultaneously, so applications must be 
highly scalable. These requirements are exactly what the Java 
TM ٢ platform, Enterprise Edition (J٢EETM) offers. Add to this 
the fact that the J٢EE platform is a proven technology with 
multiple vendors offering compatible products today, and it is 
a "no-brainer" that the J٢EE platform is the best platform for 
deploying web services. And with the new Java APIs for XML, 
developing web services is getting easier and easier. [٢١] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
٤. Delivery channels  
With the advent of the Web, the need for an interchange data 
representation for financial data becomes more important 
than even before. Users want to be able to purchase goods 
from anywhere on the Web with funds drawn from institutions 
anywhere on the Web without having to concern themselves 
with particular data representations for financial transactions 
required by each. [٤] 
٤٫١ Digitized Services 
We define services as a set of focal points—customer self-
service or employee self-service—that helps organize the 
hundreds of business processes that underlie every company, 
regardless of industry. 
Services are what customers see. The services must satisfy 
various requirements. Such requirements can be determined 
if we step outside the business and ask questions such as 
these: 
• What customer needs do we satisfy now? What needs 
could we satisfy? 
• What's the gap between what we do now and what we 
should be doing, and how do we bridge that gap? 
Every services strategy begins with understanding the 
difference between what a company provides and what 
customers or employees need—often two quite different 
things. 
The following terms all refer to different types of electronic 
banking: personal computer (PC) banking, Internet banking, 
virtual banking, online banking, home banking, remote 
electronic banking, and phone banking.[١٠] 
  
 
Figure ٤٫١:    Banking Services 
 
 
٤٫١٫١ PC banking  
PC banking and Internet or online banking are the most 
frequently used designations. It should be noted, however, 
that the terms used to describe the various types of electronic 
banking are often used interchangeably. 
 
PC banking is a form of online banking that enables 
customers to execute bank transactions from a PC via a 
modem. In most PC banking ventures, the bank offers the 
customer a proprietary financial software program that allows 
the customer to perform financial transactions from his or her 
home computer. The customer then dials into the bank with 
his or her modem, downloads data, and runs the programs 
that are resident on the customer’s computer. Currently, 
many banks offer PC banking systems that allow customers to 
obtain account balances and credit card statements, pay bills, 
and transfer funds between accounts. [١٠]  
 ٤٫١٫٢ eCash 
New technology is altering our perception of what may 
constitute money and is also changing the nature of monetary 
transfers within the financial system.  
 
Electronic cash, or “ecash”, is a digital representation of 
money and may reside on a “smart card” or on a computer 
hard drive. Using special readers, stored monetary value is 
subtracted from the card or, in the case of computer e-cash; 
monetary value is deducted from the electronic account when 
a purchase is made. When the monetary value is depleted, 
the card is either discarded or, in some systems, value is 
restored 
 
Telephone calling cards are the most widely used stored value 
smart cards. Smart cards may also employ microprocessor 
chips and integrated circuits (ICs). In addition to monetary 
value, these cards are able to store vast quantities of data in 
a highly secure manner. This new smart card technology is 
capable of serving many functions, including credit, debit, 
security (building or computer access), and storage of 
medical or other records.  
 
A stored value smart card may be loaded with e-cash in 
several ways:  at a kiosk or a vending machine, at a bank or 
automated teller machine, via personal computer over the 
Internet, through use of a hand-held electronic purse or 
wallet, or through use of a specially equipped telephone 
(including mobile or cell phones). 
 
Depending on the specifications determined by the issuer, e-
cash value stored on a smart card may be transferred 
between individuals in a peer-to-peer fashion or between 
consumers and merchants. 
 
In order to encourage global use of e-cash, analysts point to 
the need for international standards that make possible inter-
operability between systems. Making available multiple 
applications (that is, stored value, credit, debit, physical 
security access, Internet payment capability, retail loyalty 
programs, etc.) on a single smart card would also increase 
the cards’ acceptance in the global marketplace, according to 
experts. 
 
As such acceptance grows and as it grows many governments 
and their respective law enforcement and financial oversight 
authorities recognize their responsibility to carefully monitor 
technological developments and industry standards in order 
to prevent the misuse of smart cards and other emerging 
financial instruments for illicit purposes. Although to date a 
cautious approach has been favoured in most nations, 
concern about the potential rapidity and anonymity of certain 
types of e-money transactions has led some governments to 
consider imposing regulatory controls within the context of 
their existing anti-money laundering programs. [١٠] 
٤٫١٫٢٫١ SMART CARDS/STORED VALUE CARDS 
A smart card consists of a specifically designed integrated 
circuit chip embedded in a plastic card. The chip contains 
either a set of contacts that physically connects with an 
electronic reader or an aerial for contact-less operation. 
 
Because they contain one or more electronic chips or 
integrated circuits that can store and protect information, 
smart cards are also called chip cards or integrated circuit 
cards. If, in addition to integrated circuits, a smart card 
contains a microprocessor chip, it can calculate addition and 
subtraction of value. The capabilities of their embedded chips 
are what make smart cards “smart.” Many so-called smart 
cards are, in fact, only memory cards because their chips do 
not contain a microprocessor. 
 
Memory cards can store data and value, but they cannot 
perform complex calculations. If they are used to store value, 
as, for example, is the case with telephone cards, they can 
deduct value only from the total available as the card is used. 
 
Smart cards are to be distinguished from the most common 
form of card technology for automatic reading - the magnetic 
stripe card. Based on a much older technology than that used 
in smart cards, magnetic stripe cards carry encoded 
information in strips of magnetic tape bonded to a plastic or 
paper carrier. Because the magnetic coding resides on the 
outside of the card, the data are vulnerable to tampering. 
Data can also be erased or corrupted by stray magnetic 
fields.[١٠] 
 
Magnetic stripe cards and smart cards also differ as to the 
amount of data that can be stored on the card. Smart cards 
can store up to ٥٠٠ times more data than can a typical 
magnetic stripe card. They can also store it more securely 
because of software installed in the chips that is designed to 
prevent unauthorized usage. Consequently, smart cards offer 
an attractive alternative to traditional magnetic stripe cards, 
whether they are used for stored value, debit or credit 
functions, or for non-financial transactions such as building 
access or computer access and retail loyalty schemes. 
 
Because of the limitations associated with card readers, some 
of which are not able to read card computer chips, smart 
cards may combine two different technologies on a single 
card, coming equipped with both a microchip and a magnetic 
stripe. Known as 
hybrids, these cards can be read by a variety of readers of 
differing capabilities.  
 
Hybrid smart cards are currently being used to help introduce 
smart cards to consumers and merchants.  
 
Smart cards have proven much more successful in Europe, 
and to a lesser extent in Asia, than in the United States. Their 
success is in part a result of the relatively centralized banking 
system in Europe, which makes the issuance and servicing of 
smart cards easier and less costly. In the United States, the 
banking system, although decentralized, has developed a 
highly efficient system of automated check processing and 
has invested extensively in magnetic stripe card technology. 
This payment system infrastructure makes checks, credit 
cards, and magnetic stripe cards more attractive and 
considerably less expensive to process than stored-value 
smart cards. [١٠] 
٤٫١٫٣ Internet banking 
Internet banking, sometimes called online banking, is an 
outgrowth of PC banking. Internet banking uses the Internet 
as the delivery channel by which to conduct banking activity, 
for example, transferring funds, paying bills, viewing checking 
and savings account balances, paying mortgages, and 
purchasing financial instruments and certificates of deposit. 
An Internet banking customer accesses his or her accounts 
from a browser software that runs Internet banking programs 
resident on the bank’s World Wide Web server, not on the 
user’s PC.  
 
Internet banks are also known as virtual, cyber, net, 
interactive, or web banks. To date, more banks have 
established an advertising presence on the Internet primarily 
in the form of informational or interactive websites than have 
created transactional websites. However, a number of banks 
that do not yet offer transactional Internet banking services 
have indicated on their websites that they will offer such 
banking activities in the future. 
 
Analysts view Internet banking as a means of retaining 
increasingly sophisticated customers, of developing a new 
customer base, and of capturing a greater share of depositor 
assets. A typical Internet bank site specifies the types of 
transactions offered and provides information about account 
security. 
 
Because Internet banks generally have lower operational and 
transactional costs than do traditional banks, they are often 
able to offer low-cost checking and highyield certificates of 
deposit. 
 
Internet banking is not limited to a physical site; some 
Internet banks exist without physical branches, for example, 
Telebank. Further, in some cases, web banks are not 
restricted to conducting transactions within national borders 
and have the ability to make transactions involving large 
amounts of assets instantaneously. 
 
According to industry analysts, electronic banking provides a 
variety of attractive possibilities for remote account access, 
including: 
•  Availability of inquiry and transaction services around the   
clock 
•   Worldwide connectivity 
•   Easy access to transaction data, both recent and historical  
•  Direct customer control of international movement of funds 
without intermediation of financial institutions in customer’s 
jurisdiction. [١٠] 
٤٫١٫٤ ATM 
Automated teller machine is a service that provided by the 
bank to save customers time and effort, it is ٢٤ hours a day/٧ 
days a week service. 
The services that provided by the ATM are as follow: 
- Cash withdrawal 
- Cash deposit 
- Statement of account 
- Balance inquiry 
- Bills payment 
 
ATM can be anywhere, in bus stations, commercial centres, 
airports and everywhere to enable customers to get cash at 
any time with no need to contact the bank.  
 
As a bank getting service fees from customers to use ATM, we 
can consider ATM as a type of investment for the bank. 
 
There are two main requirements for providing an ATM 
service: 
- Network cables to connect the machine with the bank 
database as to enable customers to do online transaction 
with their accounts 
- Bank should provide high level of security for ATM, 
because the cash is inside the machine itself, so the 
machine should closed carefully with secure door. 
٤٫١٫٥ Mobile Banking 
Mobile Banking with a Palm handheld adds an exciting new 
dimension to Online Banking. Now you can enjoy all the ease, 
convenience, privacy and security of Online Banking through 
a handheld computer that fits neatly in your purse or pocket! 
It's the financial management solution of the future--and it's 
here right now.  
Imagine the freedom and control of viewing your financial 
picture any time of the day or night, in the privacy of your 
own surroundings.  
• Check the balances of your chequing and savings 
accounts, business banking accounts, lines of credit, or 
VISA credit card accounts;  
• Check the balances of your investment accounts; 
• Transfer funds between accounts;  
• Check the balances and details of your loan and mortgage 
accounts;  
• Pay your bills;  
• Obtain up-to-the-minute account information.  
٤٫١٫٦ Phone Banking 
Phone Bank is a remote banking service available for bank customers. It 
allows you to perform a wide range of banking transactions easily and 
securely around the clock from anywhere, your home, office, hotel or any 
place where there is a phone ٢٤ hours a day, ٧ days a week. You 
need Just to call the bank service number at any time to find a whole 
branch at your fingertips.  
Phone banking system is a service that is provided by the 
banks to their customers. This service depends on the use of 
the telephone keypad; bank customer can call the service 
number and follow the instructions messages that lead him 
through the system. [٥] 
 
Figure ٤٫٢ describe the services that can be used in the 
phonebanking. 
 
 
Figure ٤٫٢:    Phone Banking Services 
٤٫١٫٦٫١  Banking inquiries  
This service includes public and private inquiries. Customers 
can inquire about general banking information like currency 
rates or other banking information; also he can inquire about 
his personal accounts, get the online balances or inquire 
about a specific cheque status. 
٤٫١٫٦٫٢  Payment services 
This service includes Bills payment service and fund transfer 
services. 
٤٫١٫٦٫٣  Password updating 
Customer can change his  password at any time with no need 
to contact his bank office.     
The services that provide by the phone bank are: 
١. Balance Inquiry.  
٢. Last (n) Transactions Inquiry.  
٣. Statement Request by Mail/Fax.  
٤. Checkbook Ordering.  
٥. PIN Change. 
٦. Account-to-Account Transfer.  
٧. Pre-defined Transfers.  
٨. Last Payment Made.  
٩. Credit Card Statement by fax/mail 
٤٫٢  Service interface 
In our service platform we will try to cover different services. 
We will use phone banking service as one example and ATM 
process as another example. In these two different services 
we will try to cover two different message standard, ISO-٨٥٨٣ 
message standard to communicate between ATM and 
interface system, and plain text message format with 
predefined message standard to communicate between 
phonebanking system and interface system. These different 
types of message format will all be adapted in the interface 
system to IFX format, we use IFX as the standard format of 
the core banking system. IFX is an international standard that 
depends on XML technology, which is being used widely in the 
financial institutions all through round the world. The next 
part will give detailed description for the messages format 
that used in the system and give a brief description about the 
XML features and benefits, as the security of the platform is 
very important issue that should be taken, also in the next 
part we will talk in details about security and tools that are 
used in the system.   
Figure ٤٫٣ shows  the services  interfacing . 
 
 Figure ٤٫٣:     Service Interface 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
٥. Financial messages format 
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٥. Financial messages format 
Message formats follow certain standards. Standards are 
documented agreements containing technical specifications or 
other precise criteria to be used consistently as rules, 
guidelines, or definitions of characteristics, to ensure that 
materials, products, processes and services are fit for their 
purpose. 
For example, the format of the credit cards, phone cards, and 
"smart" cards that have become commonplace is derived 
from an ISO International Standard, which defines such 
features as an optimal thickness (٠،٧٦ mm), means that the 
cards can be used worldwide.[٢١] 
In this chapter we shall discuss the different messaging 
format that can be used in financial transactions. We shall 
review the format for ISO٨٥٨٣, which relatively old compared 
to OFX and IFX format which we shall adopt as the standard 
to be accepted by the core banking system. We shall also 
focus on XML as a recent standard supported by IFX. Finally, 
we shall expose the security measures provided by XML as a 
standard in messaging format. 
٥٫١ ISO٨٥٨٣ 
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is a 
worldwide federation of national standards bodies from more 
than ١٤٠ countries, one from each country. 
ISO is a non-governmental organization established in ١٩٤٧. 
The mission of ISO is to promote the development of 
standardization and related activities in the world with a view 
to facilitating the international exchange of goods and 
services, and to developing cooperation in the spheres of 
intellectual, scientific, technological and economic activity. 
Services of the financial industry include the exchange of 
electronic messages relating to financial transactions. 
Agreements on applications specifications are generally at a 
private level. This International Standard is designed as an 
interface specification enabling messages to be exchanged 
between systems adopting a variety of applications 
specifications. The application specification can remain at a 
private level. Designers of such applications have complete 
design freedom within the overall constraint that messages 
must be convertible to the interface format in order that 
international interchange may take place.  
This International Standard uses a concept called bit map, 
whereby each data element is assigned a position indicator in 
a control field, or bit map. The presence of a data element in 
a specific message is indicated by a one on the assigned 
position; the absence of a data element is indicated by a zero 
in the assigned position. 
Message formats used in individual systems are subject to the 
commercial relationships between the parties contracting to 
each system. The data formats specified in this International 
Standard are designed to ensure that compatibility between 
systems conforming to this International Standard is always 
feasible. 
ISO-٨٥٨٣ protocol supports a number of protocol 
implementations that correspond to different protocol dialects 
found in actual use today. [١٧] 
٥٫١٫١ ISO standards development 
ISO standards are developed according to the following 
principles:  
• Consensus 
The views of all interests are taken into account: 
manufacturers, vendors and users, consumer groups, testing 
laboratories, governments, engineering professions and 
research organizations.  
• Industry-wide 
Global solutions to satisfy industries and customers 
worldwide.  
• Voluntary 
International standardization is market-driven and therefore 
based on voluntary involvement of all interests in the market 
place. 
The need for a standard is usually expressed by an industry 
sector, which communicates this need to a national member 
body. Once the need for an International Standard has been 
recognized and formally agreed, the first phase involves 
definition of the technical scope of the future standard. This 
phase is usually carried out in working groups which comprise 
technical experts from countries interested in the subject 
matter. 
Once agreement has been reached on which technical aspects 
are to be covered in the standard, a second phase is entered 
during which countries negotiate the detailed specifications 
within the standard. This is the consensus-building phase. 
The final phase comprises the formal approval of the resulting 
draft International Standard. 
٥٫١٫٢ ISO External Message 
    It is a variable-length, variable-content message that can be 
configured differently, based on the type of message being 
sent. 
 
 
Component Length Required? 
ISO literal ٣ bytes Yes 
Message header ٩ bytes Yes 
Message type identifier ٤ bytes Yes 
Primary bit map ١٦ bytes Yes 
Secondary bit map ١٦ bytes Optional 
Data elements Variable N/A 
 
 Figure ٥٫١:    ISO External Message 
٥٫١٫٢٫١ ISO Literal/Start-Header Indicator 
These three characters signal the start of the ISO header.  
For outbound messages, they are always present; for inbound 
messages, they are always required. 
٥٫١٫٢٫٢ ISO External Message Header 
The ISO external message header is required for all 
messages.  It must immediately follow the ISO start-header 
indicator.  The external message header is nine positions in 
length  
٥٫١٫٢٫٣ Message Type Identifier 
The message type identifier is a four-digit code identifying the 
general function of the message.  It is required in all 
messages.   
٥٫١٫٢٫٤ Primary Bit Map 
The primary bit map is a ١٦-position field required in all 
messages. It represents ٦٤ bits of data used to identify the 
presence (denoted by ١ or bit on) or absence (denoted by ٠ or 
bit off) of the first ٦٤ data elements in the message. 
 
Sixty-four bits are converted to and from ١٦ bytes of display 
data using hexadecimal (hex) equivalents.  It is the 
hexadecimal equivalents that are carried in the bit map of the 
ISO external message. 
 
The following is an illustration of how ٦٤ bits are converted to 
١٦ bytes for placement in the SWITCH external message.  Bits 
are numbered from left to right, starting with ١. 
   
٥٫١٫٣ Data Elements 
A primary advantage of the ISO external message is that a 
data element need not be included in the external message if 
Bit     0010   0010    0001    1010    0100    0011    0000    0000    0000    0101    0010    0011    0110    1111   1011    1101
Hex     2          2          1          A         4         3           0          0          0          5          2           3         6          F          B         D
 
it is not needed for processing.  Hosts are given the option of 
configuring the data elements in their messages within the 
bounds of ISO processing requirements such that only those 
elements needed are included. 
There are two bit maps used in the ISO external message:  
the primary bit map and the secondary bit map.  The primary 
bit map controls the presence or absence of data elements ١ 
through ٦٤.  The secondary bit map controls the presence or 
absence of data elements ٦٥ through ١٢٨.  The primary bit 
map precedes the data elements in a message. The 
secondary bit map is itself a data element (P-١) and the 
primary bit map controls its existence.  When present, it 
immediately follows the primary bit map.[١٧] 
 ٥٫١٫٣٫١ Data Element Structures 
The following paragraphs describe how data elements in the 
external message must be structured.   
٥٫١٫٣٫٢ Fixed-Length Data Elements 
Data placed in numeric, fixed-length data elements must be 
right justified, with leading zeros.  Data placed in all other 
fixed-length data elements must be left justified, with trailing 
blanks. 
٥٫١٫٣٫٣ Variable-Length Data Elements 
Data placed in variable-length data elements can vary in 
length from zero positions up to the individual maximum 
length stated for the data element. 
 
The actual length of the data placed in a variable-length data 
element must always be specified in a fixed-length prefix 
immediately preceding the data.  This fixed length field is 
known as the field length indicator.   
 
For variable-length data elements with a maximum length of 
less than ١٠٠ characters, a two-position field length indicator 
containing the length of the data in the field precedes the 
data element. 
 
For variable-length data elements with a maximum length 
greater than ٩٩ and less than ١،٠٠٠ characters, a three-
position field length indicator containing the length of the data 
in the field precedes the data element. [١٧] 
٥٫١٫٤ Data Elements ١ Through ٦٤ 
The table below lists the data elements controlled by the 
primary bit map of the ISO ٨٥٨٣ external message, sequenced 
by their bit map positions. The data elements listed here are 
described on the pages following this table. 
 
Position Data Element Name 
P-١ Secondary Bit Map 
P-٢ Primary Account Number  
P-٣ Processing Code  
P-٤ Amount, Transaction  
P-٥ Amount, Reconciliation  
P-٦ Amount, Cardholder Billing  
P-٧ Date and Time, Transmission  
P-٨ Amount, Cardholder Billing Fee  
P-٩ Conversion Rate, Settlement  
P-١٠ Conversion Rate, Cardholder Billing  
P-١١ Systems Trace Audit Number  
P-١٢ Time, Local Transaction  
P-١٣ Date, Local Transaction 
P-١٤ Date, Expiration  
P-١٥ Date, Settlement  
P-١٦ Date, Conversion  
P-١٧ Date, Capture  
P-١٨ Merchant’s Type  
P-١٩ Country Code, Acquiring Institution  
P-٢٠ 
Country Code, Primary Account
Number  
P-٢١ 
Country Code, Forwarding
Institution  
P-٢٢ Point of Service Entry Code  
P-٢٣ Card Sequence Number  
P-٢٤ Network International Identifier 
P-٢٥ Point of Service Condition Code 
P-٢٦ Point of Service PIN Capture Code 
P-٢٧ 
Authorization Identification
Response Length 
P-٢٨ Amount, Transaction Fee 
P-٢٩ Amount, Settlement Fee 
 
P-٣٠ Amount, Transaction Processing Fee 
P-٣١ Amount, Settlement Processing Fee 
P-٣٢ Acquirer Institution ID Code 
P-٣٣ Forwarding Institution ID Code 
P-٣٤ Primary Account Number, Extended 
P-٣٥ Track ٢ Data 
P-٣٦ Track ٣ Data 
P-٣٧ Retrieval Reference Number 
P-٣٨ Authorization Identification Response 
P-٣٩ Response Code 
P-٤٠ Service Restriction Code 
P-٤١ Card Acceptor Terminal ID 
P-٤٢ Card Acceptor ID Code 
P-٤٣ Card Acceptor Name/Location 
P-٤٤ Additional Response Data 
P-٤٥ Track ١ Data 
P-٤٦ Additional Data - ISO 
P-٤٧ Additional Data - National 
P-٤٨ Additional Data – Atm/Pos 
P-٤٩ Currency Code, Transaction 
P-٥٠ Currency Code, Settlement 
P-٥١ Currency Code, Cardholder Billing 
P-٥٢ Personal ID (PIN) Data 
P-٥٣ Security Related Control Information 
P-٥٤ Amounts, Additional 
P-٥٥ Reserved ISO 
P-٥٦ Reserved ISO 
P-٥٧ Reserved National 
P-٥٨ Reserved National 
P-٥٩ Reserved National 
P-٦٠ Atm/Pos Terminal Data 
P-٦١ 
Card Issuer and Authorizer Data 
Atm/Pos 
P-٦٢ Postal Code 
P-٦٣ Atm PIN Offset 
P-٦٤ Message Authentication Code Field 
 
 
 
٥٫١٫٥ Data Elements ٦٥ Through ١٢٨ 
This section contains descriptions for data elements ٦٥ 
through ١٢٨ of ISO ٨٥٨٣ external message. The table below 
lists the data elements controlled by the secondary bit map of 
the ISO ٨٥٨٣ external message sequenced by their bit map 
positions.  
Position  Data Element Name 
S-٦٥  Extended Bit Map  
S-٦٦  Settlement Code  
S-٦٧  Extended Payment Code  
S-٦٨  Country Code, Receiving Institution  
S-٦٩  Country Code, Settlement Institution  
S-٧٠  Network Management Information  Code 
S-٧١  Message Number  
S-٧٢  Message Number Last  
S-٧٣  Cheque Date  
S-٧٤  Credits, Number  
S-٧٥  Credits, Reversal Number  
S-٧٦  Debits, Number  
S-٧٧  Debits, Reversal Number  
S-٧٨  Transfer, Number  
S-٧٩  Transfer, Reversal Number  
S-٨٠  Inquiries, Number  
S-٨١  Authorizations, Number  
S-٨٢  Processing Fee Amount Credits  
S-٨٣  Transaction Fee Amount Credits  
S-٨٤  Processing Fee Amount Debits 
S-٨٥  Processing Fee Amount Debits  
S-٨٦  Credits, Amount  
S-٨٧  Credits, Reversal Amount  
S-٨٨  Debits, Amount  
S-٨٩  Debits, Reversal Amount  
S-٩٠  Original Data Elements 
S-٩١  File Update Code 
S-٩٢  File Security  Code 
S-٩٣  Response Indicator 
S-٩٤  Cheque Number  
S-٩٥  Replacement Amounts  
S-٩٦  Message Security Code  
S-٩٧  Net Settlement Amount  
S-٩٨  Payee  
S-٩٩  Settlement Institution ID Code  
S-١٠٠  Receiving Institution ID Code  
S-١٠١  File Name  
S-١٠٢  Account ID ١  
S-١٠٣  Account ID ٢  
S-١٠٤  Transaction Description  
S-١٠٥ –  
S-١١١ 
Reserved ISO  
S-١١٣  Reserved National  
S-١٢٠  Atm-Terminal Address-Branch-Region  
S-١٢١  Pos-Auth Indicators-CRT Authorization Data 
S-١٢٢  Card Issuer Identification Code  
S-١٢٣  Atm Deposit Credit Amount  
S-١٢٤ Atm Depository Type 
S-١٢٥  Atm Account Indicator  
S-١٢٦  Atm Additional Data 
S-١٢٧  Pos User Data 
S-١٢٨ Message Authentication Code 
 
٥٫١٫٦ Message Types for all transactions 
Message Message 
type 
Mandatory fields Conditional fields 
LogOn 
Request 
٠٨٠٠ P١, P٧, P١١, P٥٢, P٥٣, S٧٠( 
٠٠١ ) 
P٤٦ 
LogOn 
Response 
٠٨١٠ P١, P٧, P١١, P٣٩, P٥٢, P٥٣, 
S٧٠( ٠٠١ ) 
P٤٦ 
LogOff 
Request 
٠٨٠٠ P١, P٧, P١١, P٥٢, S٧٠( ٠٠٢ )  
LogOff 
Response 
٠٨١٠ P١, P٧, P١١, P٣٩, P٥٢, S٧٠( 
٠٠٢ ) 
 
Balance 
Inquiry 
Request 
٠٢٠٠ P١,P٣, P٧, P١١, P٣٢, P٣٥, P٣٧, 
P٤١, P٤٣, P٤٩, S١٠٠, S١٠٢ 
P٥٢(PIN) 
Balance 
Inquiry 
Response 
٠٢١٠ 
 
P١, P٣, P٧, P١١, P٣٢, P٣٥,P٣٧, 
P٣٩, P٤١, P٤٣, P٤٤, P٤٩,S١٠٠, 
S١٠٢ 
P٤٥ 
Cash 
Withdrawal 
Request 
٠٢٠٠ 
 
P١, P٣, P٤, P٧, P١١, P٣٢, P٣٥, 
P٣٧, P٤١, P٤٣, P٤٩, S١٠٠, 
S١٠٢ 
P٣٨, S٨٥( Additional 
Amt ), P٥٢( PIN), 
P٥٥(Cheque Series), 
S٩٨( Payee Name), 
S٧٣( Cheque date) 
,S٩٤( Cheque no ) 
 
Cash 
Withdrawal 
Response 
٠٢١٠ P١, P٣, P٤, P٧, P١١, P٣٢, P٣٥, 
P٣٧, P٣٩, P٤١, P٤٣, P٤٤, P٤٩, 
S١٠٠, S١٠٢ 
P٤٥, P٥٥, S٨٥, S٧٣, 
S٩٤ 
Cash 
Deposit 
Request 
٠٢٠٠ P١, P٣, P٤, P٧, P١١, P٣٢, P٣٥, 
P٣٧, P٤١, P٤٣, P٤٩, S١٠٠, 
S١٠٢ 
P٥٢(PIN), S٨٥ 
(Additional Amt) 
Cash 
Deposit 
Response 
٠٢١٠ P١, P٣, P٤, P٧, P١١, P٣٢, P٣٥, 
P٣٧,  P٣٩, P٤١, P٤٣, P٤٤, P٤٩, 
S١٠٠, S١٠٢ 
P٣٨, S٨٥, P٤٥ 
Statement 
inquiry 
Request 
٠٢٠٠ P١, P٣, P٧, P١١, P٣٢, P٣٥, P٣٧, 
P٤١, P٤٣, P٤٩, S١٠٠, S١٠٢ 
P٤٧(from 
date(ddmmyyyy)| to 
date(ddmmyyyy) ), 
P٥٢ 
Statement 
inquiry 
Response 
 
٠٢١٠ P١, P٣, P٧, P١١, P٣٢, P٣٥, P٣٧, 
P٣٩, P٤١, P٤٣, P٤٩, S١٠٠, 
S١٠٢, S١٠٤ 
 
Debit  
Transfer 
Request 
٠٢٠٠ P١, P٣, P٤, P٧, P١١, P٣٢, P٣٥, 
P٣٧, P٤١, P٤٣, P٤٩, S١٠٠, 
S١٠٢, S١٠٣ 
S٨٥(Additional Amt ), 
P٥٢( PIN), 
S٩٨(Payee Name), 
S٧٣( Cheque date) 
,S٩٤(Cheque no ) 
Debit 
Transfer 
Response 
٠٢١٠ P١, P٣, P٤, P٧, P١١, P٣٢, P٣٥, 
P٣٧, P٣٩, P٤١, P٤٣, P٤٤, P٤٩, 
S١٠٠, S١٠٢, S١٠٣ 
P٤٥, P٣٨, S٨٥, S٧٣, 
S٩٤ 
Credit 
Transfer 
Request 
٠٢٠٠ P١, P٣, P٤, P٧, P١١, P٣٢, P٣٥, 
P٣٧, P٤١, P٤٣, P٤٩, S١٠٠, 
S١٠٢, S١٠٣ 
S٨٥(Additional Amt), 
P٥٢( PIN), 
S٩٨(Payee Name), 
S٧٣( Cheque date) 
,S٩٤( Cheque no ) 
Credit 
Transfer 
Response 
٠٢١٠ P١, P٣, P٤, P٧, P١١, P٣٢, P٣٥, 
P٣٧, P٣٩, P٤١, P٤٣, P٤٤, P٤٩, 
S١٠٠, S١٠٢, S١٠٣ 
P٤٥, P٣٨, S٨٥, S٧٣, 
S٩٤ 
٥٫٢ OFX 
Open Financial Exchange is a unified specification for the 
electronic exchange of financial data between financial 
institutions, business and consumers via the Internet. Created 
by CheckFree, Intuit and Microsoft in early ١٩٩٧.[١١] 
Open Financial Exchange supports a wide range of financial 
activities including small business banking, small business bill 
payment, bill presentment, and investments tracking, 
including stocks, bonds, and  funds transferring, … etc. Since 
٢٠٠٠, with the ٢٫٠ specification, OFX has become XML ١٫٠ 
compliant  
Open Financial Exchange, which enables transactional, data 
feed driven Web sites, thin clients and personal financial 
software, streamlines the process financial institutions need 
to connect to multiple customer interfaces, processors and 
systems integrators. By making it more compelling for 
financial institutions to implement online financial services, 
Open Financial Exchange is accelerating the adoption of online 
financial services by financial institutions and their customers. 
The result of a unique collaboration between CheckFree, Intuit 
and Microsoft working in concert with financial services and 
technology companies, Open Financial Exchange erases 
connectivity as an obstacle to the growth of online banking 
and financial services. For the first time since the Internet 
emerged as an important marketing and delivery channel, 
financial services companies are free to compete exclusively 
on the basis of product, price and service.  
Open Financial Exchange also enables financial services 
companies to make choices about the platforms, processors 
and systems they work with. Greater choice and greater 
competition in these areas will lead to lower costs. [١١] 
٥٫٢٫١ Security Document  
The security framework for online transactions over the 
Internet includes the security protocols specified in the Open 
Financial Exchange (OFX) standard. These measures assist in 
providing authentication, privacy, and message integrity.  
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is the de-facto standard for 
secure communications over the Internet. It offers security 
features to assist in safeguarding the channel between a 
customer’s PC and the institution’s server systems. SSL also 
provides server authentication, data encryption, and 
assurance of message integrity. 
• Digital certificates for server authentication  
Authentication enables the recipient of a message to 
verify the identity of the sender. Digital certificates are 
issued by a trusted party, known as a certificate 
authority, which verifies the identity of the sender.  
 
• Encryption 
Encryption helps to safeguard a message so that it can 
only be read by the intended recipient. SSL provides for 
encrypted data transmission using a variety of strong 
ymmetric encryption algorithms and key sizes. Only the 
intended recipient of the message has the key to 
decrypt it into clear text 
 
• Message integrity  
Message integrity assures the recipient of a message 
that the message was not altered after it left the 
sender. SSL provides message integrity by way of a 
message authentication code, which is computed using 
a cryptographically secure hash function.  
Each financial institution can determine how to implement 
these and other security features that are available for online 
transactions over the Internet. 
Open Financial Exchange is an Internet-oriented client/server 
system that features a direct connection between the client 
and a financial institution's server, employing a 
request/response model. It features full data synchronization 
and complete error recovery. The standards based 
specification incorporates widely accepted Internet transport 
and security protocols. The specification is freely licensed, 
allowing any software developer to design an interface that 
will be supported on the front-end. Open Financial Exchange 
is cross-platform and will support Windows ٩٥ and ٣٫١, UNIX 
and the Macintosh. [١١] 
٥٫٢٫٢ Services Supported  
With Open Financial Exchange financial institutions can now 
deliver online financial services to their customers via 
transactional Web sites, thin clients and popular financial 
management software that support Open Financial Exchange.  
٥٫٢٫٢٫١ Banking 
Open Financial Exchange (OFX) enables financial institutions 
(FI) customers to keep their finances up-to-date and to 
manage their bank accounts conveniently in several ways. 
Customers can download transactions and update account 
balances on a daily basis. They can retrieve a closing 
statement that contains the same information that they are 
accustomed to seeing on a paper statement. They can 
transfer funds between accounts at a financial institution, 
either immediately upon going online or on a regular 
schedule. Customers can schedule transfers between 
accounts on a recurring basis and can transfer funds between 
accounts at different financial institutions. If necessary, 
customers can request a wire funds transfer. OFX also 
enables requests to stop payment on pending checks.  
٥٫٢٫٢٫٢ Consumer and Business Banking  
Open Financial Exchange supports banking for both 
consumers and businesses. Some customers might use some 
areas more heavily within OFX banking (such as credit card 
download); other areas might be more appropriate for 
businesses (such as wire transfers). Yet all of the functionality 
defined for Banking is appropriate to some extent for both 
consumer and business applications.  
٥٫٢٫٢٫٣ Credit Card Data 
Credit card data is available to Open Financial Exchange 
clients through the statement download facility. Statement 
download provides a way to download credit card transaction 
data and balances on an as-needed basis. Statement closing 
information can be made available to clients as well.  
٥٫٢٫٢٫٤ Downloading Transactions and Balances 
Statement download allows a customer to receive 
transactions and balances that are typically part of a regular 
paper statement. Clients can retrieve transactions and 
balances on a daily basis if they wish. Coupled with the 
information returned by a statement closing information 
request, a client can construct an "electronic statement" that 
contains all of the information that appears on a regular 
paper statement.  
Clients typically allow customers to view these transactions 
and guide customers through a process of updating their 
account registers based on the downloaded transactions. By 
using transaction IDs supplied by financial institutions, OFX 
makes it possible for clients to insure that a server downloads 
each transaction only once. The request also contains starting 
and ending dates to limit the amount of downloaded data. 
Clients can remember the last date they received data and 
use it as the starting date in the next request. 
Statement download requires the client to designate an 
account for the download, and to indicate if the server should 
download transactions and/or balances. If the client wishes to 
download transactions, it can specify a date range that the 
transaction fall within. Statement download options include: 
checking, savings, money market, credit card, and line of 
credit accounts. 
٥٫٢٫٢٫٥ Statement Closing Information 
OFX provides a way for customers to receive closing 
statement information that typically appears as part of a 
paper statement. This information includes opening and 
closing dates and balances for a statement period, as well as 
a detailed breakdown of debits, credits, fees and interest that 
are usually part of a paper statement. In addition to this 
information, clients receive a date range for transactions that 
correspond to the closing statement. Clients might wish to 
use this date range to retrieve transactions through 
statement download in order to present the user with an 
"electronic" statement.  
٥٫٢٫٢٫٦ Stop Check 
OFX supports a request to issue a stop payment for one or 
more outstanding checks. The stop request can be for a single 
check or for a range of checks. There must be one request for 
each check or range of checks the user wants to stop.  
٥٫٢٫٢٫٧ Intrabank Funds Transfer 
OFX supports transferring funds between two accounts at the 
same financial institution. Funds transfers in OFX can be 
immediate or scheduled. Scheduled transfers can repeat at 
specified intervals. 
٥٫٢٫٢٫٨ Interbank Funds Transfer 
The interbank funds transfer adds request provides a way for 
a client to set up a single transfer between accounts at 
different financial institutions. Like interabank funds transfers, 
the request designates source and destination accounts and 
the amount of the transfer. Also, as in the interabank funds 
transfer, the FI must be able to authenticate the source 
account. However, interbank funds transfers differ from 
interabank funds transfers in the following respects:  
• The routing and transit number of the destination account 
differs from the source account.  
• At the discretion of an FI, the destination account can be 
subject to pre- notification.  
• Source and destination accounts must be enabled for the 
Automated Clearing House (ACH).  
In all other respects, interbank funds transfers function like 
intrabank funds transfers. The user can schedule, modify, and 
cancel them. They can recur at regular intervals. 
٥٫٢٫٣ Bill Payment  
Open Financial Exchange (OFX) is designed to support both 
consumer and business   payments. Payments consist of a set 
of functions for scheduling and maintaining payment 
transactions, and for synchronizing with the server to obtain 
an accurate status of all recent and scheduled transactions. 
Clients use payment requests to schedule payments and to 
modify or delete payments if necessary. 
 ٥٫٢٫٣٫١ Identifiers Used in Payment Transactions 
Payment transactions use four types of identifiers. The client-
to-request messages assign the Transaction Universal 
Identifier. Its purpose is to allow the client to easily match 
responses from the server to their corresponding requests. A 
given transaction ID is used only for a client request and the 
corresponding server response. 
The Server Identifier is assigned by the server to a payment 
"object", which can either be a payment or a recurring 
payment model. The Server Identifier is used to identify a 
payment in a request to modify or cancel it. The Server 
Identifier is valid for the life span of the payment within the 
payment system. 
A payment system can assign the Payee Identifier to a payee. 
There is no requirement that all or any payees are assigned a 
payee ID. The usage of this identifier will vary by payment 
system.  
The Payee List Identifier is assigned by the server to each 
entry in a user’s server-hosted payee list. The need for this 
identifier is to support the variety of payee models employed 
in various payment systems. Systems employ a Payee List 
Identifier to insure that in systems where payees will not 
always have a Payee Identifier, there is another identifier that 
can be used to reference every payee. This ensures that a 
client can correctly link payments to their payees. 
٥٫٢٫٣٫٢ Payment Functions 
Payment functions allow a client a Payment Request to pay a 
bill on a specified date. The Payment Request identifies the 
payee and the amount to pay.  
٥٫٢٫٣٫٣  Payment Creation 
 A Payment Request is used to schedule an electronic 
payment. The server responds with a Payment Response. 
Separate transactions are provided for modifying and 
canceling a Payment Request.  
The client formulates a PMTRQ that includes the payee, the 
date, and the amount of the payment. The server will look up 
the payee in the user’s payee list. If it is not already in the 
table, the server will add it and issue a payee list identifier. 
The server responds to the PMTRQ with a payment response.  
٥٫٢٫٤ Bill Presentment  
Bill Presentment is the electronic delivery of a bill from a biller 
to a customer. 
Although some billers may provide Bill Presentment service 
themselves, many will choose to work with a bill publisher 
that provides Bill Presentment service on behalf of many 
billers. For this reason, Bill Presentment focuses on 
connecting customers to bill publishers.  
 ٥٫٢٫٤٫١ Bill Presentment Model 
This section summarizes the process of receiving bills 
electronically, starting with the steps required to find a bill 
publisher and set up Bill Presentment service.  
To receive bills electronically, the client:  
١. Finds one or more billers by searching a biller   
directory server.  
٢. Determines which bill publishers provide Bill 
Presentment service for the billers.  
٣. Enrolls with a bill publisher for Bill Presentment service.  
٤. Signs on with the bill publisher and activates Bill 
Presentment service for one or more accounts with one 
or more billers.  
٥. Requests electronic bills from the bill publisher.  
٦. (Optionally) Pays bills using the Open Financial 
Exchange Bill Presentment service.  
٥٫٢٫٥ Investment  
Open Financial Exchange supports download of security 
information and detailed investment account statements 
including transactions, open orders, balances, and positions. 
٥٫٢٫٦ Benefits for Financial Institutions  
Open Financial Exchange is the solution to the financial 
services industry’s need for a simplified way to exchange 
electronic financial data with consumers and small 
businesses. The open, unified specification for the exchange 
of financial data over the Internet defines a common way for 
financial institutions and their customers to communicate 
electronically. The result is that Open Financial Exchange is 
helping accelerate the adoption of online financial services 
and enabling financial institutions to offer their customers 
safe, secure banking, bill pay, investments and other services 
over the Internet.  
٥٫٢٫٦٫١ Reach the Customers On The Web And On The 
Desktop 
With Open Financial Exchange, financial institutions can now 
deliver online financial services to their customers via 
transactional Web sites, thin clients and popular financial 
management software that support Open Financial Exchange.  
٥٫٢٫٦٫٢ Supports the Online Services Customers Want 
Open Financial Exchange supports consumer and small 
business banking, bill pay, investments, bill presentment, and 
in the future, additional services.  
٥٫٢٫٦٫٣ Online Business 
By eliminating connectivity as an issue, the unified Open 
Financial Exchange specification is helping financial services 
companies focus on delivering features and services, and is 
being used to attract new customers, reinforce loyalty among 
existing customers and expand financial institutions’ presence 
beyond traditional geographic and market boundaries.[١١] 
٥٫٢٫٧ IFX and OFX   
When it was first created, the Interactive Financial eXchange 
(IFX) Forum’s goal was to create a next generation of 
financial messaging protocol that would unite current financial 
systems and be applicable to many types of financial 
applications and computing environments.  
As the foundation for the work, IFX pulled from the work that 
was done with OFX (Open Financial Exchange) and Gold* and 
so it owes its heritage to those two bodies of work. OFX was 
successful in its intended usage: to transport banking and 
other personal financial data between financial institutions 
and service providers directly to the desktop personal 
financial management applications. The applications tended to 
be very consumer-centric: downloading bank statements, 
transferring funds, etc.  
However, IFX was not designed as a continuation in that body 
of work, but rather as a next generation messaging protocol. 
IFX benefited greatly from the direct experience of the OFX 
and Integrion-Gold legacy. Each camp brought to the IFX 
Forum the lessons learned from a first effort. However, the 
needs of the industry have evolved from what those two 
standards are able to provide.  
The need to communicate financial information is one that 
has always been around. The landscape can be broken down 
into two distinct areas: high end/business computing and low 
end/consumer computing.  
However the financial messaging needs changed over time 
due to:  
• The rapid adoption of network based computing models 
created a need for online, thin applications. Along with 
this came the implementation of computing standards 
that enable these types of applications such as XML, 
HTTP, etc.  
                                                 
* A specification for Internet-based financial transactions, developed by IBM . 
• The creation of financial conglomerates that would like to 
service both business and consumer customers with the 
same types of systems.  
• The need to incorporate many disparate lines of business 
(such as banking, bill payment, credit card, loans, etc)  
• The need to support complex financial transactions that 
may involve multiple domestic and global entities.  
• The cost of entry had to not be prohibitive in order to 
encourage large number of parties to be involved.  
These needs in the industry have necessitated for the 
development of IFX since they could not and were not going 
to be met by any existing standard.  
IFX encompasses the following qualities that address the 
above needs:  
• Full XML Support  
• Integration of wholesale and retail banking functionality  
• International support that enables multi-currency and 
multi-language support  
• Development by a consortium made up of financial 
industry members representing financial institutions, 
service providers and independent software vendors.  
• Integration of verticals that allows for financial services 
such as loan processing to coexist with core 
functionality such as payments. [١١] 
٥٫٢٫٨ Applications Supported by the IFX and OFX [١٣] 
Current Applications  IFX  OFX  
Account Aggregation  X  X  
ATMs  X    
Business banking  X    
EBPP  X  X  
Internet banking  X  X  
Investment and tax 
services  
  X  
Online bill payment  X  X  
Developing Applications  IFX  OFX  
Consumer lending/ credit 
application  
X    
Financial planning    X  
Insurance  X    
٥٫٣ IFX  
Organizations have long had to find ways in which to connect 
and share financial information between internal and external 
applications. The challenge has always been in making sure 
that information can be exchanged among all of these 
applications in a cost-effective manner while maintaining the 
integrity of the transaction.  
Maintaining data integrity has been relatively easy to achieve 
in closed environments, usually between a small handful of 
communicating parties working together in defining the 
exchange.  However, interoperability of these exchanges is 
not easy. It has been expensive to implement and to extend 
this solution to incorporate new business models. In 
particular, these closed systems have not proved to be very 
easy to use when extending to Business to Customer (B٢C), 
Business to Business (B٢B) or a combination of the two 
environments.  
One key aspect to the ideal solution to this problem is to use 
one common language that that has been designed for large-
scale interoperability. This is solved ostensibly through the 
adoption of XML as the standard intersystem language. XML 
has been accepted widely and therefore provides the 
foundation for development towards interoperability.  
XML alone does not constitute a total solution. XML is the 
universal language but what is needed is the definition of 
what constitutes a rich, value-add understandable 
conversation between all communicating parties. The 
definition of the conversation should be flexible enough to 
handle a wide range of financial transactions, and be 
extensible enough to implement even the most complex 
business rules while minimizing the cost of participation.  
IFX is a mature, well-designed, business message 
specification developed by the financial industry and leading 
technology providers. It is based on decades of industry 
experience and clear well-defined design principles. The result 
of this collaboration between the financial industry and the 
technology providers is a strong, open architecture that 
supports extensibility, efficiency and interoperability. [١٢] 
• An open standard. IFX will replace proprietary 
specifications and is platform independent. IFX is also 
object oriented and leverages XML.  
• Multi-channel. For example, if a bank is using IFX 
messages in their Internet Banking channel to allow a 
customer to do transfers, balance inquiries, and reorder 
checks those same IFX messages can be used in the ATM 
channel.  
• Vendor independent. There's nothing in the IFX 
specification that is specific to any vendor.  
• Feature rich. IFX already contains many messages that 
are required today and in the future  
The Interactive Financial Exchange (IFX) Specification 
provides a robust and scalable framework for the exchange of 
financial data and instructions independent of a particular 
network technology or computing platform. The information-
sharing potential of IFX has been designed to support 
communication not only between a Financial Institution and 
its customers, but also between a Financial Institution and its 
Service Providers, between Financial Institutions, and 
eventually directly between customers (e.g., “electronic 
wallet”). This specification supports existing and emerging 
financial services and is extensible and customizable for 
future growth. 
The IFX Specification has been developed as a cooperative 
industry effort among major Financial Institutions, Service 
Providers, and information technology vendors to these 
institutions and their customers in the small business and 
consumer markets. This specification builds on previous 
industry experience, including the OFX and Gold specifications 
that are currently implemented by major Financial Institutions 
and Service Providers to enable the electronic exchange of 
financial data between them and their customers. The 
Interactive Financial Exchange (IFX) Specification provides a 
comprehensive specification for new financial industry 
services and software while providing a common strategic 
direction for the evolution of existing products and services. 
The IFX Specification provides Financial Institutions, their 
Service Provider vendors, and financial software developers 
for the small business and consumer markets with a 
generalized model for financial industry data communications. 
This generalized model consists of two parts: 
١. A business-level Message Specification and its associated 
Data Dictionary, which are contained in Volumes ١ and ٢, 
and 
٢. Implementation specifications, which are available 
separately   at the IFX Forum website.[١٢] 
٥٫٣٫١ Financial Business Messages 
Interactive Financial Exchange (IFX)is built with the 
recognition that no single financial transaction stands on its 
own, but is an integral part of the relationship among all of 
the communicating parties; a payment is not complete until a 
remittance is sent, an ATM withdrawal is not complete until a 
consumer's account has been debited, and so forth.  
Currently IFX provides content rich conversations in the areas 
of:  
• Electronic Bill Presentment and Payment  
• Business to Business Payments  
• Business to Business Banking (such as balance and 
transaction reporting, remittance information)  
• Automated Teller Machine communications  
• Consumer to Business Payments  
• Consumer to Business Banking  
Interactive Financial Exchange (IFX) is designed specifically 
for interoperability of systems seeking to exchange financial 
information internally and externally. This means that not 
only does IFX address the data exchange requirements for 
the environments defined above, but it also allows for 
interoperability among all of the business areas. [١٢] 
 
 Figure ٥٫٢:    IFX framework 
 
٥٫٣٫٢ Design Principles 
The IFX Specification has been designed to meet the following 
principles: 
٥٫٣٫٢٫١ Support a Broad Range of Financial Activities 
The Interactive Financial Exchange (IFX) Specification is 
envisioned to incorporate the broad feature sets of the 
existing OFX and Gold specifications. Version ١٫٠ provides the 
following functions: 
• Bank account balances, account information, statement 
download for deposit and loan accounts; 
• Credit card statement download; 
• Funds transfers, including recurring transfers; 
• Consumer payments, including recurring payments; 
• Business payments, including recurring payments; 
• Bill presentment; and 
• Customer service. 
٥٫٣٫٢٫٢ Support Financial Communications among a 
Broad   Range of Parties 
The IFX Specification supports financial communications 
among: 
• Banks 
• Brokerage houses (future) 
• Service Providers 
• Financial advisors (future) 
• Small businesses 
• Consumers 
٥٫٣٫٢٫٣ Support a Broad Range of Client Devices 
The Interactive Financial Exchange (IFX) Specification allows 
Financial Institutions to support customers using a broad 
range of client devices, including, but not limited to: 
• World Wide Web access using any standard Web 
Browser software, 
• Personal Computers with Personal Financial Manager 
(PFM) software, 
• Voice Response Units (VRUs) that provide Bank by 
Phone services, 
• Automated Teller Machines (ATMs), and 
• Consumer Handheld Devices such as Personal Digital 
Assistants (PDAs) or Mobile Telephones with data 
capabilities. 
٥٫٣٫٢٫٤ Support Customers Using Multiple Client Devices 
The IFX Specification allows a customer to use multiple client 
devices to interact with a Financial Institution. All devices get 
the same data for that customer and provide the customer 
with a consistent experience. The IFX Specification contains 
requests, which allow an intelligent client to discover what 
messages the customer has performed using other client 
devices. 
٥٫٣٫٢٫٥ Flexible 
The Interactive Financial Exchange (IFX) Specification is 
designed to provide Financial Institutions and Service 
Providers with the flexibility they need to rapidly develop, 
test, and deploy new services. The specification is intended to 
specify the minimum necessary functionality to provide 
reliable interactions between systems owned and maintained 
by customers, their Financial Institutions, and their Service 
Providers. 
٥٫٣٫٢٫٦ Customizable 
The IFX Specification allows Financial Institutions and Service 
Providers to add custom elements, aggregates, or entire 
messages to rapidly deploy new services or add functionality 
to existing services. Custom elements, aggregates, and 
messages should be registered with the IFX Specification 
governance organization to protect against name collisions. 
However, registration of custom objects does not obligate any 
organization to use them in order to be in compliance with the 
specification. 
٥٫٣٫٢٫٧ Extensible 
The IFX Specification has been designed to allow for constant 
evolution through the addition of standardized services that 
may be easily implemented by Financial Institutions and their 
customers. 
٥٫٣٫٢٫٨ Open 
The IFX Specification is publicly available. Solutions for 
financial communications based on the specification may be 
built by anyone, independent of any specific technology, 
vendor, or Financial Institution. IFX is currently maintained 
through cooperative industry effort and will be evolved into a 
formal standard over time. 
٥٫٣٫٢٫٩ Robust 
The IFX Specification is used for the execution of important 
financial messages and the communication of sensitive 
financial data. The specification provides customers with 
confirmation that messages have occurred as planned and 
notification when scheduled messages fail. 
٥٫٣٫٢٫١٠ Secure 
The IFX Specification provides a secure framework for the 
development of secure online financial services. IFX relies on 
industry standard mechanisms to provide secure channels 
between client and server and provides application-level 
authentication of customers and Financial Institution and 
Service Provider staff. Note that application-level 
authentication between different Service Providers for 
Electronic Bill Presentment and Payment may be provided 
through alternate means. 
٥٫٣٫٢٫١١ Support Batch and Interactive Sessions 
The IFX Specification may be implemented using either batch 
or interactive session management. The business-level 
messages are not biased towards either batch or interactive 
sessions. 
٥٫٣٫٢٫١٢ International Support 
The IFX Specification incorporates significant features for 
international support, including multiple currencies, and 
languages. Additional requirements for international support 
will be addressed as the specification evolves and 
international requirements are identified. 
٥٫٣٫٢٫١٣ Platform Independent 
The IFX Specification makes no assumptions about the 
hardware or software available as a client or server. IFX may 
be implemented on any computing platform. 
٥٫٣٫٢٫١٤ Transport Independent 
The IFX Specification makes no assumptions about the 
network used for the transport of business-level messages. 
IFX Implementation Specifications provide details on 
transport for a specific type of network.[١١] 
٥٫٣٫٣ IFX Framework 
IFX is also made up of a powerful framework that allows for 
customization and extensibility while adhering to strict design 
principles needed for large-scale interoperability.  
IFX is built with the recognition that not every single nuance 
of the conversation will be captured perfectly by the objects 
that have been defined. The content provided can be used as 
a great starting point, however; the architecture allows for 
easy standard-compliant customizations that will not create 
compatibility issues if implemented correctly.  
Additionally, the architecture has been designed so that whole 
new areas of financial conversation can be incorporated so 
that they are compatible with the ones that have been 
defined.  
The IFX architecture has been built with the following design 
principles:  
• Consistent design  
• Rich set of common objects  
• Platform independent (from PDA to mainframe)  
• Cross-industry compatible 
With the popularity of the World Wide Web, customers are 
increasingly more likely to use multiple applications either 
desktop-based or Web-based to perform financial activities. 
IFX allows a user to use multiple client applications to access 
the same data at a Customer Service Provider. [١٢] 
٥٫٣٫٤ IFX for Business Banking  
The IFX messages enable financial institution customers to 
originate payments, receive confirmation of the payment, 
stop payments, cancel payments, receive balance and 
transaction information, and various other functions as 
required during an organization's regular business day.  
 ٥٫٣٫٤٫١ Payment Origination 
IFX enhanced the Single Payment Message to support 
business-to-business payment transactions. This includes 
global payments, payments with parent and subsidiary payer 
relationships, payments that can be split among multiple 
payees and split across multiple invoices per payee. It also 
incorporates the flexibility to support the four-party concept 
of Invoice Receiver, Payer, Payee, and Invoice Sender.  
Three business-to-business payment cases are:  
• Single Payer, single Payee, single remittance  
Example: One debit to pay one Vendor who receives 
payment for invoices that the Vendor has presented to the 
payer  
• Single Payer, single Payee, multiple remittances  
Example: One debit to pay one Vendor who receives 
payment on behalf of subsidiary ١, subsidiary ٢, 
…subsidiary n.  
• Single Payer, multiple Payees, multiple remittances  
Example: One debit for payroll processor to pay multiple 
employees  
٥٫٣٫٤٫٢ Control Notification  
IFX supports the ability to send a message that provides 
check sum totals for various characteristics, including total 
number of transactions, total value of all transactions and 
other business process control needs.  
 ٥٫٣٫٤٫٣ Payment Acknowledgment  
IFX ١٫٢ introduces a new set of messages to allow the 
validation and reporting of acknowledgment messages 
containing both summary information (total number of 
payments and amount accepted, rejected, and changed) 
along with detail information for each payment file or group of 
payments transmitted.  
 ٥٫٣٫٤٫٤ Intermediary Bank  
Intermediary bank routing and settlement information has 
also been added to the single payment message. This 
provides the flexibility to override settlement instructions 
already set up with the customer profile, which is a specific 
business-to-business payment requirement.  
 ٥٫٣٫٤٫٥ Central Bank Reporting  
Legal reporting information is mandatory for international 
business-to-business cross border payment to provide legal 
reporting to the foreign central bank. The legal report would 
be passed from the Payer to the financial institution (FI) or 
Customer Payment Provider (CPP) and the FI or CPP would 
pass it to the foreign central bank.  
٥٫٣٫٤٫٦ Recurring Payment  
IFX has added a message called Recurring Payment Instance 
Add that a client to manually trigger the spawning of a 
payment instance from a Recurring Payment Model that has 
its frequency value defined as "Manually". This message is 
particularly useful when payments to a specific payee need to 
occur on an irregular frequency basis or when a client desires 
direct control of the spawning to manually override certain 
elements of each payment instance.  
٥٫٣٫٤٫٧ Remittance Advice  
Multiple ways of delivering remittance advices are also 
supported. These are:  
• Payer CPP passes remittance advice with payment order to 
Payee CPP  
• Payer CPP delivers remittance advice directly to Payee  
• Payer presents remittance advice directly to Payee 
٥٫٣٫٤٫٨ Balance and Transaction Reporting  
Enhancements were made by IFX to the Deposit Account 
Statement Inquiry messages to encompass the essential 
information needed to support balance and transaction 
reporting as required in a corporate environment. The 
message supports both previous day and current day 
reporting as currently provided by financial institutions. IFX 
also supports in this business message the ability to report 
account balances based on a parent/child relationship.  
٥٫٣٫٥ IFX for EBPP 
The complex business models found in Electronic Bill 
Presentment and Payment (EBPP) environments create two 
types of data exchange requirements; the ability to capture 
all of the transactional data itself and the reliable coordination 
of the communication of that data. By definition, EBPP 
applications are dependent on the networks that they connect 
to. In order to transfer billing data from the originator 
through one or more service providers to the recipient, 
significant interactions must take place. EBPP can only work if 
all of the entities involved in delivering the services are able 
to communicate together in a reliable, flexible, economic 
fashion.  
The participating entities can be separate financial 
institutions, corporations/billers, or service providers of all 
varieties – all of which may or may not have pre-established 
relationships with each other, sit within the same corporate 
walls, or even be located within the same country. The 
challenge to creating a messaging standard for EBPP is to 
assure the successful interoperation of all parties involved in 
delivering the required services.  
IFX for EBPP is a cooperative industry effort between major 
financial institutions, service providers, and information 
technology partners to develop the single, open financial 
services industry standard for EBPP. The financial services 
industry has united to create a specification that encompasses 
strong design principles and real-world use case scenarios.  
IFX for EBPP was built based on these goals:  
١. Capturing all of the data that is necessary to deliver the 
service while allowing room for customizations based on 
specific business needs.  
٢. Reliably delivering data across all of the entities involved in 
an EBPP environment.  
٣. Defining consistent semantic intent of tagged data 
elements and specific value domains for enumerated 
options. 
٥٫٣٫٥٫١ Enrollment/Service Activation  
• Enrollment of customers with service providers.  
• Assignment of appropriate usernames and passwords.  
• Communication of disclosures for all involved parties.  
• Activation of bill delivery service between customers and 
multiple billers.  
• Registration and verification of customer payment 
methods.  
٥٫٣٫٥٫٢ Bill Summary Delivery  
• Delivery of bill summary data which includes biller 
information, account numbers, total amount due, due date 
and billing period information.  
• Inclusion of bill detail link to be passed through the service 
provider to the recipient. This bill detail allows for click-
through functionality that allows for the customer to view 
line item detail data that is stored elsewhere and that is 
not communicated within IFX. Additionally, click-through 
functionality allows for single authentication of the user.  
٥٫٣٫٥٫٣ Payment Processing  
• Customer facing payment functionality through service 
providers  
o Ability to schedule payments for bills received.  
o Ability to schedule recurring payments (such as 
for a mortgage, car loan, etc.)  
o Payment Status notification  
o Customer initiated payments (pay anyone 
support) 
• Biller facing payment functionality  
o Support for multiple payment methods.  
o Support for multiple payment service providers.  
o Support for round trip payment functionality 
including communication of remittance 
information. 
٥٫٣٫٥٫٤ Customer Care  
• Ability to provide status of bill presentment and payment 
to customers.  
• Updates to account information  
• Communication of new disclosures.  
• Facilitation of enrollment / de-enrollment in EBPP service.  
٥٫٣٫٥٫٥ Integrated with the rest of IFX  
The IFX EBPP service is integrated into the IFX Framework – 
the foundation of the IFX Specification that includes a set of 
common objects that can be used across multiple types of 
financial services. This facilitates the implementation of cross 
service applications; particularly beneficial to corporations 
that offer a range of financial services other than EBPP. [١٢]    
٥٫٣٫٦ IFX for the ATM/POS Industry  
Many of today's ATM and POS environments use proprietary 
message formats. IFX is a business message specification 
that can be used as a financial industry standard eliminating 
the need for using proprietary message formats from ATMs or 
POS devices. 
The benefits of IFX are numerous including, a more 
competitive vendor marketplace, easier integration with other 
channels and systems as well as more detailed information to 
manage your network. 
٥٫٣٫٦٫١ Integrated with the Rest of IFX 
IFX as a payment mechanism is starting to permeate the 
financial services industry, with impact on the vertical lines of 
business, delivery channels and the vendors that sell into 
those channels. Financial Institutions will be implementing 
financial transactions using IFX for a number of different 
business offers, for example retail banking, commercial 
banking, wire transfers, bills of lading and bank to bank 
transactions. 
٥٫٣٫٦٫٢ IFX for the ATM/POS Industry - Features  
• Financial Transactions: Withdrawal, Transfer, 
Balance/Account Inquiries, Envelope Deposit, Cash 
Deposit, Cash Recycling, Check Deposit, PIN Change, 
Statement Print, Card Verification, Customer Verification, 
Payment Enclosed, Payment, Bill Payment, Credit Card 
Cash Advance, and Non-Currency Dispense.  
• Security Functionality: DES, Triple-DES, Remote Key 
Downloading, Message Authentication (MACing), and EMV.  
• ATM Device Management (State-of-health): Alert 
Messages.  
• ATM Terminal Management: Open/Close Messages, 
Local (Reg E) Configuration.  
• ATM Inventory Management: Terminal Balancing, 
Terminal Subtotaling, and Mid-point Inventory 
Adjustments. [١١] 
٥٫٣٫٧ Benefits to Financial Institutions and Service 
Providers 
٥٫٣٫٧٫١ Customer Acquisition and Retention 
Standardization of message sets for financial message 
processing will remove technical barriers that currently limit 
FI’s ability to acquire customers for online banking services. 
These standards will level the competitive playing field for 
electronic delivery of financial services and allow Financial 
Institutions to serve new customers for whom appropriate 
channels have not previously existed. Broader vendor support 
for these message sets and the associated implementation 
specifications will stimulate end user adoption of online 
banking through the availability of a diverse set of client 
applications that interoperate with any FI that adopts this 
specification. 
٥٫٣٫٧٫٢ Flexibility 
Because the semantics and syntax for the request and 
response message pair are defined end-to-end in IFX and the 
same message is passed regardless of the network 
technology, Financial Institutions and Service Providers are 
not locked into a single vendor or technology. They may find 
other ways to meet their business objectives if their service is 
not well supported by a vendor or network provider. 
٥٫٣٫٧٫٣ Manageability 
Standardization of message sets for financial message 
processing will remove technical barriers that currently limit 
an FI’s ability to acquire customers for online banking 
services. This common framework will provide Financial 
Institutions and their outsourced Service Providers with 
significant benefits in terms of their ability to manage the 
development and operation of a portfolio of services for their 
customers. 
٥٫٣٫٧٫٤ Cost Savings 
The increased flexibility and manageability of solutions based 
on the IFX Specification will directly affect the profitability of 
an online financial service. Financial Institutions and Service 
Providers that invest in solutions based on IFX will see their 
investments returned quickly through operational cost 
savings.[١١] 
٥٫٣٫٨ Benefits to Consumers and Businesses 
٥٫٣٫٨٫١ Reliability and Performance 
Individual consumers and small businesses will receive 
benefits in reliability and performance through the increased 
integration of their software with a Financial Institution’s 
systems and networks. The IFX Specification is the product of 
an unprecedented level of cooperation between developers of 
consumer and small business financial applications and 
financial industry high-volume message processing experts. 
٥٫٣٫٨٫٢ Consistency of Experience with a Financial 
Institution 
Consumers of online financial services will notice significant 
improvements in the consistency of their interactions with the 
Financial Institution through multiple channels as the 
organizations take advantage of the improved service 
manageability and flexibility enabled by use of the IFX. 
٥٫٣٫٨٫٣ Common Standard Across all Financial 
Institutions 
Businesses and Consumers will also benefit from increased 
financial industry use of the IFX by their increased ability to 
manage their relationships with Financial Institutions using 
off-the-shelf software.[١١] 
٥٫٣٫٩ IFX In the future 
More features will be added in future IFX releases. For the 
next release, IFX ١٫٥, the following features are expected to 
be available: 
Person-to-person payment, money order purchases, pre-paid 
phone recharges, several check related transactions, POS 
transactions, and several more features. 
 
IFX will be the main message standard that used in the 
platform, we should convert all received (From/to service 
systems and from/to core banking systems) message format 
to IFX. [١٢] 
 
 
 
 
٦. Extensible Markup Language (XML) 
Online information providers know that quantity data is of 
little consequence. Isolation of the real value from an 
exponentially rising tide of information is what the market 
needs and wants. Information in database tables is structured 
and well retrievable. But much more information is stored in 
documents and full text search gives too many and too 
imprecise hits. Metadata helps, but it is not sufficient. [٢٢] 
SGML (Structured Generalized Markup Language, ISO ٨٨٧٩) 
was - and still is - the solution that covers both content and 
semantic structure. It is the perfect document format for 
information retrieval. Together with the WWW (World Wide 
Web), HTML started its successful story as an easy-to-use 
Internet/Intranet online document format. Even though it is 
an SGML application, HTML unfortunately consists of neutral 
(layout oriented) and not of semantic (content oriented) 
elements. Full text search hits are again not very helpful. 
This restriction was recognized and the WWW consortium 
developed XML (eXtensible Markup Language). XML is a real 
subset of SGML limited to the features needed for online 
documents. The most important inherited feature is the 
definition of application specific semantic structure elements.  
SGML and XML are formal metalanguage facilities for defining 
markup languages. SGML has the full power to configure a set 
of features for markup languages, whereas XML has a fixed 
set of these SGML features. Since XML is a profile of SGML 
(rather like a proper subset of SGML features), most 
introductory presentations about SGML convey relevant 
information about XML as well. 
٦٫١ What Is XML? 
XML stands for Extensible Markup Language. XML is a set of 
rules for defining semantic tags that break a document into 
parts and identify the different parts of the document. It is a 
meta-markup language that defines a syntax in which other 
field-specific markup languages can be written.  
 
XML markup describes a document’s structure and meaning. 
It does not describe the formatting of the elements on the 
page. Formatting can be added to a document with a style 
sheet. The document itself only contains tags that say what is 
in the document, not what the document looks like. 
 
Not all XML applications are public or open standards. Many 
software vendors are moving to XML for their own data simply 
because it’s a well-understood, general purpose format for 
structured data that can be easily manipulated with free 
tools.[٢٢] 
٦٫٢ Origin and Goals 
XML was developed by an XML Working Group (originally 
known as the SGML Editorial Review Board) formed under the 
auspices of the World Wide Web Consortium (W٣C) in ١٩٩٦. It 
was chaired by Jon Bosak of Sun Microsystems with the active 
participation of an XML Special Interest Group (previously 
known as the SGML Working Group) also organized by the 
W٣C. The membership of the XML Working Group is given in 
an appendix. Dan Connolly served as the Working Group's 
contact with the W٣C. 
The design goals for XML are: 
١. XML shall be straightforwardly usable over the Internet. 
٢. XML shall support a wide variety of applications. 
٣. XML shall be compatible with SGML. 
٤. It shall be easy to write programs which process XML 
documents. 
٥. The number of optional features in XML is to be kept to the 
absolute minimum, ideally zero. 
٦. XML documents should be human-legible and reasonably 
clear. 
٧. The XML design should be prepared quickly. 
٨. The design of XML shall be formal and concise. 
٩. XML documents shall be easy to create. 
١٠. Terseness in XML markup is of minimal importance. 
٦٫٣ XML and HTML 
XML is an industry-standard, system-independent way of 
representing data. 
 
Like HTML (HyperText Markup Language), XML encloses data 
in tags, but there are significant differences between the two 
markup languages. First, XML tags relate to the meaning of 
the enclosed text, whereas HTML tags specify how to display 
the enclosed text. 
 
A second major difference between XML and HTML is that XML 
is extensible. With XML, you can write your own tags to 
describe the content in a particular type of document. With 
HTML, you are limited to using only those tags that have been 
predefined in the HTML specification. Another aspect of XML’s 
extensibility is that you can create a file, called a schema, to 
describe the structure of a particular type of XML 
document.[١٦] 
٦٫٤ Usage of XML  
In this section we are going to introduce some of XML usage. 
٦٫٤٫١ Exchanging Data  
Data independence,the separation of content and its 
presentation, is the essential charactaristic of XML.Because an 
XML document describes data, it can conceivably be 
processed  by any application. The absence of formatting 
instructions makes it easy to parse. This makes XML an ideal 
framework for data exchange. Recognizing this fact, software 
devolopers across the world are integrating XML in to their 
applicatins in order to gain Web functionality and 
interoperability.  
٦٫٤٫٢ Representing Data 
HTML documents are human-readable but are not optimized 
for computer manipulation, whereas most forms of data 
storage are optimized for computer manipulation and not for 
human viewing. XML is  the first language that makes 
documents both human-readable and computer-manipulable, 
a result of a tag set that is more powerful, flexible and 
extensible than HTML’s. It is the language of the intelligent 
document, a step ahead of conventional methods of 
document representation that rely on format rather than 
structure. 
XML, though it has many advanced capabilities, is accessible 
to all levels of programers because of its inherant simplicity. 
It is text-based, so any body can create an XML document 
with even the most primitive text processing tools. However, 
XML is not limited to describing only texual data, but also can 
describe images, vector graphics, animation or any other data 
type to which it is extended. It enables a nonprogrammer to 
do things that would have previously required extensive 
knowledge of scripting languages or thousands of dollars 
worth of custom software.  
Although HTML is the most popular data reprsentation 
languge, but it has many shortages .It is important to realize 
that XML is an integration of HTML not a replacement to it.  
Unlike  HTML , XML has the followings features :  
• XML allows us to make up our own markup tags without 
having to call the browser manufacturer.  
• XML provides a way to specify data presentation in terms 
of structure, so that when data are updated, the 
formatting can be "reapplied" consistently and easily. 
• With XML we get all the information we may want to 
browse at once, and displays it in different ways based on 
user requests.  
• With XML most Web applications would benefit from an 
ability to represent data by meaning rather than by layout. 
• XML tells us not how to display information, but rather, 
what a given block of information is, so we know what to 
do with it. 
٦٫٤٫٣ Sharing Data 
Since XML data is stored in plain text format, XML provides a 
software- and hardware-independent way of sharing data. 
This makes it much easier to create data that different 
applications can work with. It also makes it easier to expand 
or upgrade a system to new operating systems, servers, 
applications, and new browsers.  
٦٫٤٫٤ Storing Data 
XML can also be used to store data in files or in databases. 
Applications can be written to store and retrieve information 
from the store, and generic applications can be used to 
display the data. 
٦٫٤٫٥ making your Data more Useful 
Since XML is independent of hardware, software and 
application, people can make their data available to other 
than only standard HTML browsers. Other clients and 
applications can access XML files as data sources, like they 
are accessing databases. Data can be made available to all 
kinds of "reading machines", and it is easier to make it 
available for blind people, or people with other disabilities. 
٦٫٤٫٦ Creating new Languages 
XML is a meta-markup language for designing domain-specific 
markup languages. Each specific XML-based markup language 
is called an XML application. This is not an application that 
uses XML; rather, it is an application of XML to a specific field 
such as the Chemical Markup Language (CML) for chemistry 
or the Wireless Markup Language (WML) for markup Internet 
applications for handheld devices like mobile phones. 
 
Each XML application has its own syntax and vocabulary. This 
syntax and vocabulary adheres to the fundamental rules of 
XML. This is much like human languages, each of which has 
its own vocabulary and grammar, while adhering to certain 
fundamental rules imposed by human anatomy and the 
structure of the brain. XML is an extremely flexible format for 
text-based data. The reason XML was chosen as the 
foundation for the wildly different applications is that XML 
provides a sensible, well-documented format that’s easy to 
read and write. By using this format for its data, a program 
can offload a great quantity of detailed processing to a few 
standard free tools and libraries. Furthermore, it’s easy for 
such a program to layer additional levels of syntax and 
semantics on top of the basic structure XML provides.[٢٣] 
٦٫٥ XML is portable 
A schema gives XML data its portability. It can process the 
document according to the rules specified in the DTD. For 
example, from a given DTD file, a parser will know the 
structure and type of content for any XML document based on 
that DTD. If the parser is a validating parser, it will know that 
the document is not valid if it contains an element not 
included in the DTD. 
 
Other features also contribute to the popularity of XML as a 
method for data interchange. For one thing, it is written in a 
text format, which is readable by both human beings and 
text-editing software. Applications can parse and process. 
 
XML documents and human beings can also read them in case 
there is an error in processing. Another feature is that 
because an XML document does not include formatting 
instructions, it can be displayed in various ways. Keeping data 
separate from formatting instructions means that the same 
data can be published to different media. 
 
XML enables document portability, but it cannot do the job in 
a vacuum; that is, parties who use XML must agree to certain 
conditions. For example, in addition to agreeing to use XML 
for communicating, two applications must agree on the set of 
elements they will use and what those elements mean. For 
them to use Web services, they must also agree on which 
Web services methods they will use, what those methods do, 
and the order in which they are invoked when more than one 
method is needed. 
 Enterprises have several technologies available to help satisfy 
these requirements. 
 
They can use DTDs and XML schemas to describe the valid 
terms and XML documents they will use in communicating 
with each other. Registries provide a means for describing 
Web services and their methods. For higher-level concepts, 
enterprises can use partner agreements and workflow charts 
and choreographies.[٢٣] 
٦٫٦ XML benefits  
In addition to what mentioned above, XML has other benefits. 
XML is becoming the language of choice to implement the 
middle tier of client/server interface. Its flexibility and power 
make it perfect for middleware, which must be maximally 
enables it to be manipulated by any application, much of the 
processing that was once limited to servers will be performed 
by clients. This will reduce server load and network traffic, 
resulting in a faster, more efficient web. 
Because XML is an open standard, there is a wide selection of 
tools for implementing it, so users can pick whatever fits their 
needs without fear of being tied to a specific platform. 
Business is implementing XML to accomplish their goal of 
enterprise application integration (EAI) for interoperability 
both within and between organizations to recover from the 
shortcoming of Electronic Document Interchange (EDI), the 
standard method of information transfer in the business 
world.[٢٣] 
٦٫٧ XML Messaging 
XML messaging represents a rapidly growing, dynamic area of 
IT, a situation that makes it exciting and tiresome at the 
same time. As B٢B exchanges and other forms of inter-
business electronic communication grow, XML messaging will 
be more widely deployed than ever.   
In this report we'll first explore XML messaging and why it is 
useful. Then we'll delve into specific XML messaging features, 
including message transformation.  
٦٫٧٫١ XML messaging concepts  
To start our exploration, we need to understand the basic 
premise of XML messaging and what the term messaging 
implies. For purposes of this article, I define message as 
follows:  
A collection of data fields sent or received together between 
software applications. A message contains a header (which 
stores control information about the message) and a payload 
(the actual content of message).  
Messaging uses messages to communicate with different 
systems to perform some kind of function. We refer to the 
communication as being message-oriented because we would 
send and receive messages to perform the operation, in 
contrast to an RPC (Remote Procedure Call)-oriented 
communication. A simple analogy may help: think of 
messaging as email for applications. Indeed, messaging 
possesses many of the attributes of individuals sending email 
messages to one another.  
In the past, when you were using or working on a message-
oriented system, it meant that you were using some kind of 
MOM (message-oriented middleware) product like Tibco's 
Rendezvous, IBM's MQSeries, or a JMS provider to send 
messages in an asynchronous (one-way) fashion (for more 
details java.sun.com). Messaging today doesn't necessarily 
mean that you are using a MOM product, and it doesn't 
necessarily mean that you are communicating 
asynchronously. Rather, messaging can be either 
synchronous (two-way) or asynchronous and use many 
different protocols such as HTTP or SMTP, as well as MOM 
products.  
٦٫٧٫٢ XML messaging Oriented  
As mentioned earlier, we can choose from two alternatives 
when requiring two applications to talk to each other over a 
network: RPC or message-oriented. Using an RPC-based 
approach (RMI falls into this category) means that the client 
(or caller) of the procedure call knows the procedure it wants 
to invoke and knows the parameters it wishes to pass to the 
procedure. Also, the caller wishes to wait while the called 
server (the application) completes the request.  
In the second approach -- message-oriented -- the caller does 
not necessarily know the exact procedure that will be 
invoked, but instead creates a message of a specific format 
known to both the client and the server. The client creates 
the message and then sends it to the server over the 
network. Therefore, the client does not depend on the server 
or the server's procedures, but is dependent on the message 
format. Also, the communication likely takes place in an 
asynchronous fashion, meaning that the client will send off a 
request but will not wait (block) for the response. This 
enables the client to continue to function even if the server 
becomes unavailable (crashes, for example). This design, 
where the client is more independent of the server, is 
considered to be more loosely coupled.  
When evaluating whether to use a message-oriented design it 
is important to understand the pros and cons of such a 
system. The pros include:  
• Loose coupling  
• Easier message routing and transformation  
• More flexible payload (can include binary attachments, 
for example)  
• Can use several messages together to invoke a given 
procedure  
In general, a message-oriented approach proves more flexible 
than an RPC approach. Now here are some cons:  
• It requires more work to develop a client/server interaction 
using a message-oriented approach compared with an RPC 
approach like RMI because developing a client/server 
interaction via a message represents another level of 
indirection from RPC. Complexity is added through the 
creation of the message on the client side (versus a 
procedure invocation in an RPC approach) and on the 
server side with message-processing code. Because of its 
added complexity, a message-oriented design can be more 
difficult to understand and debug.  
• There is a risk of losing type information for the 
programming language in which the message was sent. 
For example, double in Java may not translate as a double 
in the message.  
• In most cases the transactional context in which the 
message was created does not propagate to the 
messaging server.  
It is obvious that the message oriented approach will be 
needed to interface two systems using well defined message 
format. Translation between two different message format 
can even be done in the message oriented approach more 
easily. Another attractive messaging scenario occurs when 
you're developing an event-based system in which events are 
created and then consumed by interested parties. Most GUIs 
are event-based. For instance, they might create a mouse 
click event in which interested parties listen for the event and 
perform some action based on it. In this scenario, using a 
messaging approach allows you to remove the dependency 
between an event (or action in a system) and the system's 
reaction to the event that is performed on the server.  
Now that we understand a bit about messaging, we're ready 
to add XML to the equation. The addition of XML to messaging 
means that we are able to make use of a flexible data 
formatting language for our messages. In messaging, both 
the client and the server need to agree on a message format. 
XML makes this easier by deciding many data formatting 
issues and with the addition of other XML standards such as 
Rosetta Net. No additional work is required to come up with a 
message format. [٢٣] 
٦٫٧٫٣ XML Message Broker 
A message broker acts as the server in a message-oriented 
system. Message broker software performs operations on 
messages it receives. These operations include:  
• Header processing  
• Security checks and encryption/decryption  
• Error and exception handling  
• Routing  
• Invocation  
• Transformation  
٦٫٧٫٣٫١ Header processing  
Header processing is usually one of the first functions 
performed in the message upon its receipt within an XML 
broker. Header processing involves examining the header 
fields of incoming messages and performing some functions. 
Header processing could include adding a tracking number to 
an incoming message or ensuring that all of the header fields 
necessary to process the message exist. In the example XML 
message below, the message broker could check the to 
header field to ensure that this is the proper destination for 
this message.  
٦٫٧٫٣٫٢ Security checks and encryption/decryption  
From a security perspective, a message broker can perform 
several different operations, but most likely you'll want to 
accomplish the "big three" of security: authentication, 
authorization, and encryption. First, once it determines that 
the message contains data that can be used to authenticate, 
the message broker will authenticate messages against a 
security database or directory. Second, the message broker 
will authorize operations that can be performed with this type 
of message and an authorized principal. Finally, the message 
that arrives at the message broker may be encrypted using 
some encryption scheme. It will be the broker's responsibility 
to decrypt the message in order to process it further.  
٦٫٧٫٣٫٣ Error and exception handling  
Error and exception handling is another important piece of 
functionality performed by the message broker. Generally, 
the message will respond to the client (assuming a 
synchronous invocation) with an error message, caused when 
the message sent to the broker does not contain sufficient or 
accurate information. Another cause for errors or exceptions 
would occur when servicing the request (actually invoking a 
procedure/method based on the payload of the message).  
٦٫٧٫٣٫٤ Routing  
Message routing is branching logic for messages. It occurs at 
two different levels in a message. The first, header-level 
routing, determines if an incoming message is bound for this 
application or needs to be resent to another application. The 
second, payload routing, determines which procedure or 
method to invoke once the broker determines that the 
message is bound for this application. Together these two 
types of routing enable a rich set of functionality when 
dealing with messages.  
٦٫٧٫٣٫٥ Invocation  
Invocation means to actually call or invoke a method with the 
data (payload) contained in the incoming message. This could 
produce a result that is then returned through the broker 
back to the client. What is invoked could be anything, 
including an EJB Session bean, class method, and so on.  
٦٫٧٫٣٫٦ Transformation  
Transformation converts or maps the message to some other 
format. With XML, XSLT is commonly used to perform 
transformation functionality. [٢٣] 
٦٫٨ XML Sample 
٦٫٨٫١ VoiceXML 
VoiceXML is designed for creating audio dialogs that feature 
synthesized speech, digitized audio, recognition of spoken 
and DTMF key input, recording of spoken input, telephony, 
and mixed initiative conversations. Its major goal is to bring 
the advantages of web-based development and content 
delivery to interactive voice response applications 
٦٫٨٫١٫١ VoiceXML goals  
VoiceXML’s main goal is to bring the full power of web 
development and content delivery to voice response 
applications, and to free the authors of such applications 
from low-level programming and resource management. 
It enables integration of voice services with data services 
using the familiar client-server paradigm. A voice service 
is viewed as a sequence of interaction dialogs between a 
user and an implementation platform. The dialogs are 
provided by document servers, which may be external to 
the implementation platform. Document servers 
maintain overall service logic, perform database and 
legacy system operations, and produce dialogs. A 
VoiceXML document specifies each interaction dialog to 
be conducted by a VoiceXML interpreter. User input 
affects dialog interpretation and is collected into requests 
submitted to a document server. The document server 
replies with another VoiceXML document to continue the 
user’s session with other dialogs. 
٦٫٨٫٢ Wireless XML (WXML) 
WML, the Wireless Markup Language, is an XML application 
designed to deliver Web content to cell phones, pagers, and 
personal digital assistants. These devices have several things 
in common, most notably a very small black-and-white screen 
and very limited bandwidth. A cell phone may have more CPU 
power, but it is still quite weak when compared to even the 
slowest of today’s PCs. Bandwidth may be equivalent to a 
١٤٫٤K modem or slower. These devices are not really suitable 
for browsing the everyday Web, and require special pages 
designed especially for very constricted environments. 
 
Different cell phones have widely varying WML support. Most 
phones that can browse the wireless Web at all support WML 
١٫١ or later.   
٦٫٩ Objective of XML Financial 
In recent years, XML has achieved a wide acceptance in 
industry and became established as a standard for data 
exchange formats. Not only the new EDI-formats for 
messages are modeled exclusively in XML by now, but also 
the corresponding transfer protocols and transaction 
processes. In practice, the storage and processing of EDI-
messages is still mainly done in the traditional formats, 
because already existing systems are being used and/or 
sufficient know-how for XML-based processing is missing. 
Many advantages of an XML based processing are left out. 
The XML Financial project aims at implementing a prototype 
for a message converter in pure XML-architecture. The 
experience during the project has revealed that this approach 
allows the implementation of light weighted and flexible 
converter-systems. In addition, it eases the development of 
supplementary software, like the generation of user 
interfaces.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
٧.  Security 
Banking information is a very critical sector, because the 
banking process uses financial data that should be personal 
and secure. So the transmitted data between the customer 
and the bank, or between banks branches should be highly 
secured and authenticated. 
 In this section we will discuss the tools that we used in the 
system to achieve high level of security to the transmitted 
financial data 
٧٫١ Encryption 
Encryption is the transformation of data to a form which is 
impossible to read without the appropriate knowledge or key. 
There are different approaches to cryptography like public / 
secret key encryption and different algorithms are used for 
each type of system. ٣DES is a cryptosystem, which can 
encrypt and decrypt data using a single secret key. [١٤] 
٧٫١٫١ DES 
DES is an acronym for Data Encryption Standard. It was 
originally developed by IBM as Lucifer in the early ١٩٧٠'s. The 
NSA and NIST used a modified version of Lucifer and named 
it DES. However, DES became vulnerable as computers got 
more powerful and simple DES is no longer secure and has 
been cracked. So NIST defined ٣DES or Triple DES in ١٩٩٩. 
٣DES uses three stages of DES so it is much more secure and 
suffices for most applications currently. [١٤] 
٧٫١٫٢ ٣DES 
DES is a block cipher - i.e. it acts on a fixed-length block of 
plaintext and converts it into a block of ciphertext of the same 
size by using the secret key. In DES, the block size for 
plaintext is ٦٤ bits. The length of the key is also ٦٤ bits but ٨ 
bits are used for parity. Hence the effective key length is only 
٥٦ bits. In ٣DES, we apply ٣ stages of DES with a separate 
key for each stage. So the key length in ٣DES is ١٦٨ bits. 
Decryption is done by applying the reverse transformation to 
the block of cipher text using the same key. Since the same 
key is used both in encryption and decryption, DES is a 
symmetric key cipher. This method differs from algorithms 
like the RSA encryption which use different keys to encrypt 
and decrypt a message. [١٤] 
٧٫١٫٣ The Basic DES Algorithm 
The basic DES algorithm encrypts a plaintext block by a 
process that has ١٦ rounds as seen in figure ٧٫١. 
 
Figure ٧٫١:    DES Algorithm 
٧٫١٫٣٫١  Encryption Process 
• The block of plaintext is split into two halves (L٠,R٠). each 
of which is ٣٢ bits long. Also DES uses the original ٥٦ bit 
key to generate ١٦ keys of ٤٨ bits each (ki). These subkeys 
are used in the ١٦ rounds.  
• In each round, the function F is applied to one half using a 
subkey ki and the result is XORed with the other half. The 
two halves are then swapped and the process is repeated. 
All the rounds follow the same pattern except the last one, 
where there is no swap.  
• The final result is the ciphertext (Lr,Rr). Hence the 
plaintext (L٠,R٠) is transformed to (Lr,Rr)  
٧٫١٫٣٫٢  Decryption Process:  
• Decryption is structurally identical to encryption. So the 
same machinery is used as above. However, the input here 
is the pair (Rr,Lr) instead of (L٠,R٠).   
• Also, the input subkeys are applied in the reverse order. 
So the ith subkey is kr-i+١ instead of ki.   
• The final result is the original text (L٠,R٠). So the ciphertext 
(Rr,Lr) was decrypted to (L٠,R٠).  
٧٫١٫٤  The ٣DES Algorithm 
٣DES uses the same basic machinery of Sec.٢٫١ three times 
over using ٣ keys k١,k٢,k٣.The plaintext (M) is encrypted using 
k١. This result is encrypted with k٢ and the result is then 
encrypted with k٣ to get ciphertext (C).  
C = Ek٣(Ek٢(Ek١(M))).    
This mode of using ٣DES is called the DES-EEE mode since 
all three keys run in the encryption mode. The other mode is 
called DES-EDE where the second stage is run in decryption 
mode.  
i.e. C = Ek٣(Dk٢(Ek١(M))).  
The ٣ keys may or may not be independent. For DES-EDE 
mode three options are defined  
• The keys k١, k٢, and k٣ are independent.  
• k١ and k٢ are independent but k١ = k٣  
• k١ = k٢ = k٣  - In this case, ٣DES becomes backward 
compatible with DES.  
٧٫١٫٥ Modes of Operation for DES / ٣DES 
While encrypting or decrypting large data like files etc., 
different strategies are used to either speed up the process or 
mask patterns in the data. The main modes of operation of 
DES are: 
٧٫١٫٥٫١ Electronic Code Book (ECB) 
Here, each block is encrypted independently. Hence, it is very 
easy to parallelize the process. However, plaintext patterns 
are not concealed since identical blocks of plaintext give 
identical blocks of ciphertext. 
 Figure ٧٫٢:    Electronic Code Book 
 
٧٫١٫٥٫٢ Cyclic Block Chaining (CBC) 
Here, the plaintext block is XORed with the previous 
ciphertext block and then encrypted. This mode conceals any 
patterns in the plaintext because of the XOR operation with 
the previous ciphertext block. However, it is difficult to 
parallelize this process. CBC is the most common mode of 
using DES/٣DES.  
 
Figure ٧٫٣:    Cyclic Block Chaining 
٧٫١٫٥٫٣ Other Modes 
The other main modes are CFB (Cipher Feedback Mode) and 
OFB (Output Feedback Mode). Both these modes make use of 
XOR operations and feedback. They allow use of feedback 
that is less than one full data block but this is not usually 
recommended. 
٧٫١٫٦ Advantages 
• It is easy to implement in both hardware and software 
compared to other algorithms.  
• It is based on DES which is a very trusted cipher. DES has 
been studied thoroughly for over ٢٥ years now and is 
proven to have sound basics though the keylength is too 
small now.  
• It is much faster than public key cryptography methods 
like the RSA method. This is one of the main advantages of 
using a system like ٣DES.  
 ٧٫١٫٧ Disadvantages: 
• Newer algorithms like RC٦ and Blowfish are much faster 
than ٣DES since they were built much later and with 
performance as an objective.  
• The transmission of the secret key between users is 
unsafe. This is where public key cryptography excels.  
• The new AES standard has been specified so most systems 
would likely shift to that soon.  
٧٫١٫٨ Conclusions 
٣DES is a very well studied encryption algorithm based on 
DES. It can give an acceptable level of security given the 
current computing power. However, other powerful 
algorithms have been developed in the meanwhile which offer 
many features ٣DES does not. Hence, it has been replaced by 
the AES as the encryption standard though it will probably 
still be in use for some time to come.[١٤] 
٧٫٢ Authentication 
Authentication is the process of determining whether 
someone or something is, in fact, who or what it is declared 
to be. In private and public computer networks (including the 
Internet), authentication is commonly done through the use 
of logon passwords. Knowledge of the password is assumed 
to guarantee that the user is authentic. Each user registers 
initially (or is registered by someone else), using an assigned 
or self-declared password. On each subsequent use, the user 
must know and use the previously declared password. The 
weakness in this system for transactions that are significant 
(such as the exchange of money) is that passwords can often 
be stolen, accidentally revealed, or forgotten.  
For this reason, Internet business and many other 
transactions require a more stringent authentication process. 
The use of digital certificates issued and verified by a 
Certificate Authority (CA) as part of a public key 
infrastructure is considered likely to become the standard way 
to perform authentication on the Internet. [١٥] 
٧٫٣ Authorization 
Authorization is finding out if the person, once identified, is 
permitted to have the resource. This is usually determined by 
finding out if that person is a part of a particular group, if that 
person has paid admission, or has a particular level of 
security clearance. Authorization is equivalent to checking the 
guest list at an exclusive party, or checking for your ticket 
when you go to the opera. 
Logically, authentication precedes authorization (although 
they may often seem to be combined). [١٥] 
٧٫٤ Java Authentication and Authorization Service 
(JAAS)  
The JAAS infrastructure can be divided into two main 
components:  
• Authentication component: provides the ability to reliably 
and securely determine who is currently executing Java 
code, regardless of whether the code is running as an 
application, an applet, a bean, or a servlet. 
• Authorization component: supplements the existing Java ٢ 
security framework by providing the means to restrict the 
executing Java code from performing sensitive tasks, 
depending on its codesource (as is done in Java ٢) and 
depending on who was authenticated.  
JAAS authentication is performed in a pluggable fashion. This 
permits Java applications to remain independent from 
underlying authentication technologies. Therefore new or 
updated authentication technologies can be plugged under an 
application without requiring modifications to the application 
itself.  
Applications enable the authentication process by 
instantiating a LoginContext object, which in turn references a 
Configuration to determine the authentication technology, or 
LoginModule, to be used in performing the authentication.  
Typical LoginModules may prompt for and verify a username 
and password. Others may read and verify a voice or 
fingerprint sample.  
Once the user executing the code has been authenticated, the 
JAAS authorization component works in conjunction with the 
existing Java ٢ access control model to protect access to 
sensitive resources. Unlike in Java ٢, where access control 
decisions are based solely on code location and code signers 
(a CodeSource), in JAAS access control decisions are based 
both on the executing code's CodeSource, as well as on the 
user running the code, or the Subject.  
The JAAS policy merely extends the Java ٢ policy with the 
relevant Subject-based information. Therefore permissions 
recognized and understood in Java ٢ (java.io.FilePermission 
and java.net.SocketPermission, for example) are also 
understood and recognized by JAAS.  
Furthermore, although the JAAS security policy is physically 
separate from the existing Java ٢ security policy, the two 
policies, together, form one logical policy.[١٦]  
٧٫٥ Security in XML 
Trust is the major problem with security—and one of the 
major obstacles both within organizations and in cross-
organization transactions like B٢B. If system A trusts you, 
does that mean that system B should too? If so, how can A 
and B exchange security information to perform transactions? 
Security Assertions Markup Language (SAML) is a new 
standard that uses XML to encode authentication and 
authorization information. That information can then be 
moved between systems within an organization, or between 
organizations in a transaction. Because its basis is XML, SAML 
(pronounced "sam-el") is platform-independent and can move 
around as simply as text. SAML can be the solution for a 
variety of security problems facing many organizations today. 
Ideally, interacting with any system to administer its user 
access information would be possible. However, such 
interaction is a difficult job, requiring separate interface 
agents for each type of supported system XML would make a 
good mediator for this kind of interaction. However, to work 
successfully XML-based authentication and security would be 
necessary for granting access across systems. 
Another aspect of user authentication involves Web services. 
In a typical Web services-based system, vendor A makes a 
service available on the Web that vendor B decides to 
incorporate into its own Web offering. Users who log in to 
vendor B's site might be using the Web service from vendor A 
without being aware of it. Preferably, the entire process would 
be transparent to the user. However, if vendor A's service 
requires separate authentication, that transparency would be 
weakened, which could bother users. A system where the 
user's login to vendor B were passed along to vendor A would 
be far better. Vendor A would agree to trust users 
automatically whom vendor B already acceptably 
authenticates. 
Such an approach is an uphill struggle. Historically, each 
separate system in an organization has had its own login 
protocol. Administering separate login information was always 
a problem: people were hired, changed jobs, or left the 
organization—all requiring changes to authorization and 
authentication. In addition, users disliked having to log in 
separately to each application. 
The same login obstacle existed on Web sites. A typical 
example might involve an organization that has an intranet 
for employees to access human resources information. 
Because it's for employees only, the user would need to log in 
using name and password or employee number, or another 
identifier. That human resources site might, in turn, allow 
access to health insurance information hosted by the 
insurance provider. Accessing this information redirects the 
user to the insurance provider's site, although the user might 
not be aware of the change in responsibility. Employees 
would find it simpler if the human resources site could hand 
off acceptable authorization and authentication information to 
the insurance provider site, rather than having to log in again.  
AuthXML and Security Services Markup Language (S٢ML) 
were two approaches to the problem of adding authentication 
features to XML. Both used XML as the metalanguage to 
encode information on authorization and authentication.  
٧٫٥٫١ SAML's Strategy 
How SAML achieves this transfer of authentication is fairly 
straightforward. SAML eschews the kind of hierarchical trust 
relationship necessary for systems such as Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI) and instead uses a peer-to-peer trust 
model. Two organizations must first agree on the 
authentication and authorization attributes they require and 
how they will handle authentication and authorization 
procedures when the information arrives. For example, if 
system B trusts system A automatically, then anyone 
authenticated by A is authenticated for B. In this situation, 
SAML would pass to B the user credentials that satisfy A. 
Of course, B may not trust A perfectly. Perhaps A's 
authentication satisfies only part of what B requires for trust. 
In this case, A uses SAML to pass to B user credentials that 
include all of A's criteria and possibly more information, as 
well. This extra information may be sufficient to satisfy B—in 
which case the user is authenticated on B automatically and 
transparently—or else B may need to request additional 
information from the user to complete its authentication. This 
interaction is more awkward for the user, but can still be less 
intrusive than entering manually the full authentication 
information B requires. 
Although a hierarchical trust system is not required, such a 
system is still possible with SAML and may be useful in 
certain circumstances. Suppose that vendors A and B haven't 
established a trust relationship with each other, but that both 
A and B trust an independent third party, C. In this situation, 
C can provide a digital signature on a user to both A and B, 
which allows them both to authenticate the user without a 
formal agreement between them. 
SAML can use either a push or pull model for passing 
information. In a push model, a given system receives 
whatever user information another system sends it, and then 
decides whether to authenticate based on that information. In 
a pull model, a system can request certain user information 
from another system to consider authentication. For example, 
Web services might be looking for information such as credit 
limit or professional credentials. 
In this way, a SAML system enjoys several advantages. First, 
independent of whatever system it may be interacting with, 
each system can establish its own policies for user 
authentication. This functionality is important because Web 
service providers don't want to have to lower their security 
standards simply to function well with other Web services and 
provide single sign-on for users. Second, a vendor may 
establish explicit trust relationships with selected other 
vendors, so that everyone knows what is expected as far as 
authentication. Finally, the possibility of an independent third 
party can enable authentication even between systems 
without a trust relationship. 
Although originally intended for cross-system authentication 
within an organization or between-system authentication Web 
services, SAML has other potential applications that may 
boost its acceptance. For example, a physician may want to 
contact an insurance company to gather information on a 
patient. The insurance company, in turn, may request 
authentication of the physician through government licensing 
boards or professional organizations. Indeed, a third party 
that interacts with government licensing boards or 
professional organizations may provide the verification 
through a digital signature. 
B٢B users also stand to benefit from SAML. Complex deals 
involving multiple manufacturers, packagers, suppliers, or 
distributors often are difficult to patch together online 
because of difficulties in authenticating each partner in a 
reasonable manner. SAML permits the establishment of 
authentication procedures that are acceptable to all. 
٧٫٦ Firewalls 
A firewall is a system or group of systems that enforces an 
access control policy between two networks. The actual 
means by which this is accomplished varies widely, but in 
principle, the firewall can be thought of as a pair of 
mechanisms: one, which exists to block traffic, and the other, 
which exists to permit traffic. Some firewalls place a greater 
emphasis on blocking traffic, while others emphasize 
permitting traffic. Probably the most important thing to 
recognize about a firewall is that it implements an access 
control policy. If you don't have a good idea of what kind of 
access you want to allow or to deny, a firewall really won't 
help you. It's also important to recognize that the firewall's 
configuration, because it is a mechanism for enforcing policy, 
imposes its policy on everything behind it. Administrators for 
firewalls managing the connectivity for a large number of 
hosts therefore have a heavy responsibility. 
Since the system we developed depends on the network 
domain, the firewall is a main principle on the network. 
٧٫٦٫١ Need for Firewall 
The Internet, like any other society, is plagued with the kind 
of jerks who enjoy the electronic equivalent of writing on 
other people's walls with spraypaint, tearing their mailboxes 
off, or just sitting in the street blowing their car horns. Some 
people try to get real work done over the Internet, and others 
have sensitive or proprietary data they must protect. Usually, 
a firewall's purpose is to keep the jerks out of your network 
while still letting you get your job done.  
Many traditional-style corporations and data centers have 
computing security policies and practices that must be 
adhered to. In a case where a company's policies dictate how 
data must be protected, a firewall is very important, since it is 
the embodiment of the corporate policy. Frequently, the 
hardest part of hooking to the Internet, if you're a large 
company, is not justifying the expense or effort, but 
convincing management that it's safe to do so. A firewall 
provides not only real security--it often plays an important 
role as a security blanket for management.  
Lastly, a firewall can act as your corporate ``ambassador'' to 
the Internet. Many corporations use their firewall systems as 
a place to store public information about corporate products 
and services, files to download, bug-fixes, and so forth. 
Several of these systems have become important parts of the 
Internet service structure (e.g.: UUnet.uu.net, whitehouse.gov, 
gatekeeper.dec.com) and have reflected well on their 
organizational sponsors.  
٧٫٦٫٢ Features That Firewall Can Protect 
Some firewalls permit only email traffic through them, 
thereby protecting the network against any attacks other than 
attacks against the email service. Other firewalls provide less 
strict protections, and block services that are known to be 
problems.  
Generally, firewalls are configured to protect against 
unauthenticated interactive logins from the ``outside'' world. 
This, more than anything, helps prevent vandals from logging 
into machines on your network. More elaborate firewalls block 
traffic from the outside to the inside, but permit users on the 
inside to communicate freely with the outside. The firewall 
can protect you against any type of network-borne attack if 
you unplug it.  
Firewalls are also important since they can provide a single 
``choke point'' where security and audit can be imposed. 
Unlike in a situation where a computer system is being 
attacked by someone dialing in with a modem, the firewall 
can act as an effective “phone tap'' and tracing tool. Firewalls 
provide an important logging and auditing function; often 
they provide summaries to the administrator about what 
kinds and amount of traffic passed through it, how many 
attempts there were to break into it, etc.  
This is an important point: providing this ``choke point'' can 
serve the same purpose on your network as a guarded gate 
can for your site's physical premises. That means anytime 
you have a change in "zones'' or levels of sensitivity, such a 
checkpoint is appropriate. A company rarely has only an 
outside gate and no receptionist or security staff to check 
badges on the way in. If there are layers of security on your 
site, it's reasonable to expect layers of security on your 
network.  
  
٧٫٦٫٣ Feature that firewall can’t protect 
Firewalls can't protect against attacks that don't go through 
the firewall. Many corporations that connect to the Internet 
are very concerned about proprietary data leaking out of the 
company through that route. Unfortunately for those 
concerned, a magnetic tape can just as effectively be used to 
export data. Many organizations that are terrified (at a 
management level) of Internet connections have no coherent 
policy about how dial-in access via modems should be 
protected. It's silly to build a ٦-foot thick steel door when you 
live in a wooden house, but there are a lot of organizations 
out there buying expensive firewalls and neglecting the 
numerous other back-doors into their network. For a firewall 
to work, it must be a part of a consistent overall 
organizational security architecture. Firewall policies must be 
realistic and reflect the level of security in the entire network. 
For example, a site with top secret or classified data doesn't 
need a firewall at all: they shouldn't be hooking up to the 
Internet in the first place, or the systems with the really 
secret data should be isolated from the rest of the corporate 
network.  
Another thing a firewall can't really protect you against is 
traitors or idiots inside your network. While an industrial spy 
might export information through your firewall, he's just as 
likely to export it through a telephone, FAX machine, or 
floppy disk. Floppy disks are a far more likely means for 
information to leak from your organization than a firewall! 
Firewalls also cannot protect you against stupidity. Users who 
reveal sensitive information over the telephone are good 
targets for social engineering; an attacker may be able to 
break into your network by completely bypassing your 
firewall, if he can find a “helpful” employee inside who can be 
fooled into giving access to a modem pool. Before deciding 
this isn't a problem in your organization, ask yourself how 
much trouble a contractor has getting logged into the network 
or how much difficulty a user who forgot his password has 
getting it reset. If the people on the help desk believe that 
every call is internal, you have a problem.  
Lastly, firewalls can't protect against tunneling over most 
application protocols to Trojan or poorly written clients. There 
are no magic bullets and a firewall is not an excuse to not 
implement software controls on internal networks or ignore 
host security on servers. Tunneling bad things over HTTP, 
SMTP, and other protocols is quite simple and trivially 
demonstrated. Security isn't “fire and forget''.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
٨. Practical implementation 
٩. Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
٨. Practical implementation 
There are three main programs for implementing the idea of 
the project 
- Bank Service Interface 
- Services Main Server 
- Bank Server 
The main concept of the project is to provide a unified 
banking platform to accept all kind of services that use 
standard message format and convert messages to IFX 
format as a standard to be accepted by all banking application 
systems and deal with them accordingly. 
Figure ٨٫١ shows the genral idea of the system 
 
 
Figure ٨٫١:   System design 
٨٫١ Bank Service Interface 
We shall use two service channel interfaces here to connect 
with the main service server: 
 
Function name Input Output notes 
Phone Banking 
ClientMessage Void String Member of 
TbankThread 
class, used to 
compose 
standard plain 
text message 
SendDataToProvider String String Member of  
TbankThread 
class, used to 
connect with the 
platform server 
TeleBank Integer Void Member of 
TBankThread 
class, main 
function in the 
class, called 
when the thread 
resumed 
ATM Client 
Register App_Object Void TClientForm 
class 
ClientExecute Void Void Member of 
TserverThread  
class, used to 
wait for 
transaction 
message from 
ATM to 
send/receive to 
unified platform 
server 
٨٫١٫١ phone Banking service. 
This service allows the customer to deal with his/her account 
using telephone keypad. We will take bills payment service as 
an example to send a request to the bank server as to debit 
the bill amount from customer account and send a message 
to the bills issuer to inform it about the transaction that has 
been done in the bank. 
The message that is sent to the server is a text message 
format. 
٨٫١٫١٫١ System analysis 
System name:       PhoneBank 
Language:            C++ Builder٦ 
Backend DB:         Oracle٨i, SQLServer 
Tools:                   Dialogic card D٤١/PCI   (Hardware) 
                            Dialogic Software library 
٨٫١٫١٫٢ System description 
 
Figure ٨٫٢:    Phonebank system 
As shown in the figure ٨٫٢: 
١- the main function TeleBank() is waiting for a call from a   
customer.when call received 
٢- TeleBank call the function ClientMessage() to compose a 
text message to be send to the unified platform 
٣- ClientMessage() compose textMessage and send it back 
to TeleBank() 
٤- TeleBank send the TextMessage to the function 
SendDataToProvider() 
٥- SendDataToProvider() make aconnection with the Unified 
Platform Server, send TextMessage and wait for response 
٦- Unified Platform Server do the process and send 
TextMessage response to SendDataToProvider() 
٧- SendDataToProvider() send the response back to 
TeleBank() 
٨- TeleBank() play voiceMessage to the customer as a 
response  
For more details refer to Appendix B 
٨٫١٫٢ ATM Client interface  
This interface Simulate an ATM machine, generate ISO ٨٥٨٣ 
message and send it to the main server as to pass it to the 
core bank system and wait for response    
٨٫١٫٢٫١ System analysis 
System name:   ATM Client Interface 
Language:        C++ Builder٦ 
Backend DB:     Oracle٨i 
٨٫١٫٢٫٢ System description 
 
 
Figure ٨٫٣:    ATMClient System 
 
As shown in the figure ٨٫٣: 
١- Function Register() sends registration request to the 
unified platform as to mark as online ATM client and 
receive the response 
٢- ClientExecute() waits for transaction message from 
ATM,when the request received 
٣- ClientExecute() sends the request to the unified platform 
server and waits for response. 
٤- ClientExecute() received the response from Unified 
Platform server and sends it back to the ATM 
For more details refer to Appendix B 
 ٨٫٢ Unified Platform Server 
This is the main system in the project; it acts as a gateway 
and messages converter between service interfaces and the 
core banking system. It can receive any type of standard 
messages format and convert it to XML format (IFX) – Here 
we use only text and ISO ٨٥٨٣ format as an example, we can 
generate any other message adapter to plug it with the 
system. 
٨٫٢٫١ System analysis 
System name:        UnifiedPlatformServer 
Language:             JAVA 
Backend DB:         Oracle٨i 
    
Class name Parameters Functions Notes 
FromService    
 String   element   
  FromService() Constructor 
  Starts()  Start 
execution 
  getElement()  
ToCoreBanking    
 String TAG_IFX; 
String TAG_MN; 
String TAG_CID; 
String TAG_ATC; 
StringTAG_DateTime ; 
  
String TAG_TC; 
String TAG_RC; 
Date msgTimeStamp;  
String   MN; 
String   CID; 
String   ATC; 
String   TC; 
String   RC; 
Document xmlDoc; 
String   xmlStr; 
 
  ToCoreBanking( Date 
pTimeStamp, String 
DATA, String d١,   String 
d٢,   String d٣,   String d٤)  
Constructor 
  getXMLString()   
  generateXMLDocument()  
  generateXMLString()   
FromCoreBanking    
 String element١; 
String element٢; 
  
  Start ()   
ISOMessage    
 String msgHeader 
 String msgType 
String pBitMap; 
String sBitMap; 
  
  ISOMessage(String 
isoMessage) 
Constructore 
  String getXMLString()  
  Void 
generateXMLDocument() 
 
TXTMessage    
 Date    msgTimeStamp; 
String     TrDateTime; 
  
Date     SrDateTime; 
String   MTI; 
String   SPN; 
String   SN  ; 
String   AC ; 
String   DN; 
String   TA;            
String   PAN; 
String   BkID; 
String   BrID; 
String   SP_PAN; 
String   TC; 
String   RC; 
String   STAN; 
String   MN; 
  TXTMessage(String 
txtMessage) 
Constructore 
  String getXMLString()  
  void 
generateXMLDocument() 
 
٨٫٢٫٢ System description 
 
Figure ٨٫٤:    Unified platform 
 
As the figure shown ٨٫٤: 
١- Unified platform waiting for service request using 
FromService class 
٢- When request received,FromService class pass it to 
ToCoreBank class 
٣- CoreBankClass conevert the Text/ISO message to XML 
message (IFX Format) and sends it to the core bank 
system 
٤- FromCoreBank class receives the response from core 
bank system and sends it back to specified class 
(TXTMessage or ISOMessage) 
٥- TXTMessage/ISOMessage compose the response 
message and sends it back to the specified  
For more details refer to Appendix B 
٨٫٣ Bank Server 
The bank server is the core banking system, it differs from 
bank to bank, but here we use ready-implemented core 
banking system called (PentaBank). We just add a function 
that can read (.xml) file and insert it into database, and 
another function to read from database and save data to 
(.xml) file. We implemented these functions in a dll file and 
use this dll in the banking system as an external object. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
٩. Results 
The main objective of this research is to implement a central 
unified platform that provides diverse banking services to 
customers, using standard messages interface. The standard 
interface adopted is based on IFX that came as a result of 
previous experiences and to alleviate all drawbacks. 
٩٫١ Objectives of the project 
Using physical resources (Netwok, Servers, PSTN lines, …etc ) 
from Electronic Banking Services company and with the real 
help from the staff there, we demonstrated the efficiency that 
can be gained by adopting standard messages interface. 
The objectives of the project that have been demonstrated 
are: 
• Unified platform: we succeed to implement a unified 
banking interface that use astandard message formats. 
• Easy transaction: the unified platform provides a single 
channel to interact with the customers, so the customer 
will not disturb himself with many details (need for more 
than one service number , need for more than one 
customer ID and password, …etc) 
• Security and confidentiality: the system provides high 
level of security for the customer information, the security 
tools that are used in the system provides high security 
and can be trusted by periodical updates. 
• Stability: the central system provides easy way for 
monitoring and tracking problems, and the system has a 
history log files to save all activities for auditing and 
tracking the system activities. 
• Effeciency: the platform environment provides high level 
of effeciency and the system can be upgraded to make use 
of new technology development. 
٩٫٢ Further Research 
"Our main goal was to integrate all of our channels so we 
could have a single view of our customers. With our old 
system we did not have this," 
 
"Channel integration will enable us to get a competitive 
advantage because we can be more reactive to business 
demands and cut the cost of ownership," 
Explains Roberto Bianchi, Direzione Information & 
Communication Technology Area Sistemi, at BPM. 
[http://www.jacada.com/Customers/BPM.htm] 
 
The new trend in banking sectore worldwide is to outsource 
services that don't fall within the core bussines. The core 
business must be able to accommodate a variety of different 
services systems. Each new service system may have its own 
system architecture and communication methods.  
 
System developers often spend much of their time developing 
functions to meet specific requirements and designing 
interfaces to fit different front-end and third-party information 
systems. 
 
A development system that streamlines the process of 
developing Unified Interface systems has become a necessity 
for banks and financial institutions seeking ways to rapidly 
deploy new services. 
 
The need for Unified platform to interface with a variety of 
service channels and third-party systems are leading many 
banks and financial institutions to consider separation of 
service interface functions from their core business system. 
Separating the service interface function from the core 
system functions ensures the stability of the core business 
while allowing the Unified platform to be developed with fewer 
constraints. 
 
 
Figure ٩٫١:    Bussiness Concept 
 
Figure ٩٫١ shows the current system business concept 
٩٫٢٫١ Unified Platform Architecture 
Unified platform solution should provide the following 
functions: 
• A communication interface for connections from financial 
service channel front-end systems (e.g. online banking, 
point-of-sale (POS)). 
• An intermediary service connection to back-end business 
systems. 
• A connection to third-party systems for transactional data 
and information exchange. 
When we think about the Unified platform as a gatway 
between various type of core banking systems and various 
type of services, all has its own design and its own 
architecture, we should notice that there should be more than 
one way of communication and interaction with every one 
seperatly.  
That should lead to the following question: 
• What is the network archeticture for the new system? 
• How to communicate with banks and ASPs? 
• What is the message fromat that should be used with 
every service interface? 
• Is there should be a single customer interface or we need 
more than one interface? 
 
 
Figure ٩٫٢:    New Archeticture 
 
Figure ٩٫١ shows the proposed system archeticture 
 
That can be an introduction to further research in the same 
topic to contribute in the development of financial systems.  
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Appendix B:  Listing of Programs 
١. Bank Service Interface 
 ١٫١  Phone Banking  
١٫١٫١ ClientMessage 
   Function name: ClientMessage 
   Class name:       TBankThread 
   Parameters:        void 
   Return value:      String 
 Description:        this function is used to prepare and 
construct the text message that will be 
sent to the main server,the fields 
separated by tab (“\t”) and the 
message end by new line (“\n”); 
String __fastcall TBankThread:: clientmessage() 
 
/* TO CONSTRUCT THE MESSAGE AND COUNT THE NUMBER OF DIGITS 
IN THE MESSAGE */ 
{ 
    toDay = Now(); 
    String message,temp ; 
    int  x ; 
    message= IntToStr(srvNo) + "\t"  
                   + (AnsiString)Serial + "\t" 
                   + DateTimeToStr(BankDate) + "\t" 
                   + (AnsiString)AreaCode + "\t"  
                   + (AnsiString)DevNo + "\t"  
                   + (AnsiString)MNTDigs + "\t" 
                   + (AnsiString)BankId + "\t"  
                   + (AnsiString)BranchId + "\t"  
                   + (AnsiString)SudatelAccount + "\t"   ; 
         x =message.Length()-٩; 
         message = message + IntToStr(x) + "\t" +"-١" + "\n"; 
 
         mesbuffer= message; 
   return  mesbuffer; 
} 
/************************************************
****/ 
١٫١٫٢ SendDataToProvider 
   Function name :  SendDataToProvider 
   Class Name:        TBankThread 
   Parameters:        String 
   Return value:      String 
   Description:        this function is used to connect and send 
the    
                        textmessage to the Unified Platform 
server, and    
                        receive the response. 
String __fastcall 
TBankThread::SendDataToProvider(String Message) 
{ 
 wchar_t  charmes[٨٣]; 
 BnkThread[١]->clientmessage(); 
 mesbuffer.WideChar(charmes,٨٣); 
 TWinSocketStream *pStream; 
 String message,respMess[٣]; 
   try 
   { 
     frmBank->ClntSock->Active = true; 
 pStream =  new  TWinSocketStream(frmBank->ClntSock-
>Socket,٦٠٠٠٠); 
 
 
      /*SEND THE MESSAGE TO THE SERVER*/ 
     pStream->Write(charmes,١٦٦); 
 
    } 
   catch(...)//FOR WRITING TO THE PSTREAM 
   { 
     Response = -٢; 
     FailReason = "Socket Connection Error"; 
     return; 
   } 
   wchar_t  ReceivedBuffer[١٥]; 
   try 
   { 
       /* initialize the buffer */ 
      _wmemset(ReceivedBuffer, ٠،١٥); 
 
       /* give the client ٣٠ seconds to start reading */ 
      if  (pStream-> WaitForData(٦٠٠٠٠)) 
      { 
if  (pStream->Read(ReceivedBuffer,٦٠) == ٠) // if can ’ t   read in 
٣٠ seconds 
         { 
              respMess[١] ="١"; 
             frmBank->ClntSock->Close();// close  the connection 
         }//IF 
         else 
         { 
 
           message= WideCharToString(ReceivedBuffer); 
           String dig ,tempMess ; 
           int i ; 
           for (int j=٠;j<٢;j++) 
            { 
             dig = ""; 
             tempMess = ""; 
             i = ٠; 
 
             while ((dig != '\t')&&(dig != '\n')&&(message != "")) 
              { 
               i = i+١; 
               dig = message.SubString(i,١); 
               tempMess = tempMess + dig; 
              } 
          respMess[j] = tempMess.SubString(١,tempMess.Length()-١); 
          message = message.SubString(i+١,message.Length()); 
         }//end for 
 
          switch(StrToInt(respMess[١])) 
            { 
              case ٠: 
                // Good response . 
                Response = ٠; 
                break; 
              case ١: 
                // timed out 
                Response = ١; 
                FailReason = "Receiving Data TimedOut"; 
                break; 
              case ٢: 
                // number of digits not match 
                Response = ٢; 
                FailReason = "Number Of Digits Mismatch"; 
                break; 
              case ٣: 
                //encryption error 
                Response = ٣; 
                FailReason = "Encryption Error"; 
                break; 
              case ٤: 
               // unknown response 
                Response = ٤; 
                FailReason = "Unknown Response"; 
                break; 
               case ٥: 
                 //cant read your message 
                 Response = ٥; 
                 FailReason = "Message Unreadable"; 
                 break; 
              default: 
               //not one of the above . 
                Response = -٣; 
                FailReason = "Unknown"; 
                break; 
            }//switch 
            //ShowMessage(IntToStr(Response)); 
            frmBank->ClntSock->Close(); 
         }//ELSE 
       }//IF 
       frmBank->ClntSock->Active = false; 
       frmBank->ClntSock->Close(); 
  } // TRY 
 
  catch(...) // FOR READING FROM PSTREAM 
  { 
        Response = -٣; 
        FailReason = "Receiving Data Error"; 
  } 
 exit: 
   delete pStream; 
 return  IntToStr(Response ); 
} 
 
/************************************************
**/ 
١٫١٫٣ TeleBank 
      Function name :   TeleBank 
     Class Name:         TBankThread 
   Parameters:      Int    ChNum  
   Return value:    void 
 Description:       this is the main function in the system, the 
execution of the system start from here 
and the system interact with the user 
telephone keybad through the dialogic 
library that used in this function, ChNum 
parameter is the channel number that 
used in the dialogic card to interact with 
the user telephone keypad.  
 
void __fastcall TBankThread::TeleBank(int ChNum) 
{ 
 for(;;) 
  { 
  try 
   { 
   if (Terminated) return; 
   int choice,term,testflag=٠,mntFlag=٠; 
   char *Digs; 
   int temp; 
   NWFlag = true; 
   success = ١; 
   trans = ""; 
   reason = ""; 
   acc_type = ٠; 
   acc_curr = ٠; 
   AccountNo = "٠"; 
   BranchNo = "٠"; 
   Serial = ٠; 
   Response = -١; 
 
          /* Waitting For Call  */ 
  frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Waiting For Ring ..."; 
  frmBank->edError->Text=" Running OK ..."; 
 
  if (WaitCall(ChNum)==-١) 
    frmBank->edError->Text =" Error While Waitting For Ring ..."; 
 
  toDay = Now(); 
 
          /* Playing Welcome Message */ 
  frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing Welcome 
Message..."; 
  if (playvox(ChNum,"welcome.vox")==-١) 
    frmBank->edError->Text =" Error In Playing Welcome Message..."; 
 
         /* Getting User Choice */ 
  frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Getting User Choice..."; 
  if((choice = getchoice(ChNum))==-١) 
    frmBank->edError->Text =" Error In Getting User Choice..."; 
 
       /* Switch Language Flag */ 
  switch(choice) 
   { 
     case ٠: 
      LangFlag = ٠; 
      break; 
     case ١: 
      LangFlag = ١; 
      break; 
   } 
 
          /* Playing  Service Choice Message */ 
  frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing Services Choice 
Message..."; 
  if(LangFlag == ٠) 
   { 
    if (playvox(ChNum,"service.vox")==-١) 
      frmBank->edError->Text =" Error In Playing Services Choice 
Message..."; 
   } 
  else 
   { 
    if (playvox(ChNum,"Eservice.vox")==-١) 
      frmBank->edError->Text =" Error In Playing Services Choice 
Message..."; 
   } 
 
         /* Getting Service Choice */ 
  frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Getting User Service 
Choice..."; 
  if((choice = getchoice(ChNum))==-١) 
    frmBank->edError->Text =" Error In Getting User Service Choice..."; 
 
    /*-------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
        /*    Customer will enter his service choice here      */ 
        /*    ٠  for currency rates service                    */ 
        /*    ١  for personal accounts balance enquiry service */ 
        /*    ٢  for bills payment services                    */ 
        /*    ٣  for cheques books request                     */ 
        /*    ٤  for changing password service                 */ 
    /*---------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
 
 switch (choice) 
        { 
          case ٠: 
                  /*  This Block Will Execute  */ 
                  /*  When The User Select     */ 
                  /*  Currency Rates Choice   */ 
                  /*****************************/ 
                  break; 
          case ١: 
                  /*  This Block Will Execute  */ 
                  /*  When The User Select     */ 
                  /*  Balance Enquery Choice   */ 
                  /*****************************/ 
                  break; 
        case ٢: 
                  /*  This Block Will Execute  */ 
                  /*  When The User Select     */ 
                  /*  Bill Services Choice   */ 
                  /*****************************/ 
            trans = "Bill Services"; 
            toDay = Now(); 
            frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing Branch 
Number Message..."; 
            if(LangFlag == ٠) 
              { 
                if (playvox(ChNum,"branchNo.vox")==-١) 
                  frmBank->edError->Text="Error While playing Branch 
Number Message.."; 
              } 
            else 
              { 
                if (playvox(ChNum,"EbranchNo.vox")==-١) 
                  frmBank->edError->Text="Error While playing Branch 
Number Message.."; 
              } 
 
            frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Getting User Branch 
Digit..."; 
            BranchNo=(char *)Branch; 
            if(getdigit(ChNum,BranchNo,٣)==-١) 
              frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Getting Branch.."; 
            if ((AnsiString)BranchNo == "") 
             { 
               BranchNo = "٠"; 
               if (LangFlag == ٠) 
               { 
                if (playvox(ChNum,"WrongEntry.vox")==-١) 
                   frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Wrong Entry 
Message ..."; 
               } 
               else 
               { 
                if (playvox(ChNum,"EwrongEntry.vox")==-١) 
                  frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Wrong Entry 
Message ..."; 
               } 
              goto exit; 
             } 
 
            frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing User Account 
Message..."; 
            if (LangFlag == ٠) 
             { 
              if (playvox(ChNum,"account.vox")==-١) 
                frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing User Account 
Message ..."; 
             } 
            else 
             { 
              if (playvox(ChNum,"Eaccount.vox")==-١) 
                frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing User Account 
Message ..."; 
             } 
 
            frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Getting User 
Account Digit..."; 
            AccountNo=(char *)Account; 
            if(getdigit(ChNum,AccountNo,٢٠)==-١) 
              frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Getting Account.."; 
            if ((AnsiString)AccountNo == "") 
             { 
               AccountNo = "٠"; 
               if (LangFlag == ٠) 
               { 
                if (playvox(ChNum,"WrongEntry.vox")==-١) 
                   frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Wrong Entry 
Message ..."; 
               } 
               else 
               { 
                if (playvox(ChNum,"EwrongEntry.vox")==-١) 
                  frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Wrong Entry 
Message ..."; 
               } 
              goto exit; 
             } 
 
 
            Synchronize(CheckAccount); //check The Existance Of Account 
            if (ReturnValue == -١) 
             { 
              success = ٠; 
              reason = "Bad Account number"; 
 
              frmBank->edStatus->Text="User Enter Wrong Account Number 
..."; 
              if (LangFlag == ٠) 
                { 
                 if (playvox(ChNum,"wrongAccount.vox")==-١) 
                  frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Wrong 
Account Number Message ..."; 
                } 
              else 
                { 
                 if (playvox(ChNum,"EwrongAccount.vox")==-١) 
                  frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Wrong 
Account Number Message ..."; 
                } 
              goto exit; 
             }// End if (ReturnValue == -١) 
 
 
            frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing User 
Password Message..."; 
            if (LangFlag == ٠) 
             { 
              if (playvox(ChNum,"password.vox")==-١) 
                frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing User Account 
Message ..."; 
             } 
            else 
             { 
              if (playvox(ChNum,"Epassword.vox")==-١) 
                frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing User Account 
Message ..."; 
             } 
 
            entpass٢: 
            frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Getting User 
Password Digit..."; 
            PinNo=(char *)Pin; 
            if(getdigit(ChNum,PinNo,٢٠)==-١) 
             frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Getting Password.."; 
            if ((AnsiString)PinNo == "") 
             { 
               PinNo = "٠"; 
               if (LangFlag == ٠) 
               { 
                if (playvox(ChNum,"WrongEntry.vox")==-١) 
                   frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Wrong Entry 
Message ..."; 
               } 
               else 
               { 
                if (playvox(ChNum,"EwrongEntry.vox")==-١) 
                  frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Wrong Entry 
Message ..."; 
               } 
              goto exit; 
             } 
 
 
 
            Synchronize(CheckPass); //check Account And Password 
            if (ReturnValue == -١) 
             { 
              wrongpass٢ : 
              testflag=testflag+١;  //increase the counter to test password 
              frmBank->edStatus->Text="User Enter Wrong Password ..."; 
              if (LangFlag == ٠) 
               { 
                if (playvox(ChNum,"wrongpass.vox")==-١) 
                 frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Wrong 
PasswordMessage ..."; 
               } 
              else 
               { 
                if (playvox(ChNum,"Ewrongpass.vox")==-١) 
                  frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Wrong 
Password Message ..."; 
               } 
              if (testflag < ٣) 
               { 
                 frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing  
Passwordagain Message..."; 
                 if (LangFlag == ٠) 
                  { 
                   if (playvox(ChNum,"passagain.vox")==-١) 
                     frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Passagain 
Message ..."; 
                  } 
                 else 
                  { 
                   if (playvox(ChNum,"Epassagain.vox")==-١) 
                    frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Passagain 
Message ..."; 
                  } 
                 goto entpass٢; 
               } //End If (testflag<٣) 
              else 
               { 
                success = ٠; 
                reason = "Wrong Password"; 
 
                goto exit; 
               } 
             } // end if(ReturnValue == -١) 
 
            frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing Service 
choice Message..."; 
            if (LangFlag == ٠) 
             { 
              if (playvox(ChNum,"srvno.vox")==-١) 
                frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing User Service 
Choice Message ..."; 
             } 
            else 
             { 
              if (playvox(ChNum,"Esrvno.vox")==-١) 
                frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing User Service 
Choice Message ..."; 
             } 
 
            frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Getting User Service 
Choice..."; 
            if((srvNo = getchoice(ChNum))==-١) 
              frmBank->edError->Text =" Error In Getting User Service 
Choice..."; 
 
            Synchronize(CheckSrv); //check Account And Service Number 
            if (ReturnValue != ١) 
             { 
              frmBank->edStatus->Text="User Enter Wrong Service Choice 
Number ..."; 
              if (LangFlag == ٠) 
                { 
                 if (playvox(ChNum,"wrongSrv.vox")==-١) 
                  frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Wrong Service 
Number Message ..."; 
                } 
              else 
                { 
                 if (playvox(ChNum,"EwrongSrv.vox")==-١) 
                  frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Playing Wrong Service 
Number Message ..."; 
                } 
              success = ٠; 
              reason = "User Is Not Authorized"; 
              goto exit; 
             }// End if (ReturnValue == -١) 
 
 
            if (LangFlag == ٠) 
             { 
              switch(srvNo) 
               { 
                case ١: 
                   frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing Area 
Code Message..."; 
                   playvox(ChNum,"AreaCode.vox"); 
                   frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Getting User 
Area Code..."; 
                   AreaCode=(char *)Area; 
                   if(getdigit(ChNum,AreaCode,٤)==-١) 
                     frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Getting Area 
Code.."; 
                   frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing Device 
Number Message..."; 
                   playvox(ChNum,"teleNo.vox"); 
                   break; 
                case ٢: 
                   playvox(ChNum,"MobiNo.vox"); 
                   break; 
                case ٣،٤: 
                   playvox(ChNum,"CntNo.vox"); 
                   break; 
                default: 
                   playvox(ChNum,"wrongchoice"); 
                   goto exit; 
                   //break; 
               } 
             } 
            else 
             switch(srvNo) 
               { 
                case ١: 
                   frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing Area 
Code Message..."; 
                   playvox(ChNum,"EAreaCode.vox"); 
                   frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Getting User 
Area Code..."; 
                   AreaCode=(char *)Area; 
                   if(getdigit(ChNum,AreaCode,٤)==-١) 
                     frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Getting Area 
Code.."; 
                   frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing Device 
Number Message..."; 
                   playvox(ChNum,"EteleNo.vox"); 
                   break; 
                case ٢: 
                   playvox(ChNum,"EMobiNo.vox"); 
                   break; 
                case ٣،٤: 
                   playvox(ChNum,"ECntNo.vox"); 
                   break; 
                default: 
                   playvox(ChNum,"wrongchoice"); 
                   goto exit; 
               } 
 
            frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Getting User Device 
Number..."; 
            DevNo=(char *)Dev; 
            if(getdigit(ChNum,DevNo,١٥)==-١) 
              frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Getting Device 
Number.."; 
            Synchronize(CheckDev); 
            if(ReturnValue != ١) 
             { 
              if (LangFlag == ٠) 
               playvox(ChNum,"wrongDev.vox"); 
              else 
               playvox(ChNum,"EwrongDev.vox"); 
              success = ٠; 
              reason = "Wrong Device No"; 
              goto exit; 
             } 
 
           frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing Amount 
Message..."; 
           if (LangFlag == ٠) 
             playvox(ChNum,"Amount.vox"); 
           else 
             playvox(ChNum,"EAmount.vox"); 
            entamount: 
           frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Getting Amount 
Digits..."; 
           MNTDigs=(char *)MNT; 
           if(getdigit(ChNum,MNTDigs,١٢)==-١) 
              frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Getting Amount Digits.."; 
 
           frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing ReEnter 
Amount Message..."; 
           if (LangFlag == ٠) 
             playvox(ChNum,"reAmount.vox"); 
           else 
             playvox(ChNum,"EreAmount.vox"); 
 
           frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Getting reAmount 
Digits..."; 
           reMNTDigs=(char *)reMNT; 
           if(getdigit(ChNum,reMNTDigs,١٢)==-١) 
              frmBank->edError->Text="Error While Getting Amount Digits.."; 
 
           if(StrToInt(reMNTDigs) != StrToInt(MNTDigs)) 
            { 
             if (LangFlag == ٠) 
               playvox(ChNum,"wrongAmount.vox"); 
             else 
               playvox(ChNum,"EwrongAmount.vox"); 
             mntFlag +=١; 
             if(mntFlag<٣) 
             { 
              if (LangFlag == ٠) 
               playvox(ChNum,"mntAgain.vox"); 
              else 
               playvox(ChNum,"EmntAgain.vox"); 
              goto entamount; 
             } 
            else 
            { 
              success = ٠; 
              reason = "Amount Entry Mismatch"; 
               goto exit; 
             } 
            } 
 
            /*  Check wheather the account in the same branch */ 
           if((String)BranchNo == BranchId) 
            { 
             frmBank->edStatus->Text=" Debit/Credit Transaction ..."; 
             Synchronize(DrCrBalance); 
            } 
           else 
            { 
             frmBank->edStatus->Text=" Sending Transaction To eSwitch 
..."; 
             Synchronize(InsertSwitch); 
            } 
            switch(Response) 
               { 
                 case ٠: 
                   /* It Is OK*/ 
                   frmBank->edStatus->Text=" Sending Data To Provider..."; 
                   Synchronize(SendDataToProvider); 
                   if (Response != ٠) 
                     { 
                      success = ٠; 
                      reason =FailReason ; 
                      Serial = ٠; 
                      if (LangFlag == ٠) 
                        playvox(ChNum,"nodev١.vox"); 
                      else 
                        playvox(ChNum,"Enodev١.vox"); 
 
                     if((String)BranchNo == BranchId) 
                         Synchronize(RollBack); 
                     else 
                         Synchronize(ReverseSwitch); 
                                           } 
                   else 
                     { 
                       frmBank->edStatus->Text=" Transaction Complete 
Successfuly..."; 
                       if (LangFlag == ٠) 
                        { 
                         playvox(ChNum,"billSuccess.vox"); 
                         playvox(ChNum,"tranno.vox"); 
                         BPConvertDigitToVoice(StrToFloat(Serial),١,ChNum); 
                         playvox(ChNum,"trannoagain.vox"); 
                         BPConvertDigitToVoice(StrToFloat(Serial),١,ChNum); 
                        } 
                       else 
                        { 
                         playvox(ChNum,"EbillSuccess.vox"); 
                         playvox(ChNum,"Etranno.vox"); 
                         EBPConvertDigitToVoice(StrToFloat(Serial),١,ChNum); 
                         playvox(ChNum,"Etrannoagain.vox"); 
                         EBPConvertDigitToVoice(StrToFloat(Serial),١,ChNum); 
                        } 
                     } 
                   break; 
                 case ٥١: 
                   success = ٠; 
                   reason = "Insuffecient Fund..."; 
                   /* Insuffecient Fund */ 
                   frmBank->edStatus->Text=" Insuffecient Fund..."; 
                   if (LangFlag == ٠) 
                     playvox(ChNum,"lessmnt.vox"); 
                   else 
                     playvox(ChNum,"Elessmnt.vox"); 
                   break; 
                 default: 
                   /* DataBase Problem,DayDoes not opened,switch does not 
connected*/ 
                   frmBank->edStatus->Text=" Connection Error..."; 
                   success = ٠; 
                   reason = "DB Prob,Day not opened,switch not connected"; 
                   if (LangFlag == ٠) 
                     playvox(ChNum,"DBError.vox"); 
                   else 
                     playvox(ChNum,"EDBError.vox"); 
                   break; 
               } 
           frmBank->edStatus->Text=" Insertion To Log File..."; 
           Synchronize(InsertSrvLog); 
           if(ReturnValue== -١) 
            { 
             if (LangFlag == ٠) 
              playvox(ChNum,"DBError.vox"); 
             else 
              playvox(ChNum,"EDBError.vox"); 
 
             success = ٠; 
             reason = "Insertion to SrvLog failed"; 
             goto exit; 
            } 
            break; 
          
/*****************************************************/ 
          case ٣: 
                  /*  This Block Will Execute  */ 
                  /*  When The User Select     */ 
                  /*  Cheque Order Choice      */ 
                  /*****************************/ 
                   break; 
          case ٤: 
                  /*  This Block Will Execute  */ 
                  /*  When The User Select     */ 
                  /*  Change Password Choice   */ 
                  /*****************************/ 
                   break; 
          default : 
                  /*  This Block Will Execute   */ 
                  /*  When The User Select      */ 
                  /*  Wrong Choice              */ 
                  /******************************/ 
            success = ٠; 
            reason = "Bad Service Choice"; 
            toDay = Now(); 
 
            frmBank->edStatus->Text=" System Is Now Playing Wrong 
Choice Message..."; 
            if(LangFlag==٠) 
             playvox(ChNum,"wrongchoice.vox"); 
            else 
             playvox(ChNum,"Ewrongchoice.vox"); 
            break; 
        } // End Sevice Choice Switch 
      exit: 
         frmBank->edStatus->Text=" Thanks For Call..."; 
         if (LangFlag == ٠) 
          { 
            if (playvox(ChNum,"thanks.VOX")==-١) 
             frmBank->edError->Text =" Error In Playing Thanks Message..."; 
          } 
         else 
          { 
            if (playvox(ChNum,"EThanks.VOX")==-١) 
              frmBank->edError->Text =" Error In Playing Thanks 
Message..."; 
          } 
 
         dx_sethook(ChNum,DX_ONHOOK,EV_ASYNC); 
         frmBank->edStatus->Text = ""; 
         frmBank->edError->Text = ""; 
         Synchronize(InsertToLog); 
 
    } // End Rty 
   catch(...) 
   { 
    success = ٠; 
   // reason = " Exception Raised"; 
 
 
    frmBank->edError->Text =" Exception Raised..."; 
    if (LangFlag == ٠) 
     { 
      if (playvox(ChNum,"exception.VOX")==-١) 
        frmBank->edError->Text =" Error In Playing Exception Message..."; 
     } 
    else 
     { 
      if (playvox(ChNum,"Eexception.VOX")==-١) 
        frmBank->edError->Text =" Error In Playing Exception Message..."; 
     } 
   Synchronize(InsertToLog); 
   Synchronize(PushStart); 
 }//End Catch 
 FirstTime = false; 
 } // End for 
} // End Function 
 
/************************************************
***/ 
١٫٢  ATM service  
 ١٫٢٫١ Register 
   Function name :    Register 
   Class Name:          TClientForm 
   Parameters:           Sender  
   Return value:         void 
   Description:       This function is used to register the system 
as an ATM in the bank switch as to be able 
to send and receive messages from the 
switch, Sender parameter is the running 
application. 
 
  void __fastcall TClientForm::Register(TObject 
*Sender) 
{ 
 ClntSock٣->Active = true; 
 
 TWinSocketStream *pStream; 
 ShortDateFormat = "mmddhhmmss"; 
 eSwitch * Eswt = new eSwitch(); 
 pStream =  new  TWinSocketStream(ClntSock٣->Socket,  ٦٠٠٠٠); 
        Eswt->ArrayNull("IN"); // initialises the Inward Message array 
        Eswt->ArrayNull("OUT"); 
        Eswt->SetMsgHeader("") ;// Message Header 
        Eswt->SetMsgType("٠٨٠٠"); 
        Eswt->SetField("٠٠٠٠٠١" ,١١); 
        Eswt-
>SetField("BRANCH١^S٤S٣٠UB٠NX٠٠١٨٢٧^١٩٢٫١٦٨٫٩٩٫١٤^٢١١^GAMH 
BRANCH^fcb٢^fcbfcbfcb^",٤٦); 
        Eswt->SetField("٨^zn^           ",٥٣); 
        Eswt->SetField("٠٠١",٧٠); 
 
        AnsiString cmp ; 
        cmp = Eswt->Csc_Compose(); 
 
        pStream->Write(cmp,cmp.Length()); 
 
        char Buffer[٥١٢]; 
 
 
      try 
      { 
       memset(Buffer, ٠, sizeof(Buffer)); // initialize the buffer 
       if  (pStream->WaitForData(٦٠٠٠٠)) 
        { 
         if  (pStream->Read(Buffer,sizeof(Buffer)) == ٠) // if can ’ t  
read in ٦٠ seconds 
           { 
             ShowMessage("Can't Read From Buffer..."); 
             ClntSock٣->Close();           // close  the connection 
           } 
         else 
           ShowMessage("Received Successfully ..."); 
        } 
       ClntSock٣->Close(); 
      } 
 
    catch(...) 
      { 
        //HandleException(); 
      } 
 
} 
/************************************************
****/ 
١٫٢٫٢ ClientExecute 
   Function name :    ClientExecute 
   Class Name:          TServerThread 
   Parameters:           void  
   Return value:         void 
   Description:          This function is the main function, used 
to wait for/send transaction message 
from/to ATM and send it to/from the 
unified platform server. 
  
 void __fastcall  TServerThread::ClientExecute(void) 
 
 { 
    //eSwitch * Eswt = new eSwitch(); 
     eSwitch * Eswt ; 
    if (Terminated) return; 
 
     TWinSocketStream *ClntStream; 
     TWinSocketStream *pStream; 
     char  CSCBuffer[١٠٢٤]; 
     String CSCtemp ; 
     wchar_t CSCChar[٢]; 
     char  CSCRespBuffer[١٠٢٤]; 
     String Buf; 
     FILE *st; 
     while  (!Terminated && ClientSocket->Connected)  //while (true) 
    { 
      try 
       { 
                 Eswt = new eSwitch(); 
                 /*create streams to deal with sockets*/ 
                 pStream =  new  TWinSocketStream(ClientSocket,٣٠٠٠٠); 
                 ClntStream = new   TWinSocketStream(TcscFrm::ClntSock-
>Socket,٣٠٠٠٠); 
 
 
                 CSCtemp = ""; 
                 /* Memory allocation*/ 
                memset(CSCBuffer,٠,sizeof(CSCBuffer)); 
                memset(CSCRespBuffer,٠,sizeof(CSCRespBuffer)); // initialize 
the buffer 
 
                 /* Initialize buffers by NULL*/ 
                 for(int i=٠;i<= sizeof(CSCBuffer);i++) 
                    CSCBuffer[i]= '\٠'; 
                 for(int i=٠;i<= sizeof(CSCRespBuffer);i++) 
                   CSCRespBuffer[i]= '\٠'; 
 
                /* GIVE THE CLIENT ٣٠ SECONDS TO START WRITING */ 
                 if  ( pStream->WaitForData(٥٠٠٠٠)) 
                        { 
                                if  (pStream->Read(CSCBuffer,sizeof(CSCBuffer)) 
== ٠) // if can ’ t  read in ٦٠ seconds 
                                        {} 
                                else 
                                    { 
                                       CSCtemp =""; 
                                       /* Drop the first ٢ digits from the message*/ 
                                       for(int i = ٢;i< sizeof(CSCBuffer);i++) 
                                         { 
                                           CSCtemp = CSCtemp + CSCBuffer[i]; 
                                         } 
                                        String CSCBufTmp = ""; 
                                        CSCBufTmp = CSCtemp; 
 
                                        /* Add MessageHeader to ISO */ 
                                        CSCBufTmp = "ISO٠١١٠٠٠٠٥٠" +   CSCBufTmp; 
 
                                        /* Write the message in a history file*/ 
                                        //String CSCFileName = "logs/CSC" + 
(DateToStr((TDate)Date())).SubString(١،٤) + ".His"; 
                                        if ((st = fopen("CSC.His", "a+"))==NULL) 
 
                                        //if ((st = fopen(CSCFileName.c_str(), 
"a+"))==NULL) 
                                            ShowMessage("Cannot open .his file is 
missing"); 
                                        fwrite("**********CSC 
Message*********",٣٠،١,st); 
                                        fwrite("\n",١،١,st); 
                                        fwrite("CSC Message : " ,١٤،١,st); 
                                        fwrite(CSCBuffer,٥١٢،١,st); 
                                        fwrite("\n",١،١,st); 
                                         /* Decompose the Message */ 
                                        Eswt->Decompose(CSCBufTmp.c_str()); 
                                        for (int i=١;i<=١٢٨;i++) 
                                          { 
                                           Eswt->SetField(Eswt->GetField(i),i); 
                                           if(Eswt->GetField(i) != "") 
                                            { 
                                             
fwrite((IntToStr(i)).c_str(),(IntToStr(i)).Length(),١,st ); 
                                             fwrite(" = ",٣،١,st); 
                                             fwrite((Eswt->GetField(i)).c_str(),(Eswt-
>GetField(i)).Length(),١,st); 
                                             fwrite("\n",١،١,st); 
                                            } 
                                          } 
                                        fclose(st); 
 
                                        String msgdest;// To get the destination  
branch 
 
                                        if (Eswt->GetMsgType(CSCBufTmp.c_str()) 
== "٠٨٢٠" ) // Hand Shacking message 
                                        { 
                                             /* Do nothing */ 
                                             FirstTime = ٠; 
                                             //ClientSocket->Close(); 
                                             //delete pStream; 
                                             //delete ClntStream; 
                                             //return; 
                                          } 
 
                                       if (Eswt->GetMsgType(CSCBufTmp.c_str()) == 
"٠٨٠٠" )  // Logon/Logoff Message 
                                         { 
                                              /* Reset the message for composing the 
response*/ 
                                              for (int i=١;i<=١٢٨;i++) 
                                                Eswt->SetField("",i); 
                                              Eswt->SetMsgHeader(""); 
                                              Eswt->SetMsgType("٠٨١٠"); 
                                              Eswt->SetField(Eswt->GetField(٧),٧); 
                                              Eswt->SetField(Eswt->GetField(١١),١١); 
                                              Eswt->SetField("٠٠",٣٩); 
                                              Eswt->SetField(Eswt->GetField(٧٠),٧٠); 
                                              Buf = ""; 
                                              Buf = Eswt->Csc_Compose(); 
 
                                              /* Calculate the length of the message , 
convert it to ASCII */ 
                                              double  Len = Buf.Length(); 
                                              const int buflen = Len  ; 
                                              double init = ٠; 
                                              if(Len > ٢٥٥) 
                                              { 
                                                init =(int)Len/٢٥٦; 
                                                Len = (int)Len % ٢٥٦; 
                                              } 
                                              CSCChar[٠] =  (wchar_t)init; 
                                              CSCChar[١] = (wchar_t)Len ; 
                                              /*Initialize the response buffer by NULL */ 
                                              ///for(int i=٠;i<= sizeof(CSCBuffer);i++) 
                                              //  CSCBuffer[i]= '\٠'; 
                                              memset(CSCBuffer,٠,sizeof(CSCBuffer)); 
                                              CSCBuffer[٠] = CSCChar[٠] ; 
                                              CSCBuffer[١] = CSCChar[١]; 
                                              char cscbuf[١٠٢٤];  // Temp buffer to get 
the message 
                                              //for(int i=٠;i<= sizeof(cscbuf);i++) 
                                               // cscbuf[i]= '\٠'; 
                                               memset(cscbuf,٠,sizeof(cscbuf)); 
                                              strcpy(cscbuf,Buf.c_str()); 
                                              for (int i = ٢;i<= buflen+١;i++) 
                                                CSCBuffer[i] = cscbuf[i-٢]; 
                                              /* Write response in the stream*/ 
                                              pStream->Write(CSCBuffer,(buflen + ٢)); 
                                               if (Eswt->GetField(٧٠) == "٠٠٢") 
                                                { 
                                                 ClientSocket->Close(); 
                                                //return; 
                                                } 
 
                                         } 
 
                                       if ((Eswt->GetMsgType(CSCBufTmp.c_str()) 
== "٠٢٠٠") || (Eswt->GetMsgType(CSCBufTmp.c_str()) == "٠٤٢٠")) // 
Financial/Reversal Message 
                                        { 
                                              /* Set Field values from received 
message*/ 
                                              for (int i=١;i<=١٢٨;i++) 
                                               { 
                                                Eswt->SetField("",i); 
                                                Eswt->SetField(Eswt->GetField(i),i); 
                                               } 
                                              /* Save the original field data befor 
sending to eSwitch*/ 
                                              String cscprocode = Eswt-
>GetField(٣),procode=""; 
                                              String auth =  Eswt->GetField(١١)  ; 
                                              String DestBranch =  Eswt->GetField(٣٢)  
; 
                                             // String Fld٤٨= Eswt->GetField(٤٨); 
 
                                              Eswt->SetField("١١١١١١١١١١١",٣٢); 
                                              Eswt->SetField("CSC PROCESSOR",٤٨); 
 
                                              String Trak٢ = Eswt->GetField(٣٥); 
                                              String account_id  = Eswt->GetField(١٠٢); 
 
                                              String tran_amount=""; 
                                              String tran_fee=""; 
                                              String tran_procfee=""; 
                                              String partial_rvrsamnt=""; 
                                              String partial_disamnt=""; 
                                              String part_rev=""; 
                                              //float rate=٠; 
                                              currency  = Eswt->GetField(٤٩); 
                                              tran_amount = Eswt->GetField(٤); 
                                              tran_fee= Eswt->GetField(٢٨); 
                                              tran_procfee= Eswt->GetField(٣٠); 
 
                                              //rate = StrToFloat(Eswt->GetField(٩)); 
                                              if(Eswt->GetField(٩٥) != "") 
                                                { 
                                                    partial_rvrsamnt=Eswt-
>GetField(٩٥).SubString(١٣،١٢); 
                                                    partial_disamnt= Eswt->GetField(٩٥); 
                                                } 
                                              else 
                                                partial_rvrsamnt ="٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠"; 
 
                                              /*convert the international currency code 
to bank code*/ 
                                              //Synchronize(getCurrencyCode); 
                                              // Should be implemented 
 
                                                   if ((Eswt-
>GetMsgType(CSCBufTmp.c_str()) == "٠٤٢٠") && 
(partial_rvrsamnt!="٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠")) 
                                                   { 
                                                        String settl_amnt= Eswt-
>GetField(٥); 
                                                        part_rev = 
FloatToStr(StrToFloat(settl_amnt) - StrToFloat(partial_rvrsamnt)); 
                                                        int part_len =  part_rev.Length(); 
                                                        if (part_len<١٢) 
                                                         { 
                                                           for (int i=١;i<=(١٢ - 
part_len);i++) 
                                                            part_rev = "٠" + part_rev ; 
                                                         } 
                                                        Eswt->SetField(part_rev,٥); 
                                                        Eswt->SetField("",٢١); 
                                                        Eswt->SetField("",٢٨); 
                                                        Eswt->SetField("",٢٩); 
                                                        Eswt->SetField("",٣٠); 
                                                        Eswt->SetField("",٣١); 
                                                        Eswt->SetField("",٩٥); 
                                                        //Eswt->SetField("",٩٥); 
                                                   } 
                                                   if( part_rev != "") 
                                                    { 
                                                      Eswt->SetField(part_rev,٤); 
                                                      Eswt->SetField(part_rev,٥); 
                                                      Eswt->SetField("",٢١); 
                                                      Eswt->SetField("",٢٨); 
                                                      Eswt->SetField("",٢٩); 
                                                      Eswt->SetField("",٣٠); 
                                                      Eswt->SetField("",٣١); 
                                                      Eswt->SetField("",٩٥); 
                                                    } 
                                                   else 
                                                    { 
                                                      Eswt->SetField(Eswt-
>GetField(٥),٤); 
                                                      Eswt->SetField(Eswt-
>GetField(٢٩),٢٨); 
                                                      Eswt->SetField(Eswt-
>GetField(٣١),٣٠); 
                                                    } 
 
                                                  Eswt->SetField("",٤٥); 
 
                                              /*get branch code, swtact and account 
no*/ 
                                              String branch="",swtact="",actno=""; 
                                              branch=Eswt-
>GetField(١٠٢).SubString(١،٣); 
                                              swtact=Eswt-
>GetField(١٠٢).SubString(٤،٢); 
                                              actno=Eswt-
>GetField(١٠٢).SubString(٦,(Eswt->GetField(١٠٢).Length()-٥)); 
                                              /*get bank swift code and currency code*/ 
                                              //BankNo = DestBranch; 
                                              BankNo="٠٠٠٠٠٠٦٠"; 
                                              Synchronize(GetBankSwiftCurr); 
                                              /*set switch account type, currency code, 
destination branch and account no*/ 
                                              procode = cscprocode.SubString(١،٢)+ 
swtact.SubString(١،٢) + cscprocode.SubString(٥،٢); 
                                              branch = BankSwift + branch; 
                                              Eswt->SetField(procode,٣); 
                                              Eswt->SetField(BankCurr,٤٩); 
                                              //Eswt->SetField("EBSSDNKH١٠١",١٠٠); // 
Should be Desination branch 
                                              Eswt->SetField(branch,١٠٠); 
                                              Eswt->SetField(actno,١٠٢); 
 
                                              Eswt->SetMsgHeader("ISO٠١١٠٠٠٠٥٠"); 
 
                                              Eswt->SetField("ISCDSDKH٩٩٩",٣٢);// 
Should be Source branch 
                                              String term_id  = Eswt->GetField(٤١); 
                                              AnsiString FLD٤١ = Eswt->GetField(٤١); 
                                              FLD٤١ = FLD٤١+"٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠٠"; 
                                              FLD٤١ = FLD٤١.SubString(١،١٦); 
                                              Eswt->SetField(FLD٤١،٤١); 
 
 
                                              if (Eswt-
>GetMsgType(CSCBufTmp.c_str())=="٠٤٢٠") 
                                                Eswt->SetField("",٦٠); 
                                              Buf = Eswt->Swt_Compose(); 
 
                                               /* Write Message in the stream to Local 
eSwitch*/ 
 
                                              ClntStream-
>Write(Buf.c_str(),Buf.Length()); 
                                              for(int i=٠;i<= 
sizeof(CSCRespBuffer);i++) 
                                                CSCRespBuffer[i]= '\٠'; 
                                         wait_tran: 
                                                /* Wait for response from Local 
eSwitch*/ 
                                              if  (ClntStream->WaitForData(٣٠٠٠٠)) 
                                                { 
                                                        if  (ClntStream-
>Read(CSCRespBuffer, sizeof(CSCRespBuffer)) == ٠) // if can ’ t  read in 
٦٠ seconds 
                                                           {}//ShowMessage("cant read 
from client"); 
                                                        else 
                                                         { 
                                                           /* Write the eSwitch response to 
History file*/ 
                                                          // String SWTFileName = 
"logs/SWT" + (DateToStr((TDate)Date())).SubString(١،٤) + ".His"; 
                                                          if ((st = fopen("SWT.His", 
"a+"))==NULL) 
                                                          //if ((st = 
fopen(SWTFileName.c_str(), "a+"))==NULL) 
                                                          ShowMessage("Cannot open .his 
file is missing"); 
                                                          fwrite("**********SWT 
Message*********",٣٠،١,st); 
                                                          fwrite("\n",١،١,st); 
                                                          fwrite("SWT Message : " ,١٤،١,st); 
                                                          
fwrite(CSCRespBuffer,((String)CSCRespBuffer).Length(),١,st); 
                                                          fwrite("\n",١،١,st); 
                                                          // Added on ١٨/٤/٢٠٠٥ by hadeel 
                                                          for (int i=١;i<=١٢٨;i++) 
                                                            { 
                                                              Eswt->SetField("",i); 
                                                            } 
                                                            /////////////////////////// 
                                                          Eswt-
>Swt_Decompose(CSCRespBuffer); 
                                                          for (int i=١;i<=١٢٨;i++) 
                                                            { 
                                                                Eswt->SetField(Eswt-
>GetField(i),i); 
                                                                if(Eswt->GetField(i) != "") 
                                                                 { 
                                                                        
fwrite((IntToStr(i)).c_str(),(IntToStr(i)).Length(),١,st ); 
                                                                        fwrite(" = ",٣،١,st); 
                                                                        fwrite((Eswt-
>GetField(i)).c_str(),(Eswt->GetField(i)).Length(),١,st); 
                                                                        fwrite("\n",١،١,st); 
                                                                } 
                                                            }                                                        
fclose(st); 
                                                        //bool NWFlag = false; 
                                                        if((Eswt-
>GetMsgType(CSCRespBuffer)) == "٠٨٠٠") 
                                                          goto wait_tran; 
 
                                                           /* Reset MessageHeader to send 
the message to CSC*/ 
                                                          Eswt->SetMsgHeader(""); 
                                                          AnsiString add_amount="",ad=""; 
                                                          Eswt->SetField(DestBranch,٣٢); 
                                                          Eswt->SetField(Trak٢،٣٥); 
                                                          Eswt->SetField(term_id,٤١); 
                                                          Eswt->SetField(currency,٤٩); 
                                                          Eswt->SetField(cscprocode,٣); 
 
                                                          Eswt->SetField(account_id,١٠٢); 
                                                          ad=Eswt->GetField(٤٤); 
                                                          if (Eswt-
>GetMsgType(CSCRespBuffer)== "٠٤٣٠") 
                                                             ad=Eswt->GetField(٩٠); 
                                                          add_amount= 
ad.SubString(١،٢)+"٠١"+"٧٣٦"+"C"+ad.SubString(ad.Length()-١١،١٢); 
                                                          Eswt->SetField(add_amount,٥٤); 
 
                                                          if ((Eswt-
>GetField(٣).SubString(١،٢))== "٣١")  // Balance inquiry 
                                                           { 
                                                             Eswt->SetField("",٢١); 
                                                             Eswt->SetField("",٢٨); 
                                                             Eswt->SetField("",٣٠); 
                                                             Eswt->SetField("",٤٤); 
                                                             Eswt->SetField("",٤٨); 
                                                             Eswt->SetField("",٥٢); 
                                                             Eswt->SetField("",٦٣); 
                                                             Eswt->SetField("",١٠٠); 
 
                                                           } 
                                                        if ((Eswt-
>GetField(٣).SubString(١،٢))== "٠١") //Fast Cash 
                                                           { 
                                                               Eswt-
>SetField(tran_amount,٤); 
                                                               Eswt->SetField(tran_fee,٢٨); 
                                                               Eswt-
>SetField(tran_procfee,٣٠); 
 
                                                             if (Eswt-
>GetMsgType(CSCRespBuffer) == "٠٢١٠") //normal response 
                                                              { 
                                                               Eswt->SetField("",٢١); 
                                                               Eswt->SetField(auth,٣٨); 
                                                               Eswt->SetField("",٤٣); 
                                                               Eswt->SetField("",٤٤); 
                                                               Eswt->SetField("",٤٨); 
                                                               Eswt->SetField("",٥٢); 
                                                               Eswt->SetField("",٦٣); 
                                                               Eswt->SetField("",١٠٠); 
                                                              } 
                                                             if (Eswt-
>GetMsgType(CSCRespBuffer) == "٠٤٣٠")  //reversal response 
                                                              { 
                                                                Eswt->SetField("",٢١); 
                                                                Eswt->SetField("",٢٩); 
                                                                Eswt->SetField("",٣٥); 
                                                                Eswt->SetField("",٣٨); 
                                                                Eswt->SetField("",٤١); 
                                                                Eswt->SetField("",٤٣); 
                                                                Eswt->SetField("",٥٤); 
                                                                Eswt->SetField("",٥٨); 
                                                                Eswt->SetField("",٦٠); 
                                                                Eswt->SetField("",٦٣); 
                                                                Eswt-
>SetField(partial_disamnt,٩٥); 
                                                                Eswt->SetField("",١٠٠); 
                                                                Eswt-
>SetField(account_id,١٠٢); 
                                                              } //if trntype = ٠٤٣٠ 
 
                                                           }  // if tran type = "٠١" 
 
 
                                                          Buf = ""; 
                                                          Buf = Eswt->Csc_Compose(); 
                                                           /* Calculate Message Length*/ 
                                                          double  Len = Buf.Length(); 
                                                          const int buflen = Len  ; 
                                                          double init = ٠; 
                                                          if(Len > ٢٥٥) 
                                                            { 
                                                                init =(int)Len/٢٥٦; 
                                                                Len = (int)Len % ٢٥٦; 
                                                            } 
                                                          CSCChar[٠] =  (wchar_t)init; 
                                                          CSCChar[١] = (wchar_t)Len ; 
                                                          for(int i=٠;i<= 
sizeof(CSCBuffer);i++) 
                                                                CSCBuffer[i]= '\٠'; 
                                                          CSCBuffer[٠] = CSCChar[٠] ; 
                                                          CSCBuffer[١] = CSCChar[١]; 
                                                          char cscbuf[١٠٢٤]; 
                                                          memset(cscbuf,٠,sizeof(cscbuf)); 
                                                          strcpy(cscbuf,Buf.c_str()); 
                                                          for (int i = ٢;i<= (buflen +١);i++) 
                                                                CSCBuffer[i] = cscbuf[i-٢]; 
                                                           /* Send the response to CSC */ 
 
                                                          pStream-
>Write(CSCBuffer,(buflen +٢)); 
                                                          CSCtemp =""; 
                                                          for(int i = ٢;i< 
sizeof(CSCBuffer);i++) 
                                                                { 
                                                                 CSCtemp = CSCtemp + 
CSCBuffer[i]; 
                                                                } 
                                                          String CSCBufTmp =    CSCtemp; 
                                                          CSCBufTmp = "ISO٠١١٠٠٠٠٥٠" +   
CSCBufTmp; 
                                                       //   String RespFileName = 
"logs/RESP" + (DateToStr((TDate)Date())).SubString(١،٤) + ".His"; 
                                                          if ((st = fopen("CSCresp.His", 
"a+"))==NULL) 
                                                          //if ((st = 
fopen(RespFileName.c_str(), "a+"))==NULL) 
                                                                ShowMessage("Cannot open 
.his file is missing"); 
                                                          fwrite("**********CSC 
Message*********",٣٠،١,st); 
                                                          fwrite("\n",١،١,st); 
                                                          fwrite("CSC Message : " ,١٤،١,st); 
                                                          fwrite(CSCBuffer,٥١٢،١,st); 
                                                          fwrite("\n",١،١,st); 
 
                                                          fclose(st); 
 
                                                          //ClientSocket->Close(); 
                                                          //return; 
 
                                                        } 
                                                } 
                                              /* Close Socket and return*/ 
                                              //ClientSocket->Close(); 
                                             // return; 
                                        } //if trntype = ٠٢٠٠ 
 
                                    } // ELSE 
                            }//IF(WaitForData) 
                            //delete pStream; 
                           // delete ClntStream; 
 
        }//TRY 
 
       catch  (...) 
        { 
          ClientSocket->Close(); 
 
        } 
 
        delete Eswt; 
        delete pStream; 
        delete ClntStream; 
 
    }//WHILE 
  }   // End Function 
//************************************************
**** 
٢. Services Main Server 
٢٫١ FromService 
ClassName :     FromService 
Description :  This Class is used to received the request 
from the Service (Phonebank/ATM) 
through the socket and save it in file 
named SrvMsg.xml , convert the request 
to IFX format 
 
import java.io.*; 
import org.xml.sax.*; 
import org.xml.sax.helpers.*; 
import org.apache.xerces.parsers.SAXParser; 
class FromService{ 
 public FromService() 
 { 
  try{ 
   Starts(); 
  }catch (Exception e) 
  { 
   System.out.println("Error :"+e.toString()); 
  } 
 } 
    public static String ele=""; 
    public void Starts() throws Exception { 
   String elem = "Data_To_Be_Sending"; 
      XMLReader parser  =   
XMLReaderFactory.createXMLReader( 
        "org.apache.xerces.parsers.SAXParser");  
      myHandler mh=new myHandler(elem); 
      parser.setContentHandler(mh); 
      parser.parse("SrvMsg.xml"); 
      ele=mh.getElements(); 
      System.out.println("The Operation End Successfuly"); 
  } 
  public String getElement(){ 
   return ele; 
  } 
 } 
  class myHandler extends DefaultHandler { 
     boolean firstname; 
        String name,elements=""; 
 public void startElement(String uri, String localName, String 
qName, Attributes attributes) throws SAXException{ 
    //check each qualified name and set a booling 
accordingly 
     if(qName.equalsIgnoreCase(name)) 
      firstname = true; 
     } 
    public void characters(char[] ch, int start, int length) 
{ 
  if(firstname){ 
         String  sa = new String(ch,start,length); 
         elements+=" "+sa; 
            firstname = false; 
         } 
  } 
 
     public myHandler(){ 
    } 
     public myHandler(String nn) throws 
org.xml.sax.SAXException { 
         super(); 
         name=nn; 
       } 
    public String getElements(){ 
       return elements; 
   } 
    } 
/************************************************
**/ 
٢٫٢ ToCoreBanking 
ClassName : ToCoreBanking 
Description : this Class is used to convert the request to 
IFX format and send it to the core banking 
system. 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.*; 
import org.w٣c.dom.*; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import org.apache.xerces.jaxp.DocumentBuilderFactoryImpl; 
import org.apache.xerces.jaxp.DocumentBuilderImpl; 
import org.apache.xml.serialize.XMLSerializer; 
import org.apache.xml.serialize.OutputFormat; 
 
public class ToCoreBanking { 
 
   // XML tag's 
   private static final String TAG_IFX            = "IFX"; 
   private static final String TAG_MN             = "Message_Number"; 
   private static final String TAG_CID            = "Cust_Id_No"; 
   private static final String TAG_ATC            = 
"Amount_Transaction_Code"; 
   private static final String TAG_DateTime       = "Msg_Date"; 
   private static final String TAG_TC             = "Transaction_Code"; 
   private static final String TAG_RC             = "Response_Code"; 
 
   // XML Settings 
   private static final String XML_VERSION        = "١٫٠"; 
   private static final String XML_ENCODING       = "UTF-٨"; 
 
   // Format definitions 
   private static final String DATE_TIME_FORMAT   = 
     "yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss'Z'"; 
 
   // Variables 
   private Date     msgTimeStamp  = null; 
   private String   MN            = ""; 
   private String   CID           = ""; 
   private String   ATC           = ""; 
   private String   TC            = ""; 
   private String   RC            = ""; 
   private Document xmlDoc        = null; 
   private String   xmlStr        = null; 
 
   // Constructor 
   public ToCoreBanking(Date   pTimeStamp 
                       ,String DATA,String d١ 
                       ,String d٢,String d٣ 
                       ,String d٤) { 
 
     this.msgTimeStamp = pTimeStamp; 
     MN   = DATA; 
     CID  = d١; 
     ATC  = d٢; 
     TC   = d٣; 
     RC   = d٤; 
 
     // Generate the XML Document using DOM 
     this.generateXMLDocument(); 
 
     // Generate a XML String 
     this.generateXMLString(); 
   } 
 
   // Retrive probe message as XML string 
   public String getXMLString() { 
     return xmlStr; 
   } 
 
   // Generate a DOM XML document 
   private void generateXMLDocument() 
   { 
     Element main; 
     Element root; 
     Element item; 
     DateFormat timeStampFormat = 
      new SimpleDateFormat( DATE_TIME_FORMAT ); 
 
    try { 
 
      //Create a XML Document 
      DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 
        DocumentBuilderFactoryImpl.newInstance(); 
      DocumentBuilder docBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 
      xmlDoc = docBuilder.newDocument(); 
    } catch(Exception e) { 
        System.out.println("Error " + e); 
    } 
 
    // Create the root element 
    root = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_IFX); 
 
    // Add Message Number Element and its value 
    item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_MN); 
    item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(MN));//value of MN 
    System.out.println(MN); 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add Customer Id Number and its value 
    item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_CID); 
    item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(CID));//value of CID 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add Amount Transaction Code Element and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_ATC); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(ATC));//value of ATC 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add Message Date Element and its value 
    item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_DateTime); 
    item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode( 
      timeStampFormat.format(msgTimeStamp))); 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add Transaction Code Element and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_TC); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(TC));//value of TC 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add Response Code Element and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_RC); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(RC));//value of RC 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add to the root Element 
    xmlDoc.appendChild(root); 
 
  } 
 
  // Generate String out of the XML document object 
  private void generateXMLString() { 
 
    StringWriter  strWriter    = null; 
    XMLSerializer probeMsgSerializer   = null; 
    OutputFormat  outFormat    = null; 
 
    try { 
      probeMsgSerializer = new XMLSerializer(); 
      strWriter = new StringWriter(); 
      outFormat = new OutputFormat(); 
      FileOutputStream fos=new FileOutputStream("IFXMsg.xml"); 
 
      // Setup format settings 
      outFormat.setEncoding(XML_ENCODING); 
      outFormat.setVersion(XML_VERSION); 
      outFormat.setIndenting(true); 
      outFormat.setIndent(٤); 
 
      // Define a Writer 
      probeMsgSerializer.setOutputCharStream(strWriter); 
 
      // Serialize XML Document 
      probeMsgSerializer.serialize(xmlDoc); 
      this.xmlStr = strWriter.toString(); 
      for (int j=٠;j<xmlStr.length();j++) 
          fos.write(xmlStr.charAt(j)); 
      fos.close(); 
      strWriter.close(); 
 
 
    } catch (IOException ioEx) { 
        System.out.println("Error " + ioEx); 
    } 
  } 
} 
/************************************************
*/  
٢٫٣ FromCoreBanking 
ClassName : FromCoreBanking 
Description : this Class is used to wait for IFX response 
and encapsulate the response to (Text/ISO 
٨٥٨٣)  format to send it back to the service 
interface 
 
import java.io.*; 
import org.xml.sax.*; 
import org.xml.sax.helpers.*; 
import org.apache.xerces.parsers.SAXParser; 
        public class FromCoreBanking { 
 public String ele="",ele١=""; 
         public void Star() throws Exception { 
    String elem  = ""; 
    String elem١ = ""; 
  //create an xml reader from a specific class 
          XMLReader parser = 
XMLReaderFactory.createXMLReader( 
          
 "org.apache.xerces.parsers.SAXParser");  
                        // should load properties 
          //specify a new handler 
          myHandler mh=new myHandler(elem,elem١); 
          parser.setContentHandler(mh); 
 
                   //parse the document, our handler we set above will 
follow the events 
          parser.parse("ISOMsg.xml"); 
          ele=mh.getElements(); 
          ele١=mh.getElements١(); 
          System.out.println(" The Opreration End 
Successfuly"); 
         } 
    } 
    /* 
    We extend DefaultHandler, DefaultHandler is a convience class 
that implements the following interfaces: EntityResolver, 
DTDHandler, ContentHandler, ErrorHandler. 
By extending this class we can choose to implment only the 
callbacks that we want instead of having to write and 
implementation of all of them. 
    */ 
        class myHandler extends DefaultHandler { 
         boolean ftag; 
         boolean stag; 
         String name,name١,elements="",elements١=""; 
            /* 
          Here we overide the startElement method, 
         The Parser will invoke this method at the beginning    
of every element in the XML document; 
         */ 
             public void startElement(String uri, String 
localName, String qName, Attributes attributes) 
throws SAXException{ 
              //check each qualifed name and set a booling 
accordingly 
             if(qName.equalsIgnoreCase(name)) 
               ftag = true; 
             if(qName.equalsIgnoreCase(name١)) 
               stag = true; 
                } 
             /* 
              Here we overide the characters method, 
             The Parser will call this method to report each chunk of 
character data. 
             */ 
                 public void characters(char[] ch, int start, int 
length) { 
                   //we check if we're in a specific 
element via the boolean we set 
                   //when the parser entered the element 
                                if(ftag){ 
            
String sa = new String(ch,start,length); 
            
elements+=" "+sa; 
            
ftag = false; 
        } 
       
 if(stag){ 
        
 String st = new String(ch,start,length); 
            
elements١+=" "+st; 
            
stag = false; 
         } 
                }//end of character 
                         /* 
                         We must make a call to the DefaultHandler 
constructer so that the other methods are 
implemented 
                         */ 
                      public myHandler(String nn,String n١) throws 
org.xml.sax.SAXException { 
                          super(); 
                          name=nn; 
                          name١=n١; 
                      } 
                      public String getElements(){ 
       return elements; 
       } 
       public String 
getElements١(){ 
         return 
elements١; 
       } 
   }//end myHandler class 
//************************************************
***** 
٢٫٤ ISOMessage 
ClassName : ISOMessage 
Description : this Class is used to compose/Decompose 
ISO ٨٥٨٣ message format. 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.*; 
import org.w٣c.dom.*; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import org.apache.xerces.jaxp.DocumentBuilderFactoryImpl; 
import org.apache.xerces.jaxp.DocumentBuilderImpl; 
import org.apache.xml.serialize.XMLSerializer; 
import org.apache.xml.serialize.OutputFormat; 
 
public class ISOMessage { 
 
   // XML tag's 
   private static final String TAG_ISO            = "ISO٨٥٨٣"; 
   private static final String TAG_MTI            = 
"Message_Type_Identifier"; 
   private static final String TAG_PAN            = 
"Primary_Account_Number"; 
   private static final String TAG_ATC            = 
"Amount_Transaction_Code"; 
   private static final String TAG_DateTime       = "DateTime"; 
   private static final String TAG_TC             = "Transaction_Code"; 
   private static final String TAG_RC             = "Responce_Code"; 
   private static final String TAG_STAN           = 
"System_Trace_Audit_Number"; 
   private static final String TAG_MN             = "Message_Number"; 
 
   // XML Settings 
   private static final String XML_VERSION        = "١٫٠"; 
   private static final String XML_ENCODING       = "UTF-٨"; 
 
   // Format definitions 
   private static final String DATE_TIME_FORMAT   = 
     "yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss'Z'"; 
 
   // Variables 
   private Date     msgTimeStamp  = null; 
   private String   MN            = ""; 
   private String   PAN           = ""; 
   private String   MTI           = ""; 
   private String   TC            = ""; 
   private String   ATC           = ""; 
   private String   STAN          = ""; 
   private String   RC            = ""; 
   private Document xmlDoc        = null; 
   private String   xmlStr        = null; 
 
   // Constructor 
   public ISOMessage(Date   pTimeStamp 
                       ,String DATA 
                       ,String st) { 
 
     this.msgTimeStamp = pTimeStamp; 
     ATC   = DATA; 
     RC    =st; 
 
     // Generate the XML Document using DOM 
     this.generateXMLDocument(); 
 
     // Generate a XML String 
     this.generateXMLString(); 
   } 
 
   // Retrive probe message as XML string 
   public String getXMLString() { 
     return xmlStr; 
   } 
 
   // Generate a DOM XML document 
   private void generateXMLDocument() 
   { 
     Element main; 
     Element root; 
     Element item; 
     DateFormat timeStampFormat = 
      new SimpleDateFormat( DATE_TIME_FORMAT ); 
 
    try { 
 
      //Create a XML Document 
      DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 
        DocumentBuilderFactoryImpl.newInstance(); 
      DocumentBuilder docBuilder = 
dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 
      xmlDoc = docBuilder.newDocument(); 
    } catch(Exception e) { 
        System.out.println("Error " + e); 
    } 
 
    // Create the root element 
    root = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_ISO); 
 
    // Add Message Type Identifier Element and its value 
    item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_MTI); 
    item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode("٠٢١٠"));//value of 
MTI 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add Primary Account Number and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_PAN); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(""));//va
lue of PAN 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add Amount Transaction Code Element and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_ATC); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(ATC));//
value of ATC 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add TimeStamp Element and its value 
    item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_DateTime); 
    item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode( 
        timeStampFormat.format(msgTimeStamp))); 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add Transaction Code Element and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_TC); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode("٣١"));//
value of TC 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add System Trace Audit Number  Element and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_STAN); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(""));//va
lue of STAN 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add Response Code Element and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_RC); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(RC));//v
alue of RC 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add to the root Element 
    xmlDoc.appendChild(root); 
 
  } 
 
  // Generate String out of the XML document object 
  private void generateXMLString() { 
 
    StringWriter  strWriter    = null; 
    XMLSerializer probeMsgSerializer   = null; 
    OutputFormat  outFormat    = null; 
 
    try { 
      probeMsgSerializer = new XMLSerializer(); 
      strWriter = new StringWriter(); 
      outFormat = new OutputFormat(); 
      FileOutputStream fos=new FileOutputStream("ISOMsg.xml"); 
 
      // Setup format settings 
      outFormat.setEncoding(XML_ENCODING); 
      outFormat.setVersion(XML_VERSION); 
      outFormat.setIndenting(true); 
      outFormat.setIndent(٤); 
 
      // Define a Writer 
          probeMsgSerializer.setOutputCharStream(strWriter); 
 
      // Serialize XML Document 
      probeMsgSerializer.serialize(xmlDoc); 
      this.xmlStr = strWriter.toString(); 
      for (int j=٠;j<xmlStr.length();j++) 
          fos.write(xmlStr.charAt(j)); 
      fos.close(); 
      strWriter.close(); 
 
    } catch (IOException ioEx) { 
        System.out.println("Error " + ioEx); 
    } 
  } 
} 
//************************************************
***** 
٢٫٥ TXTMessage 
ClassName : TXTMessage 
Description : This Class is used to compose/Decompose 
Text message format. 
 
package BSC; 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.*; 
import java.text.*; 
import org.w٣c.dom.*; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory; 
import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder; 
import org.apache.xerces.jaxp.DocumentBuilderFactoryImpl; 
import org.apache.xerces.jaxp.DocumentBuilderImpl; 
import org.apache.xml.serialize.XMLSerializer; 
import org.apache.xml.serialize.OutputFormat; 
 
public class TXTMessage { 
 
   // XML tag's 
   private static final String TAG_TXT            = "TXT_Message"; 
   private static final String TAG_MTI            = "Message_Type_Identifier"; 
   private static final String TAG_SPN            = 
"Service_Provider_Number"; 
   private static final String TAG_SN             = "Serial_No"; 
   private static final String TAG_TrDateTime     = 
"Transaction_DateTime"; 
   private static final String TAG_SrDateTime     = "Server_DateTime"; 
   private static final String TAG_AC             = "Area_Code"; 
   private static final String TAG_DN             = "Device_No"; 
   private static final String TAG_TA            = "Transaction_Amount"; 
   private static final String TAG_PAN            = 
"Primary_Account_Number"; 
   private static final String TAG_BkID           = 
"Bank_Identification_Number"; 
   private static final String TAG_BrID           = 
"Branch_Identification_Number"; 
   private static final String TAG_SP_PAN         = 
"Service_Provider_Primary_Account_Number"; 
   private static final String TAG_TC             = "Transaction_Code"; 
   private static final String TAG_RC             = "Responce_Code"; 
   private static final String TAG_STAN           = 
"System_Trace_Audit_Number"; 
   private static final String TAG_MN             = "Message_Number"; 
 
   // XML Settings 
   private static final String XML_VERSION        = "١٫٠"; 
   private static final String XML_ENCODING       = "UTF-٨"; 
 
   // Format definitions 
   private static final String DATE_TIME_FORMAT   = 
     "yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss'Z'"; 
 
   // Variables 
   private Date     msgTimeStamp  = null; 
   private String     TrDateTime    = null; 
   private Date     SrDateTime    = null; 
   private String   MTI           = ""; 
   private String   SPN           = ""; 
   private String   SN            = ""; 
   private String   AC            = ""; 
   private String   DN            = ""; 
   private String   TA           = ""; 
   private String   PAN           = ""; 
   private String   BkID          = ""; 
   private String   BrID          = ""; 
   private String   SP_PAN        = ""; 
   private String   TC            = ""; 
   private String   RC            = ""; 
   private String   STAN          = ""; 
   private String   MN            = ""; 
    
   private Document xmlDoc        = null; 
   private String   xmlStr        = null; 
 
   // Constructor 
   public TXTMessage(String txtMessage) { 
       System.out.println("Inside TXTMessage Constructer"); 
   /* Decompose Text Message */ 
   String message = txtMessage.substring(٤,txtMessage.length()); 
   System.out.println("message is" + message); 
   String tmpMessage = ""; 
   String[] respMess = new String[١١]; 
   String dig = ""; 
    
   for (int j=٠;j<=١٠;j++) 
    { 
  dig = ""; 
  tmpMessage = ""; 
  int i = ٠; 
  while (!(dig.equals("\t"))&&!(dig.equals("\n"))&& 
!(message.equals(""))) 
   { 
    dig = message.substring(i,i+١); 
    tmpMessage = tmpMessage + dig; 
    i = i+١; 
   } 
  respMess[j] = 
tmpMessage.substring(٠,tmpMessage.length()-١); 
  message = message.substring(i,message.length()); 
    }//end for 
 
     /* Set Variables */ 
       msgTimeStamp  = new Date(); 
    System.out.println("Befor TrDateTime"); 
    TrDateTime    = respMess[٢]; 
    System.out.println("After TrDateTime"); 
    SrDateTime    = msgTimeStamp; 
    MTI           = "٠٢٠٠"; 
    SPN           = respMess[٠]; 
    SN            = respMess[١]; 
    AC            = respMess[٣]; 
    DN            = respMess[٤]; 
    TA            = respMess[٥]; 
    PAN           = ""; 
    BkID          = respMess[٦]; 
    BrID          = respMess[٧]; 
    SP_PAN        = respMess[٨]; 
    TC            = ""; 
    RC            = ""; 
    STAN          = respMess[١]; 
    MN            = respMess[١]; 
 
     // Generate the XML Document using DOM 
     this.generateXMLDocument(); 
 
     // Generate a XML String 
     this.generateXMLString(); 
   } 
 
   // Retrive probe message as XML string 
   public String getXMLString() { 
     return xmlStr; 
   } 
 
   // Generate a DOM XML document 
   private void generateXMLDocument() 
   { 
     Element main; 
     Element root; 
     Element item; 
     DateFormat timeStampFormat = 
      new SimpleDateFormat( DATE_TIME_FORMAT ); 
 
    try { 
       //Create a XML Document 
      DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = 
        DocumentBuilderFactoryImpl.newInstance(); 
      DocumentBuilder docBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder(); 
      xmlDoc = docBuilder.newDocument(); 
    } catch(Exception e) { 
        System.out.println("Error " + e); 
    } 
 
    // Create the root element 
    root = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_TXT); 
 
    // Add Message Type Identifier Element and its value 
    item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_MTI); 
    item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(MTI));//value of MTI 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
 // Add Transaction Code Element and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_TC); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode("٤٨"));//value of TC 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
 // Add System Trace Audit Number  Element and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_STAN); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(STAN));//value of STAN 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
 // Add Area Code  Element and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_AC); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(AC));//value of AC 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
 // Add Device Number  Element and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_DN); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(DN));//value of DN 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
 // Add Transaction Amount  Element and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_TA); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(TA));//value of TA 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add Primary Account Number and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_PAN); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(PAN));//value of PAN 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add Bank Identifier and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_BkID); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(BkID));//value of BkID 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
 // Add Branch Identifier and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_BrID); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(BrID));//value of BrID 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
 // Add Service Provider Primary Account Number and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_SP_PAN); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(SP_PAN));//value of 
SP_PAN 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
 // Add Response Code and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_RC); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(RC));//value of RC 
    root.appendChild(item); 
        // Add Transaction DateTime and its value 
 item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_TrDateTime); 
 item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode(TrDateTime));//value of 
TrDateTime 
    root.appendChild(item); 
 
    // Add TimeStamp Element and its value 
    item = xmlDoc.createElement(TAG_SrDateTime); 
    item.appendChild(xmlDoc.createTextNode( 
        timeStampFormat.format(msgTimeStamp))); 
    root.appendChild(item); 
    
    // Add to the root Element 
    xmlDoc.appendChild(root); 
   } 
 
  // Generate String out of the XML document object 
  private void generateXMLString() { 
 
    StringWriter  strWriter    = null; 
    XMLSerializer probeMsgSerializer   = null; 
    OutputFormat  outFormat    = null; 
 
    try { 
      probeMsgSerializer = new XMLSerializer(); 
      strWriter = new StringWriter(); 
      outFormat = new OutputFormat(); 
      FileOutputStream fos=new FileOutputStream("TXTMsg.xml"); 
      // Setup format settings 
      outFormat.setEncoding(XML_ENCODING); 
      outFormat.setVersion(XML_VERSION); 
      outFormat.setIndenting(true); 
      outFormat.setIndent(٤); 
 
      // Define a Writer 
          probeMsgSerializer.setOutputCharStream(strWriter); 
 
      // Serialize XML Document 
      probeMsgSerializer.serialize(xmlDoc); 
      this.xmlStr = strWriter.toString(); 
      for (int j=٠;j<xmlStr.length();j++) 
          fos.write(xmlStr.charAt(j)); 
      fos.close(); 
      strWriter.close(); 
 
    } catch (IOException ioEx) { 
        System.out.println("Error " + ioEx); 
    } 
  } 
} 
//****************************************************
****** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
